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Abstract
In recent years, the formal methods community has made significant progress towards the
development of industrial-strength static analysis tools that can check properties of real-world
production code. Such tools can help developers detect potential bugs and security vulnerabilities
in critical software before deployment. While the potential benefits of static analysis tools are
clear, their usability and effectiveness in mainstream software development workflows often
comes into question and can prevent software developers from using these tools to their full
potential. In this dissertation, we focus on two major challenges that can limit their ability to be
incorporated into software development workflows.

The first challenge is unintentional unsoundness. Static program analyzers are complicated
tools, implementing sophisticated algorithms and performance heuristics. This makes them
highly susceptible to undetected unintentional soundness issues. These issues in program
analyzers can cause false negatives and have disastrous consequences e.g., when analyzing
safety critical software. In this dissertation, we present novel techniques to detect unintentional
unsoundness bugs in two foundational program analysis tools namely SMT solvers and Datalog
engines. These tools are used extensively by the formal methods community, for instance,
in software verification, systematic testing, and program synthesis. We implemented these
techniques as easy-to-use open source tools that are publicly available on Github. With the
proposed techniques, we were able to detect more than 55 unique and confirmed critical
soundness bugs in popular and widely used SMT solvers and Datalog engines in only a few
months of testing.

The second challenge is finding the right balance between soundness, precision, and perfor-
mance. In an ideal world, a static analyzer should be as precise as possible while maintaining
soundness and being sufficiently fast. However, to overcome undecidability issues, these tools
have to employ a variety of techniques to be practical for example, compromising on the sound-
ness of the analysis or approximating code behavior. Static analyzers therefore are not trivial to
integrate into any usage scenario with different program sizes, resource constraints and SLAs.
Most of the times, these tools also don’t scale to large industrial code bases containing millions
of lines of code. This makes it extremely challenging to get the most out of these analyzers and
integrate them into everyday development activities, especially for average software develop-
ment teams with little to no knowledge or understanding of advanced static analysis techniques.
In this dissertation we present an approach to automatically tailor an abstract interpreter to
the code under analysis and any given resource constraints. We implemented our technique
as an open source framework, which is publicly available on Github. The second contribution
of this dissertation in this challenge area is a technique to horizontally scale analysis tools
in cloud-based static analysis platforms by splitting the input to the analyzer into partitions
and analyzing the partitions independently. The technique was developed in collaboration with
Amazon Web Services and is now being used in production in their CodeGuru service.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The importance of correct, robust, and secure software systems is increasingly
vital for the smooth functioning of our society. From remote working and online
education to autonomous vehicles and space travel, software plays a profound
role in our modern way of life. Although these systems are incredibly effective
in understanding, computing, and manipulating complex data, they do have one
weakness: they are developed by human beings. And humans make mistakes.
Since developing these software systems is a notoriously difficult task, any rea-
sonably complex piece of software inevitably contains bugs. Depending on the
application domain, these bugs can have serious consequences. For example, in
2022 Tesla Motors had to recall 130,000 vehicles due to a software issue in its
infotainment system which could cause the CPU to overheat and affect critical
functions, increasing the risk of a crash. In 2016, anonymous hackers were able to
exploit a combination of vulnerabilities in The DAO’s (Decentralized Autonomous
Organization) smart contracts [182] and were able to steal over $50 million USD
worth of Ether from the Ethereum blockchain. Finding bugs in modern software
systems is, therefore, a question of safeguarding life and property.

Recent years have seen tremendous progress in the development and industrial
adoption of rigorous techniques and tools to automatically detect bugs in software
and ensure its correctness. Static program analysis is one such technique to
automatically reason about the runtime behavior of a program without actually
running it. It is a powerful approach that can be used to detect a wide range of
security vulnerabilities and enables program optimization in compilers, automatic
parallelization and, if accurate enough, correctness verification. Static program
analyzers are tools that implement program analysis techniques and are used to
analyze other programs for flaws.

Over the past couple of years, the formal methods community has made sig-
nificant progress towards the development of industrial-strength static program
analyzers that can check properties of real-world production code. These tools can
help developers detect potential bugs and security vulnerabilities in critical soft-
ware systems before deployment without executing them. Tools such as Coverity
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Scan [2], FindBugs [21], Klocwork [7], fault prediction [158] and Infer [59, 60]
analyze hundreds of thousands of lines of open-source and industrial code every
day. Since 2014, using Infer, developers at Meta were able to catch and fix over
100,000 issues before they ever reached production code [87]. Infer participates
as a bot during the code review process for Android and iOS apps for Facebook,
Instagram, Messenger, and WhatsApp, as well as on their backend C++ and Java
code.

While the potential benefits of analyzers are obvious, their usability and ef-
fectiveness in mainstream software development workflows still often comes
into question and can prevent average software development teams from using
these tools to their full potential. This is because the undecidability of the halting
problem makes formal reasoning about program properties difficult. In fact, Rice
has shown that all non-trivial questions about the behavior of a program are unde-
cidable [219]. One common theme in static analysis is that to remain computable,
one can only provide approximate answers. In practice, this is achieved with a
sacrifice in terms of soundness or completeness. This means that a static analysis
technique might either miss a bug (false negative) or report correct code as having
a bug (false positive), might not handle certain language features or can only
report certain types of bugs. Developers, however, expect static program analyzers
to satisfy a particularly challenging set of requirements [68]:

– Soundness: The tool should not report any false negatives.

– Precision: The tool should be as precise as possible and return a minimum
number of false positives.

– Scalability: The tool should scale to millions of lines of code.

– Automation: The tool should be push-button, i.e., it should be able to
configure itself automatically to the code under analysis and any given
resource constraints.

– Efficiency/performance: The tool should not get in the way of the develop-
ment cycle, i.e., it should report the results within the SLA (service-level
agreement), which is typically minutes.

Decades of research have yielded the discovery of novel algorithms, data struc-
tures, and design principles that make static program analysis more precise,
scalable, and faster than ever before. Practical program analyzers have to make
tradeoffs (e.g., in soundness, precision, or performance) to maintain a delicate bal-
ance between returning the minimum number of false negatives/positives, scaling
to very large industrial codebases, being highly automatic and having minimum
overhead for the developers. Designing, implementing and deploying program
analyzers, therefore, is an extremely challenging task. This makes them extremely
complicated pieces of software with a high likelihood of having bugs themselves
(challenge 1) or tradeoffs not suitable for every piece of code under every usage
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scenario (challenge 2). In this dissertation, we focus our attention on these two
challenges that can limit the ability of static program analyzers to be incorporated
into mainstream software development workflows.

Challenge 1 is unintentional unsoundness. Program analyzers are complicated
tools, implementing sophisticated algorithms and performance heuristics. This
makes them highly susceptible to undetected unintentional soundness issues.
These issues in program analyzers can cause false negatives and have disastrous
consequences e.g., when analyzing software used for electronic voting, financial
systems, transportation, or secure communications. For example, Astrée was used
to verify the absence of runtime errors in flight control software for Airbus A340
and A380 [45, 80]. Unintentional soundness bugs in Astree’s implementation
could result in the verification of buggy flight control software. Bugs in program
analyzers may also hamper developer productivity and trust. Rigorous testing
of program analyzers before they are used to verify properties of real-world
production code is, therefore, an important but still largely unexplored area of
research in the testing and formal methods communities.

Challenge 2 is finding the right balance between soundness, precision, and
performance. In an ideal world, static analysis should be as precise as possible
while maintaining soundness and being sufficiently fast. However, to overcome
undecidability issues, static analysis tools have to employ a variety of techniques
to be practical, for example, compromising on the soundness of the analysis or
approximating code behavior. If compromising soundness is not an option, we
have to rely on code approximation techniques to improve performance. Typically,
the closer the approximation is to the actual code behavior, the less efficient and
the more precise the analysis is, that is, the fewer false positives it reports. For less
tight approximations, the analysis tends to become more efficient but less precise.
For very large codebases, approximation might still not be a viable solution and
in order to improve performance, many analysis techniques therefore also often
trade soundness in order to improve performance, making them efficient and
effective bug and vulnerability detection tools. Finding the right balance between
the precision, soundness, and performance of the analysis results for a particular
code base under certain resource constraints and different usage scenarios to
get the most out of a program analyzer can be a challenging task for software
developers, most of whom lack an advanced understanding of these analyzers.
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1.1. Detecting Unintentional Unsoundness Bugs
in Program Analyzers

Program analyzers are complex tools that implement complex algorithms and
data structures. Typically, analyzers are implemented as a pipeline of interacting
components e.g., lexical analysis of the source code, parsing the source code and
generating an intermediate representation, applying optimizations and transfor-
mations to the intermediate representation and passing it along to often several
self-contained core analysis components which are already very complex by
themselves. This means that program analyzers are all the more likely to contain
correctness issues themselves. The most dangerous kind of correctness issue in
an analyzer is a critical bug, which we define as a bug leading to a wrong anal-
ysis result, e.g., returning ‘correct’ for an ‘incorrect’ program. Critical bugs in
program analyzers can have disastrous consequences for the security and safety
of our modern digital infrastructure. For example, Amazon Web Services (AWS)
developed and uses Zelkova [22], a static Access Control Policy (ACP) analyzer.
Users specify ACPs to define access permissions to IT resources in the cloud. An
ACP expressively specifies what resources can be accessed, by whom, and under
what conditions. A policy misconfiguration can result in unauthorized access
to critical resources, posing a serious security risk to any organization. Zelkova
works by encoding ACPs into SMT formulas and then uses off-the-shelf SMT
solvers Z3 [84] and CVC4 [32] (we use program-analyzer components, like SMT
solvers, as analyzers in this dissertation) to verify their properties. Zelkova is
extensively used both within AWS and by its customers to verify ACPs across
a wide range of AWS services and is invoked many millions of times daily. A
critical bug in Z3 (returning ‘SAT’ for an ‘UNSAT’ formula) can result in Zelkova
verifying a misconfigured ACP. Therefore, it is vitally important to guarantee the
reliability of program analyzers.

The difficulties in correctly implementing program analyzers lead to several
challenges in proving the absence of critical bugs in their implementation. In
the past, efforts to fully verify large critical software systems have proven to be
quite expensive. For example, CompCert [156], a verified high-assurance com-
piler for a subset of C language, which is about 15K lines of code, required
6 person-years to write 100K lines of specifications. Different components in
modern program analysis toolchains, cumulatively, are already surpassing a mil-
lion lines of code [30, 84, 120]. Fully verifying a program analysis toolchain is,
therefore, practically infeasible. Automated test-generation techniques, on the
other hand, can be effectively used to find hard-to-detect critical bugs in modern
program analyzers without providing absolute correctness guarantees. Over the
years, many techniques have been proposed to facilitate the automated testing of
complex program analyzers. However, each of these techniques comes with its
own limitations.

Random fuzzing [187] is a black box software testing technique that works by
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generating massive amounts of normal and abnormal inputs and then detecting
exceptions by feeding the generated inputs and monitoring the execution states.
Compared to other techniques, fuzzing is easier to quickly deploy and requires
little to no knowledge of the target application. However, the semantic richness
of the input that analyzers have to deal with puts random fuzzing at a major
disadvantage. Generating input programs with non-trivial behavior with random
fuzzing is very difficult. However, to reach deep into the analyzer’s pipeline,
such non-trivial programs are often required. For example, an input program
must first pass all the syntactic, semantic, and type checks before it can reach
the transformation and analysis phase. Another limitation is that this approach
can only detect crash bugs where the analyzer does not return any result. Such
bugs are far less serious than critical bugs, since they can, for instance, result in
verifying incorrect safety-critical code. Fortunately, the semantics of the source
language taken as input by program analyzers is usually specified, either informally
in a language specification or formally, e.g., SMT-LIB. Grammar based testing
[73,176,243] techniques use these language specifications to generate syntactically
and semantically valid inputs, for example, Csmith [266], which generates random
C programs to stress-test compilers. Csmith has also been applied to find bugs in
static analyzers, for example, Farma-C [82].

Specification-based testing (e.g., [56, 185]) involves specifying a precise and
detailed description of an analyzer’s functionality and testing it against the pro-
vided specification. Similar to verification, fully specifying large software systems
is highly non-trivial and can require a prohibitive amount of time and effort.

Differential testing of program analyzers [141, 148, 207, 262] involves running
multiple analyzers that are expected to produce the same output on a single input
program. If disagreement exists on the analysis results, then a bug in at least
one of the analyzers has been detected. Differential testing-based approaches
have proven to be very effective in detecting bugs in program analyzers. This
approach has the advantage that no oracle for test results is needed. The key
idea this technique exploit is that multiple deterministic implementations of the
same specification must all produce the same result for the same input. If two
implementations produce different outputs, one of them must be faulty. In case of
three or more implementations, majority voting can be used to determine which
implementations are wrong. However, differential testing is not well suited for
emerging domains where multiple implementations of a new analysis technique
do not exist yet or for domains without standardization where no two analyzers
accept the same input. This is the case with Datalog engines [112]. For Datalog,
there is no unified syntax and each engine supports a different dialect of the
language.

Metamorphic testing [55, 168, 169, 263, 271] works by producing test cases
after applying some kind of metamorphosis to the existing test cases, using known
properties of the program analyzer under test to infer a relationship between the
output of the original and the transformed test case. The relationship between
the outputs is characterized with metamorphic relations and these relations are
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used to circumvent the oracle problem. Metamorphic testing lies in the middle
of the spectrum between specification-based and differential testing. It relies on
the idea that it is easier to reason about the relations between the results of an
analyzer than to fully formalize its input-output behavior. For example, consider
an SMT solver S and two logical formulas ϕ and φ . Then running the solver on ϕ

i.e., S(ϕ) should yield the same satisfiability result as S(ϕ ∨φ) if φ is known to
be unsatisfiable.

1.1.1. Detecting Soundness Bugs in SMT Solvers

SMT solvers are extensively used in formal methods, most notably in software
verification (e.g., Boogie [30] and Dafny [155]), systematic test case generation
(e.g., KLEE [58] and Sage [107]) and program synthesis (e.g., Alive [165]).
Solvers, such as CVC4 [32] and Z3 [84], evaluate the satisfiability of SMT
instances and are extremely complex in their implementation. Due to their high
degree of complexity, it is all the more likely that SMT solvers contain correctness
issues, and due to their wide applicability in software reliability, these issues may
be catastrophic.

A bug in an SMT solver is called a refutational soundness bug if the solver
returns unsat (i.e., unsatisfiable) for a satisfiable (sat) SMT instance. A bug
is called a solution soundness bug if the solver returns sat (i.e., satisfiable)
for unsatisfiable instances. We call refutational soundness bugs critical for two
main reasons. First, such bugs may cause unsoundness in program analyzers
that rely on SMT solvers. Second, it is much harder to safeguard against these
bugs. Specifically, consider that, when an instance is found to be sat, the solver
typically provides a model, that is, an assignment to all free variables in the
instance such that it is satisfiable. Therefore, such bugs could be detected by
simply evaluating the instance under the model generated by the solver (assuming
that the model is correct). If this evaluation returns false, then there is a solution
soundness bug.

In the dissertation, we present a technique for detecting critical bugs in any SMT
solver [169]. Our technique does not require a grammar to synthesize instances
from scratch. Instead, it takes inspiration from state-of-the-art mutational fuzzers
(e.g., AFL [11]) and generates new SMT instances by mutating existing ones,
called seeds. The key novelty is that our approach generates satisfiable instances
from any given seed. As a result, our technique detects a critical bug whenever an
SMT solver returns unsat for one of our generated instances. We implement our
technique in a tool called STORM1, which has the additional ability to effectively
minimize the size of bug-revealing instances to facilitate debugging. The tool is
open source and publicly available on Github.

1https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/storm
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1.1.2. Detecting Soundness Bugs in Datalog Engines

Datalog [112] is a declarative, logic-based query language that is syntactically
a subset of Prolog. Datalog is expressive, yet concise, and as a result, it is used
as a domain-specific language in several application domains, such as natural-
language processing [194], bio-informatics [145, 232], big-data analytics [118,
134], networking [164], program analysis [48, 83, 110, 195, 261], robotics [213],
generic graph databases [239], and security [49, 50, 111, 251].

Datalog queries are evaluated by Datalog engines e.g., Soufflé [136], bddb-
ddb [260], DDlog [228], µZ [125]. These engines are complex, especially since
they typically employ advanced query transformation, optimization, and compila-
tion techniques to improve their performance and scalability. As a result of this
complexity, Datalog engines are prone to bugs. Such bugs, called query bugs, may
compromise the soundness of upstream program analyzers, having potentially
detrimental consequences in safety-critical settings. As an example, imagine a
static analyzer that uses Datalog to implement a may-alias (or must-alias) analy-
sis. A query bug that results in computing fewer (or more) aliases could lead to
missing critical bugs in the analyzed software.

Finding such bugs, however, is impossible without an oracle, that is, a specifi-
cation of the expected results. Differential testing [180] could overcome the oracle
problem by running multiple Datalog engines on the same input programs and
looking for disagreement in the results. In our context, this would be extremely
difficult since there is no unified syntax for Datalog, and each engine understands
a (very) different dialect; for instance, Soufflé [136] enables large-scale, logic-
oriented programming, whereas Formulog [37] provides support for constructing
and reasoning about SMT formulas.

In this dissertation, we present the first two automatic test-case generation
approaches for detecting query bugs in Datalog engines. The proposed techniques
use metamorphic testing [66] to circumvent the lack of an oracle. In our context,
metamorphic testing would transform a Datalog program such that the result of
the transformed program has an a-priori known relationship to the result of the
original program. For example, the new result could be equivalent to the original
result, it could be contained in the original result, or it could contain the original
result.

The first approach is based on concepts in database theory, and in particular,
formal properties of conjunctive queries. Despite their simplicity, conjunctive
queries constitute an important class of database queries due to their theoretical
properties. Specifically, while many fundamental problems in query optimization
and minimization are computationally hard—or even undecidable—for general
forms of queries, they are feasible for conjunctive queries. An example of such a
problem is query containment. The key insight behind our approach is to leverage
properties of conjunctive queries to develop metamorphic transformations for
full-blown Datalog programs.
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In the second approach, we propose a general metamorphic testing technique
that leverages rich precedence information stored in the precedence graph of a
Datalog program. Every Datalog program has an associated precedence graph that
captures dependencies between relations in the program. Precedence graphs are
used, for example, to determine if the Datalog program is stratifiable. Stratification
allows us to provide well-defined semantics to evaluate a Datalog program and
hence most Datalog engines only support stratifiable Datalog programs.

We implemented both approaches in two different tools and were able to
detect 29 query bugs in mature Datalog implementations. The first approach is
implemented in a tool called queryFuzz2 and the second approach is implemented
in a tool called DLSmith3. Both tools are open-source and publicly available on
Github.

2https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/queryFuzz
3https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/dlsmith
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1.2. Balancing Soundness, Precision, and Perfor-
mance in Static Analysis

Static analysis is the process of checking interesting program properties without
actually running the program, in order to improve code quality or detect errors.
In contrast to dynamic analysis, where we reason about a specific execution or a
set of executions, in sound static analysis, we reason about all executions of the
program. This allows us to reason about the universal properties of a program that
hold for all inputs. Static analysis is used to detect errors ranging from a simple
crash bug to severe security vulnerabilities. Following is a non-exhaustive list of
errors that can be detected using static analysis:

– Null pointer dereference, i.e., a pointer with NULL value is used as though
it contains a valid memory address.

– Buffer overflow, i.e., the amount of data in a memory location exceeds its
storage capacity.

– Array out of bounds, i.e., accessing an array index that is negative, greater
than, or equal to the size of the array.

– Memory leaks, i.e., program fails to return memory which is no longer
needed.

– Invalid arithmetic operation, e.g., division by zero.

– Non-terminating loop, i.e., the exit condition of a loop will never evaluate
to false.

– SQL injection, i.e., an insertion of a malicious executable SQL query is
possible via the input data from an untrusted client.

Static analysis, however, has fundamental limitations. Consider for example a
live variable analysis. A variable x is live at a statement s iff on some execution
of the program, x is used after s is executed without being redefined. For the
program in Fig. 1.1, it might seem obvious that the variable x is live at line 2, but
suppose that function f() never returns. In that case, the value of x is not needed.
In other words, x is live if f() halts. Since the halting problem is undecidable,
so is the live variable problem, at least if we want precise results. In fact, Rice’s
theorem [219] shows that all interesting or non-trivial questions about the behavior
of a program are undecidable.

To be practical, program analyzers have to employ a number of techniques, for
example, compromising on the soundness or completeness of the analysis. That
means that the analyzer might miss a bug (false negative) or report the correct
code as having a bug (false positive). Some analyzers approximate code behavior.
Performance is another reason for this approximation. As mentioned before,
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1 read(y);
2 x = y;
3 f();
4 return x;

Figure 1.1: A simple program demonstrating the undecidability of live vari-
able analysis.

software developers expect program analyzers to return a minimum number of
false positives while scaling to millions of lines of code and returning the results
in minutes. Program analyzers, therefore, use sophisticated heuristics that take
into account, for example, the size of the codebase, the allowed resources (e.g.,
time and memory), or the tolerance to false positives, etc. But these heuristics can
and sometimes do fail, hampering developer’s productivity and damaging trust in
the tool.

As the size, complexity, and importance of software systems grow, so does the
need for practical and easy-to-use tools that can provide us with a mechanism to
check software correctness and increase the confidence of both the developers and
the users. Large software companies are making significant efforts in integrating
automatic static analysis tools in their software development life cycle. Infer is
a static analysis tool developed at Meta that reports bugs ranging from memory
safety, to concurrency, to security, and many more specialized errors suggested by
Meta developers [87]. Infer is integrated into the continuous integration system at
Meta and participates as a bot during the code review process.

Static analysis tools however are not trivial to integrate into any usage scenario
with different program sizes, resource constraints, and SLAs. Most of the time,
these tools also don’t scale to large industrial code bases containing millions of
lines of code. This makes it extremely challenging to get the most out of these
analyzers and integrate them into everyday development activities, especially for
average software development teams with little to no knowledge or understanding
of advanced static analysis techniques.

1.2.1. Maximizing Precision while Adhering to Time Con-
straints

Recent years have seen tremendous progress in the development and industrial
adoption of static analyzers. Notable successes include Meta’s Infer [59, 60]
and AbsInt’s Astrée [45]. Many analyzers, such as these, are based on abstract
interpretation [76], a technique that abstracts the concrete program semantics
and reasons about its abstraction. Most abstract interpreters offer a wide range of
abstract domains that impact the precision and performance of the analysis.

In addition to the domains, abstract interpreters usually provide a large number
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of options, for instance, whether backward analysis should be enabled or how
quickly a fixpoint should be reached. In fact, the sheer number of option combina-
tions is bound to overwhelm users, especially non-expert ones. To make matters
worse, the best option combinations may vary significantly depending on the code
under analysis and the resources, such as time or memory, that users are willing
to spend.

In light of this, we suspect that most users resort to using the default options
that the analysis designer pre-selected for them. However, these are definitely not
suitable for all code. Moreover, they do not adjust to different stages of software
development, e.g., running the analysis in the editor should be much faster than
running it in a continuous integration (CI) pipeline, which in turn should be
much faster than running it prior to a major release. As a result, the widespread
adoption of abstract interpreters is severely hindered, which is unfortunate since
they constitute an important class of practical analyzers.

To address this issue, in this dissertation, we present the first technique that
automatically tailors a generic abstract interpreter to a particular piece of code
and specific resource constraints. The key idea behind our technique is to phrase
the problem of customizing the abstract-interpretation configuration to a given
usage scenario as an optimization problem. Specifically, different configurations
are compared using a cost function that penalizes those that prove fewer properties
or require more resources. The cost function can guide the configuration search of
a wide range of existing optimization algorithms.

We implement our technique in a framework called TAILOR, which configures
a generic abstract interpreter for a given usage scenario using a given optimization
algorithm. This enables the abstract interpreter to prove as many properties as
possible within the resource limit without requiring any expertise on behalf of the
user. TAILOR is open-source and publicly available on Github4.

1.2.2. Splitting Analysis Inputs to Balance Soundness, Pre-
cision, and Performance

With the increasing popularity of DevSecOps development practices, Static Ap-
plication Security Testing (SAST) is increasingly becoming the responsibility of
developers rather than security experts. Many development teams do not have
the expertise to configure and maintain their own static analysis infrastructure
and prefer SAST platforms that offer a variety of static analyses on demand. This
is creating a growing demand for easy-to-use cloud-based Static Application
Security Testing (SAST) platforms such as the Software Assurance Marketplace
(SWAMP) [151] or ShipShape [229], that provide a simple interface through
which developers can submit their code and receive recommendations on how to
improve their code.

4https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/tailor.
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Internally, such platforms may employ a variety of static analysis tools, such
as [10, 13, 59, 60, 71, 214, 220] and are typically run as a cloud-based service,
in which individual analysis tools are containerized and instantiated on-demand
on cloud-based machines. Developers expect such platforms to handle inputs
(codebases) of arbitrary size and complexity, and still deliver results within a
certain time window. This is especially true for customers that integrate SAST
platforms in their continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) pipelines.

To maintain a predictable response time, SAST platforms face the challenge
that they need to scale to different input sizes, and that, every time they add a
new analysis tool, they have to ensure that the new tool does not slow down the
response time for existing customers. Vertical scaling by adding more memory or
faster machines is not a cost-effective solution to the risk of running out of time
or space when analyzing complex inputs. Provisioning machines large enough to
handle the most complex analysis inputs would make the service unnecessarily
expensive for customers that analyze smaller and simpler codebases.

Much research has been conducted on various optimization strategies to im-
prove the scalability of specific analysis engines, such as summarization of method
calls [20,217,226], caching and reuse of partial results from prior analyses [5,19],
and incremental analysis [72, 253]. However, when operating a SAST platform,
modifying the individual tools may not be an option because the tools might be
proprietary or maintaining forks with custom modifications may be too costly.

In this dissertation, we propose a technique to horizontally scale analysis tools
in a static analysis platform by splitting the input codebase into partitions such
that the amount of code in each partition is below a provided bound. The different
partitions can then be analyzed on parallel cloud instances of a given analysis
tool. Depending on the complexity of the static analyzer, the partition size can be
adjusted to curtail the overall response time. Such a horizontal scaling strategy
can be configured per analysis tool, but without modifying the tool itself. More
complex tools can be configured to handle smaller pieces of code than lightweight
tools to ensure that the overall latency of the platform does not change when a
new complex tool gets added.

We evaluate how this splitting process affects the precision and soundness
of different static analysis tools and how the computational cost of analyzing
partitions in parallel relates to the cost of analyzing the entire input program. The
experimental results show that simple splitting strategies can effectively reduce the
running time and memory usage per partition without significantly affecting the
findings produced by the tool. The technique was developed in collaboration with
Amazon Web Services and is now being used in production in their CodeGuru
service5.

5https://aws.amazon.com/codeguru/
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1.3. Outline and Publication Details
This dissertation is based on publications that I authored with my collaborators
over the course of my Ph.D. studies. The following list presents an outline of the
dissertation and the publication upon which each chapter is based on:

1. Chapter 2 presents STORM, a novel blackbox mutational fuzzing technique
for detecting critical soundness bugs in SMT solvers. In three months of
testing, STORM detected 29 critical soundness bugs in three mature SMT
solvers and 15 different logics. This work was published in ESEC/FSE’20
under the title Detecting Critical bugs in SMT Solvers Using Black Box
Mutational Fuzzing [169].

2. Chapter 3 presents queryFuzz, the first metamorphic-testing approach
for detecting critical bugs in Datalog engines. queryFuzz detected 13
previously unknown critical bugs in three popular Datalog engines. This
work was published in ESEC/FSE’21 under the title Metamorphic Testing
of Datalog Engines [168].

3. Chapter 4 presents DLSmith, a powerful and general metamorphic testing
framework for Datalog engines. DLSmith overcomes the limitations in
queryFuzz and is the most comprehensive and effective metamorphic test-
ing approach for detecting critical bugs in Datalog engines to date. DLSmith
detected 16 previously unknown soundness bugs in four Datalog engines.
Accepted in ISSTA’23 under the title Dependency-Aware Metamorphic
Testing of Datalog Engines [171].

4. Chapter 5 presents TAILOR, a tool that automatically tailors a generic
abstract interpreter to the code under analysis and any given resource con-
straints. This work was published in CAV’21 under the title Automatically
Tailoring Abstract Interpretation to Custom Usage Scenarios [170].

5. Chapter 6 presents an approach to scale static analysis tools in cloud-
based static analysis platforms. The approach is currently being used at
Amazon Web Services in their CodeGuru service. This work was published
in ESEC/FSE’22 under the title Input Splitting for Cloud-Based Static
Application Security Testing Platforms [69].
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Detecting Unintentional
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Chapter 2

Detecting Critical Soundness
Bugs in SMT Solvers

Formal methods use SMT solvers extensively for deciding formula satisfiability,
for instance, in software verification, systematic test generation, and program
synthesis. However, due to their complex implementations, solvers may contain
critical bugs that lead to unsound results. Given the wide applicability of solvers
in software reliability, relying on such unsound results may have detrimental
consequences. In this chapter, we present STORM, a novel blackbox mutational
fuzzing technique for detecting critical bugs in SMT solvers. We ran our fuzzer
on seven mature solvers and found 29 previously unknown critical bugs. STORM
was also used in testing new features of popular solvers before deployment.

2.1. Introduction
The Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem [33] is the decision problem
of determining whether logical formulas are satisfiable with respect to a variety of
background theories. More specifically, an SMT formula generalizes a Boolean
SAT formula by supplementing Boolean variables with predicates from a set of
theories. As an example, a predicate could express a linear inequality over real
variables, in which case its satisfiability is determined with the theory of linear
real arithmetic. Other theories include bitvectors, arrays, and integers [101], to
name a few.

SMT solvers, such as CVC4 [32] and Z3 [84], are complex tools for evaluating
the satisfiability of SMT instances. A typical SMT instance contains assertions
of SMT formulas and a satisfiability check (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 for examples).
SMT solvers are extensively used in formal methods, most notably in software
verification (e.g., Boogie [30] and Dafny [155]), systematic test case generation
(e.g., KLEE [58] and Sage [107]), and program synthesis (e.g., Alive [165]). Due
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to their high degree of complexity, it is all the more likely that SMT solvers contain
correctness issues, and due to their wide applicability in software reliability, these
issues may be detrimental.

Tab. 2.1 shows classes of bugs that may occur in SMT solvers. We restrict the
classification to bugs that manifest themselves as an incorrect solver result. For
bugs in class A, the solver is unsound and returns unsat (i.e., unsatisfiable) for
instances that are satisfiable. These bugs are known as refutational soundness
bugs in the SMT community. Class B refers to bugs where the solver returns sat
(i.e., satisfiable) for unsatisfiable instances. These bugs are known as solution
soundness bugs. A solver is incomplete when it returns unknown for an instance
that lies in a decidable theory fragment. We categorize such bugs in class C.
Finally, bugs in class D indicate crashes, where the solver does not return any
result, for example, in case of an assertion failure or a segmentation fault.

We call bugs in class A critical for two main reasons. First, such bugs may
cause unsoundness in program analyzers that rely on SMT solvers. As an example,
consider a software verifier (e.g., Dafny [155]) or a test case generator (e.g.,
KLEE [58]) that checks reachability of an error location by querying an SMT
solver. If the solver unsoundly proves that the error is unreachable (e.g., returns
unsat for the path condition to the error), then the verifier will verify incorrect
code and the testing tool will not generate inputs that exercise the error.

Second, it is much harder to safeguard against bugs in class A than bugs in
other classes. Specifically, consider that, when an instance is found to be sat, the
solver typically provides a model, that is, an assignment to all free variables in the
instance such that it is satisfiable. Therefore, bugs in class B could be detected by
simply evaluating the instance under the model generated by the solver (assuming
that the model is correct). If this evaluation returns false, then there is a B bug.
Bugs in class C are detected whenever the solver returns unknown for an instance
that lies in a decidable theory fragment, and bugs in class D are detected when the
solver crashes.

In this chapter, we present a general blackbox fuzzing technique for detecting
critical bugs in any SMT solver. Our technique does not require a grammar
to synthesize instances from scratch. Instead, it takes inspiration from state-of-
the-art mutational fuzzers (e.g., AFL [11]) and generates new SMT instances
by mutating existing ones, called seeds. The key novelty is that our approach
generates satisfiable instances from any given seed. As a result, our fuzzer detects
a critical bug whenever an SMT solver returns unsat for one of our generated
instances. We implement our technique in an open-source tool called STORM,
which has the additional ability to effectively minimize the size of bug-revealing
instances to facilitate debugging.

Contributions. This chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We present a novel blackbox mutational fuzzing technique for detecting
critical bugs in SMT solvers.
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Table 2.1: Classes of bugs in SMT solvers. GT stands for ground truth and
SR for solver result.

GT
SR

sat unsat unknownCrash

sat A C D
unsat B C D

2. We implement our technique in an open-source fuzzer1 that was used for
testing new features of solvers before deployment.

3. We evaluate the effectiveness of our fuzzer on seven mature solvers and 43
logics. Over a three months testing phase, we found 29 previously unknown
critical bugs in three solvers (or nine solver variants) and 15 different logics.

Outline. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section gives
an overview of our approach. Sect. 2.3 explains the technical details, and Sect. 2.4
describes our implementation. We present our experimental evaluation in Sect. 2.5,
discuss related work in Sect. 2.7, and give concluding remarks in Sect. 2.8.

2.2. Overview
To give an overview of our fuzzing technique for SMT solvers, we first describe
a few interesting examples of STORM in action and then explain what happens
under the hood on a high level.

In action. One of the critical bugs2 found by STORM was in Z3’s QF LIA
logic, which stands for quantifier-free linear integer arithmetic. We opened a
GitHub issue to report this bug, which resulted in an eight-comment discussion
between two Z3 developers on how to resolve it. Note that eight comments (or in
fact any discussion) on how to fix a bug is typically uncommon. From the GitHub
issues we have seen, developers simply acknowledge an issue or additionally ask
for a minimized SMT instance. The issue was closed but re-opened a day later
with more comments on what still needs to be fixed. The issue was closed for the
last time three days after that. Based on our understanding and explanations by
the developers, this bug was triggered by applying Gomory’s cut on an input that
did not satisfy a fundamental assumption of the cut. STORM was able to generate
an instance that violated this assumption and led to misapplying Gomory’s cut.
The fix in Z3 included changing the implementation of the cut.

1https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/storm
2https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/2871
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assert f

check-sat

Phase 1: Seed fragmentation

Seed S

∧

f1

f2 f3

∨

Formula f

f1:F f2:F f3:T

f:F

Initial pool

Phase 2: Formula
generation

¬f1:T f2 ∧ f3:F

Construction pool

¬f1 ∧ f3:T

¬(¬f1 ∧ f2):T

assert ¬f2
assert ¬f1 ∧ f3
check-sat

Phase 3: Instance
generation

New instance

¬f2:T

f2 ∨ f3:T

Figure 2.1: Overview of the three STORM phases.

STORM detected another critical bug3 in Z3’s Z3str3 string solver [40]. Accord-
ing to a developer of Z3str3, the bug existed for a long time before STORM found
it. During this time, it remained undetected even though Z3str3 was being tested
with fuzzers exclusively targeting string solvers [46, 55]. A simplified version of
the SMT instance that revealed the bug is shown in Fig. 2.2b. (We will discuss it
in detail later in this section.)

A third critical bug4 was found in Z3’s tactic for applying dominator sim-
plification rules. The instance that was generated by STORM and revealed the

3https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/2994
4https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/3052
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1 (declare-const S String)
2 (assert (str.in.re S (re.++ re.allchar (re.++
3 (str.to.re "7;") (re.++ re.allchar
4 (str.to.re "aa"))))))
5 (assert (not (str.in.re S (re.union re.allchar
6 (str.to.re "X'jafa")))))
7 (check-sat)

(a) Original instance.

1 (declare-const S String)
2 (assert
3 (let ((a (str.in.re S (re.++ re.allchar (re.++
4 (str.to.re "7;") (re.++ re.allchar
5 (str.to.re "aa"))))))
6 (let ((b (not (str.in.re S (re.union re.allchar
7 (str.to.re "X'jafa"))))))
8 (let ((c (and (not b) (not a))))
9 (not c))))))

10 (check-sat)

(b) Bug revealing instance.

Figure 2.2: Original seed instance from SMT-COMP 2019 on the top, and
simplified instance revealing critical bug in Z3’s Z3str3 string solver on the
bottom.

bug spanned 194 lines. The minimization component of STORM reduced this
instance to 15 lines. A simplified version of the instance is shown in Fig. 2.3b.
(We discuss it later in this section.) A developer of the buggy tactic asked us which
application generated this instance, thinking that it was a tool he developed during
his PhD thesis. When we mentioned that it was STORM, he replied “What? Your
random generator could have done my PhD thesis?? &@#%, you should have
told me sooner :)”. This demonstrates STORM’s ability to generate realistic SMT
instances that can be difficult to distinguish from instances produced by client
applications of SMT solvers.

In Sect. 2.5, we describe in more detail our experience of using STORM to
test both mature solver implementations as well as new features before their
deployment.

Under the hood. We now give a high-level overview of our fuzzing technique,
which operates in three phases. Fig. 2.1 depicts each of these phases.

The first phase, seed fragmentation, takes as input a seed SMT instance S. For
instance, imagine an instance with multiple assertions. Each assertion contains
a logical formula, such as f in the figure, potentially composed of Boolean sub-
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1 (declare-fun A () Bool)
2 (declare-fun B () Bool)
3

4 (assert (not B))
5 (assert (not (and (not A) B)))
6 (assert A)
7

8 (check-sat-using dom-simplify)

(a) Original instance.

1 (declare-fun A () Bool)
2 (declare-fun B () Bool)
3

4 (assert (and (not B) A))
5

6 (check-sat-using dom-simplify)

(b) Bug revealing instance.

Figure 2.3: Simplified instance revealing critical bug in Z3’s dom-simplify
tactic on the top, and logically equivalent instance not revealing the bug on
the bottom.

formulas (i.e., predicates), such as f2∨ f3, f1, f2, and f3 in the figure. Initially,
STORM generates a random assignment of all free variables in the formulas in
S. Then, STORM recursively fragments the formulas in S into all their possible
sub-formulas. For example, f is broken down into f1 and f2∨ f3, each of these
is in turn broken down into its Boolean sub-formulas, and so on. The valuation
(i.e., truth value) of each (sub-)formula, T or F , is computed based on the random
assignment. All formulas together with their valuations are inserted in an initial
pool as shown in the figure.

The second phase, formula generation, uses the formulas in the initial pool
to build new formulas. The valuation of each new formula is computed based
on the valuations of its constituent initial formulas. All new formulas with their
valuations are inserted in a construction pool as shown in the figure. For instance,
initial formulas f2 and f3 are used to construct a new formula f2∧ f3.

The third phase, instance generation, uses formulas from both pools to generate
new SMT instances. The reason for having the two pools is to be able to control the
frequency with which initial and constructed formulas appear in the new instances.
Instances generated during this phase have a different Boolean structure than
the seeds. However, their basic building blocks, that is, the initial formulas that
could not be fragmented further, remain unchanged. This is what allows STORM
to generate realistic instances. In addition, all new instances are satisfiable by
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construction.
Therefore, a critical bug is detected whenever an SMT solver returns unsat for

a STORM-generated instance. In such a case, STORM uses instance minimization
to minimize the size of the instance revealing the bug.

Examples. Fig. 2.2a shows a seed instance from the international SMT com-
petition SMT-COMP 2019 [6]. Starting from this seed, STORM generated the
(simplified) instance shown in Fig. 2.2b, which revealed the critical bug in Z3str3
described above. Z3str3 derives length constraints from regular-expression mem-
bership predicates. The bug that STORM exposed here is that such a length
constraint, which is implied by membership in a regular expression, was not
asserted by the string solver.

It is easy to see that the first asserted formula in Fig. 2.2a corresponds to
variable a in Fig. 2.2b, while the second asserted formula in Fig. 2.2a corresponds
to variable b in Fig. 2.2b. Therefore, the seed essentially checks for satisfiability
of a∧ b. In Fig. 2.2b, c is equivalent to ¬a∧¬b, and the instance checks for
satisfiability of ¬c, thus, of a∨b. This shows that even small mutations to the
Boolean structure of a formula can be effective in revealing critical issues in
solvers. In fact, such mutations can result in triggering different parts of a solver’s
implementation, e.g., different simplifications, heuristics, or optimizations.

This is also evidenced by the example in Fig. 2.3. The instance in Fig. 2.3a
reveals the critical bug in Z3’s dom-simplify tactic described earlier. It essen-
tially checks the satisfiability of ¬B∧¬(¬A∧B)∧A, which is logically equivalent
to ¬B∧ A. Observe, however, that the logically equivalent formula, shown in
Fig. 2.3b, does not trigger the bug.

Consequently, the benefit of fuzzing the Boolean structure of seed instances is
two-fold. First, it is effective in detecting critical issues in solvers. Such issues
are by definition far more serious and complex than other types of bugs, such as
crashes, since they can, for instance, result in verifying incorrect safety-critical
code. Second, fuzzing only the Boolean structure of seeds helps generate realistic
SMT instances. This is confirmed by the above comments on the tactic bug from
the Z3 developer who thought that the STORM instance was generated by his
own PhD tool. This was also confirmed by other solver developers with whom we
interacted.

2.3. Our Approach
We now describe our fuzzing technique and how it solves two key challenges in de-
tecting critical bugs in SMT solvers: (1) how to generate non-trivial SMT instances,
and (2) how to determine if a critical bug is exposed. The latter demonstrates how
STORM addresses the oracle problem [31] in the context of soundness testing for
solvers. Finally, we describe how we minimize bug-revealing instances to reduce
their size. This step significantly facilitates debugging for solver developers.
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Algorithm 1: Core fuzzing procedure in STORM.
1 procedure POPULATEINITIALPOOL(S,Dmax)
2 A← GETASSERTS(S)
3 M← RANDASSIGNMENT(A)
4 P← EMPTYPOOL()
5 for i = pred ∈ S to
6 if ¬EXCEEDSDEPTH(pred,Dmax) then
7 v← ISTRUE(M,pred)
8 P← ADD(P,pred,v)
9 return P

10

11 procedure FUZZ(S,NC,NM,Dmax,Amax)
12 // Phase 1: Seed fragmentation
13 Pinit ← POPULATEINITIALPOOL(S,Dmax)
14

15 // Phase 2: Formula generation
16 Pconstr ← EMPTYPOOL()
17 while SIZE(Pconstr)< NC do
18 f1,v1 ← RANDFORMULA(Pinit,Pconstr)
19 op← RANDOP()
20 if op = AND then
21 f2,v2 ← RANDFORMULA(Pinit,Pconstr)
22 f ← AND(f1, f2)
23 v← v1∧ v2
24 else
25 f ← NOT(f1)
26 v←¬v1

27 if ¬EXCEEDSDEPTH(f ,Dmax) then
28 Pconstr ← ADD(Pconstr, f,v)
29

30 // Phase 3: Instance generation
31 B← EMPTYLIST()
32 m← 0
33 while m < NM do
34 // Number of generated assertions
35 ac← (RANDINT()%Amax)+1
36 A← EMPTYLIST()
37 while 0 < ac do
38 f ,v← RANDFORMULA(Pinit,Pconstr)
39 if ¬v then
40 // Negation of f to guarantee assertion satisfiability
41 f ← NOT(f )
42 A← APPEND(A, f)
43 ac← ac−1
44 // Invocation of SMT solver under test
45 r← CHECKSAT(A)
46 // Test oracle
47 if r = UNSAT then
48 B← APPEND(B,A)
49 m← m+1
50 return B
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2.3.1. Fuzzing Technique
Given an SMT instance as seed input, our fuzzing approach proceeds in three
main phases: (1) seed fragmentation, (2) formula generation, and (3) instance
generation. Seed fragmentation extracts sub-formulas from the seed. These will be
used as building blocks for generating new formulas in the second phase. Lastly,
instance generation creates new, satisfiable SMT instances based on the generated
formulas, invokes the SMT solver under test on each of these instances, and uses
the solver result as part of the test oracle to detect critical bugs.

Alg. 1 describes these three phases in detail. Function FUZZ takes the initial
seed S and several additional parameters that bound the fuzzing process (explained
below). As a first step, the function populates an initial pool Pinit of formulas
(line 13) with formula fragments of the seed S.

To this purpose, function POPULATEINITIALPOOL extracts all assertions in
the seed and generates a random assignment M, i.e., an assignment of values to
free variables. In our implementation, we use a separate SMT solver (i.e., different
from the one under test) to generate a model for the assertions (or their negation
if the assertions are unsatisfiable). Next, we iterate over all predicates (i.e., tree-
shaped Boolean sub-formulas as in Fig. 2.1) in the seed. We use assignment M to
evaluate those predicates for which the tree depth does not exceed a bound Dmax.
This valuation v is crucial for subsequent phases of the fuzzing process, and we
add both the formula pred and v to the initial pool, which is essentially a map
from formulas to valuations. Note that, by fragmenting the seed, the initial pool
already contains a large number of non-trivial formulas that would be difficult to
generate from scratch (e.g., with a grammar-based fuzzer).

In the second phase, we populate the construction pool Pconstr by adding NC
new formulas of maximum depth Dmax. These formulas are generated randomly
by selecting one of two Boolean operators, logical AND (lines 21–23) and NOT
(lines 25–26). Note that this set of operators is functionally complete, thus allowing
us to generate any Boolean formula. We construct a new formula f by conjoining
two existing formulas (f1 and f2 with valuations v1 and v2) in the case of AND and
negating an existing formula (f1 with valuation v1) in the case of NOT . Existing
formulas are randomly selected from the pools. Before adding the resulting
formula f to the construction pool, we derive its valuation v from the valuations
of its sub-formulas (lines 23 and 26).

In essence, the second phase enriches the set of existing formulas by generating
new ones without requiring a complete grammar for all syntactic constructs.
Instead, we use a minimal, but functionally complete, grammar for Boolean
formulas. This significantly simplifies formula generation without sacrificing
expressiveness. Note that a separate pool for newly constructed formulas allows
having control over how many of them are used in the instances generated in the
third phase. In Fig. 2.2b, this step is responsible for generating the formulas on
lines 8 and 9 that ultimately amount to checking the satisfiability of a∨b.

Once the two pools are populated, we use them to generate NM SMT instances
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Algorithm 2: Depth-minimization procedure in STORM.
1 procedure MINIMIZEDEPTH(S,NC,NM,Dmin,Dmax,Amax)
2 if Dmax ≤ Dmin then
3 return S
4 D← (Dmin +Dmax)/2
5 B← FUZZ(S,NC,NM,D,Amax)

6 if 0 < SIZE(B) then
7 Smin ← SELECTSEEDWITHSMALLESTDEPTH(B)
8 return MINIMIZEDEPTH(Smin,NC,NM,Dmin,D,Amax)

9 return MINIMIZEDEPTH(S,NC,NM,D+1,Dmax,Amax)

that we feed to the solver under test. To assemble a new instance A, we create up
to Amax assertions (ac on line 35) by randomly picking formulas from the pools. If
the valuation of a selected formula is true, we directly assert it, otherwise we assert
its negation. This ensures that all assertions are satisfiable. Of course, the same
holds for instance A consisting of these assertions in addition to a satisfiability
check. We now leverage this fact when feeding the SMT instance to the solver
under test (line 45). The oracle reveals a critical bug if the solver returns UNSAT .

2.3.2. Instance Minimization
In practice, our fuzzing technique often generates bug-revealing instances that
are very large, containing deeply nested formulas and several assertions. This can
considerably complicate debugging for solver developers.

Adapting established minimization techniques based on delta debugging [270]
might seem like a natural fit for this use case. However, the special nature of critical
bugs complicates this task in comparison to other classes of bugs, such as crashes.
For minimizing crashing instances, it is sufficient to minimize the original instance
(e.g., by dropping assertions) while preserving the crash. In contrast, for instances
that exhibit a critical bug, the behavior that should be preserved is more involved,
that is, the instance should be minimized such that the buggy solver still returns
unsat while the ground truth remains sat. This requires either satisfiability-
preserving minimizations or a trusted second solver that can act as a ground-truth
oracle by rejecting minimizations that do not preserve satisfiability. Unfortunately,
the only state-of-the-art delta debugger for SMT instances, ddSMT [198], does not
preserve satisfiability. (Note that ddSMT is the successor of deltaSMT [4], which
was used to minimize instances generated by FuzzSMT [51].) Moreover, a second
trusted solver is not always available (e.g., for new theories or solver-specific
features and extensions).

To overcome these limitations, we developed a specialized minimization tech-
nique that directly leverages the bounds of our fuzzing procedure to obtain smaller
instances (see Alg. 2 for depth minimization). By repeatedly running the fuzzing
procedure on a buggy seed instance, this algorithm attempts to find the minimum
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values for Dmax and Amax that still reveal a critical bug. It uses binary search to first
minimize the number of assertions (analogous to MINIMIZEDEPTH in Alg. 2) and
subsequently the depth of asserted formulas. Note that the fuzzing procedure may
report multiple bug-revealing instances, and we recursively minimize the smallest
with respect to the bound being minimized (line 8). Our evaluation shows that this
technique works more reliably than leveraging ddSMT and a second solver (see
Sect. 2.5.5).

2.4. Implementation
Seeds. STORM uses the Python API in Z3 to manipulate SMT formulas for
generating new instances. It can, therefore, only fuzz instances within the logics
supported by Z3. In practice, this is not an important restriction since Z3 supports
a very large number of logics. Moreover, STORM requires seeds to be expressed
in an extension of the SMT-LIB v2 input format [9] supported by Z3. Note that
SMT-LIB is the standard input format used across solvers.

Random assignments. STORM uses Z3 to generate a random model for a
given seed (line 3 of Alg. 1). Note, however, that bugs in Z3 resulting in a wrong
model do not affect our fuzzer. In fact, given any assignment, our technique just
requires correct valuations for predicates in the initial pool. In theory, computing
these valuations is relatively straightforward since the assignment provides con-
crete values for all free variables; simply substituting variables with values should
be sufficient for quantifier-free predicates. In practice, we use Z3 to compute
predicate valuations and have not encountered any bugs in this solver component.

Random choices. Our implementation provides concrete instantiations of
functions RANDOP and RANDFORMULA from Alg. 1 as follows. RANDOP re-
turns AND with probability 50% and NOT otherwise. Function RANDFORMULA

selects a formula from one of the pools uniformly at random, but with probability
30% from the initial pool and from the construction pool otherwise.

Incremental mode. Many solvers support a feature called incremental mode.
It allows client tools to push and pop constraints when performing a large number
of similar satisfiability queries (e.g., checking feasibility of paths with a common
prefix during symbolic execution). To efficiently support this mode, solvers typi-
cally use dedicated algorithms that reuse results from previous queries; in fact,
SMT-COMP [6] features a separate track to evaluate these algorithms. To test
incremental mode, STORM is able to generate SMT instances that contain push
and pop instructions in addition to regular assertions.
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2.5. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: How effective is STORM in detecting new critical bugs in SMT solvers?

RQ2: How effective is STORM in detecting known critical bugs in SMT solvers?

RQ3: How do the assertion and depth bounds of STORM impact its effectiveness?

RQ4: How effective is our instance minimization at reducing the size of bug-
revealing instances?

RQ5: To what extent do STORM-generated instances increase code coverage of
SMT solvers?

We make our implementation open source5. To support open science, we
include all data, source code, and documentation necessary for reproducing our
experimental results.

2.5.1. Solver Selection
We used STORM to test seven popular SMT solvers, which support the SMT-LIB
input format [9] and regularly participate in the international SMT competition
SMT-COMP [6]. Specifically, we selected Boolector [201], CVC4 [32], Math-
SAT5 [70], SMTInterpol [67], STP [102], Yices2 [91], and Z3 [84].

In addition to the above mature implementations, STORM was also used to test
new features of solvers. In particular, the developers of Yices2 asked us to test the
new bitvector theory in the MCSAT solver [138] of Yices2, which is based on the
model-constructing satisfiability calculus [85]. MCSAT is an optional component
of Yices2, which is dedicated to quantifier-free non-linear real arithmetic. STORM
did not find bugs in this new theory of MCSAT, and the theory was integrated
with the main version of Yices2 shortly after. In our experimental evaluation, it is
therefore tested as part of Yices2.

Moreover, the developers of Z3 asked us to test a new arithmetic solver (we
refer to it as Z3-AS), which they had been preparing for the last two years. It
came with better non-linear theories and replaced the legacy arithmetic solvers in
Z3. According to the Z3 developers, STORM could help expedite the integration
of this new feature by finding bugs early, which it did. Since Z3-AS was later
integrated in the main version of Z3, and we tested it independently, we include it
separately in our evaluation.

Due to the success of STORM in detecting intricate critical bugs in Z3-AS, the
Z3 developers described our fuzzer as being “extremely useful” and asked us to
test Z3’s debug branch (let us refer to it as Z3-DBG). Z3-DBG implemented a

5https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/storm
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variety of new solver features in which STORM also detected a critical bug (see
Sect. 2.5.5).

Finally, the developers of the Z3str3 string solver [40] asked us to provide them
with STORM-generated string instances. They became aware of STORM since it
detected several critical issues in Z3str3, which we reported. Note that Z3str3 is
developed by the same group of people as StringFuzz [46]. We, therefore, suspect
that STORM found bugs in Z3str3 that StringFuzz could not find, especially since
StringFuzz does not target critical bugs. The STORM-generated instances that we
provided (in addition to the bug-revealing ones that we reported) were used as
a regression test suite during the development of performance enhancements in
Z3str3. According to a developer of Z3str3, our instances helped reveal critical
bugs introduced by these enhancements. Most of these bugs were due to missing
or incorrect axioms in Z3str3.

2.5.2. Logic Selection
In our experimental evaluation, for each solver, we identified well supported logics
based on its participation in SMT-COMP 2019 [6]. In certain cases, we also added
logics identified as error-prone by the solver developers, such as QF FP. In general
however, STORM can handle the intersection of all logics supported by the SMT-
LIB v2 input format and all logics supported by Z3. The latter constraint emerges
because our implementation relies on Z3’s APIs for generating the mutated SMT
instances (see Sect. 2.4).

Tab. 2.2 shows the tested logics for each solver. (The second column and second
to last row of the table should be ignored for now.) The logic abbreviations are
explained in the SMT-LIB standard [9], but generally speaking, the following
rules hold. QF stands for quantifier-free formulas, A for arrays, AX for arrays
with extensionality, BV for bitvectors, FP for floating-point arithmetic, IA for
integer arithmetic, RA for real arithmetic, IRA for integer real arithmetic, IDL
for integer difference logic, RDL for rational difference logic, L before IA, RA,
or IRA for the linear fragment of these arithmetics, N before IA, RA, or IRA for
the non-linear fragment, UF for the extension that allows free sort and function
symbols, S for strings, and DT for datatypes.

2.5.3. Benchmark Selection
For our experiments, we used as seeds all non-incremental SMT-LIB instances
in SMT-COMP 2019 [6]. We also used all SMT-LIB instances in the regression
test suites of CVC4, Yices2, and Z3. The second column of Tab. 2.2 shows how
many seeds correspond to each tested logic. The second to last row of the table
(“Unsp.”) refers to instances in which the logic is unspecified—the solver may
use any.

In general, we only tested each solver with logics, and thus instances, it supports.
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Table 2.2: The tested logics per solver and the number of seed instances per
logic.

SMT Solvers
Logic Seeds Boolector CVC4 MathSAT5 SMTInterpol STP Yices2 Z3

ALIA 42 ✓ ✓ ✓
AUFNIA 3 ✓ ✓
LRA 2444 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF ALIA 42 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF AUFNIA 3 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF DT 1602 ✓ ✓
QF LRA 1049 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF RDL 261 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UFIDL 444 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UFNRA 38 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
UFDTLIA 327 ✓ ✓
AUFDTLIA 728 ✓ ✓
AUFNIRA 1490 ✓ ✓
NIA 14 ✓ ✓
QF ANIA 8 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF AX 555 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF FP 40418 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF NIA 23901 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF S 24323 ✓ ✓
QF UFLIA 580 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
UFLIA 9524 ✓ ✓ ✓
AUFLIA 3273 ✓ ✓ ✓
BV 5750 ✓ ✓ ✓
NRA 3813 ✓ ✓
QF AUFBV 49 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF BV 3872 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF IDL 843 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF NIRA 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UF 7481 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UFLRA 936 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
UF 7596 ✓ ✓ ✓
UFLRA 17 ✓ ✓ ✓
AUFLIRA 2268 ✓ ✓ ✓
LIA 388 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF ABV 8310 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF AUFLIA 1310 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF BVFP 17196 ✓ ✓ ✓
QF LIA 2104 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF NRA 4067 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UFBV 1238 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
QF UFNIA 478 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
UFDT 4527 ✓ ✓
UFNIA 4446 ✓ ✓
Unsp. 5825 – – – – – – –

Total 193586 5 43 10 17 1 19 43
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For seeds without a specified logic, we only generated mutations of those that
each solver could handle.

2.5.4. Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we used the following setting for STORM unless stated
otherwise: Dmax = 64, Amax = 64, NC between 200 and 1500, and NM between
300 and 1000 (see Alg. 1). Both NC and NM were adjusted dynamically within
the above ranges based on the size of the initial pool. The goal was to use larger
values for larger initial pools, and thus, larger seeds.

We performed all experiments on a 32-core Intel ® Xeon ® E5-2667 v2
CPU @ 3.30GHz machine with 256GB of memory, running Debian GNU/Linux
10 (buster).

Comparison with state of the art. Except for a single tool [55], all existing
SMT solver testing tools at the time did not use oracles to detect critical bugs. They,
therefore, required differential testing of multiple solvers to identify such bugs. In
RQ2, we evaluate the effectiveness of STORM at detecting existing critical bugs,
including the publicly reported bugs found by the most closely related tool at the
time [55]. Recall that this tool supports only the theory of strings.

2.5.5. Experimental Results
We now discuss our experimental results for each of the above research questions.

RQ1: New critical bugs. Tab. 2.3 shows critical bugs found by STORM in
the SMT solvers we tested between November 2019 and February 2020. The
first column of the table shows the solvers. We list Z3str3 separately as it is not
the default string solver in Z3. The second column denotes whether bugs were
found in the incremental mode of a solver, which essentially corresponds to a
different solver variant. The third column lists the logics in which bugs were
found, and the last column shows the number of bugs. During our three months
of testing, STORM detected 29 critical bugs in three mature solvers (or nine
solver variants) and 15 different logics.

All of these bugs were previously unknown, unique, and confirmed by the
solver developers. Out of the 29 critical bugs, 27 were fixed in the latest solver
versions at the time of writing this dissertation. Note that the bugs were only
detected by STORM-generated instances, i.e., none were detected by the seeds. In
addition to the bugs in the table, STORM was also able to detect known bugs as
well as other issues (i.e., of classes C and D) as a by-product, which we do not
report here.

The feedback from solver developers is very positive, and we have been dis-
cussing it throughout the chapter. As another example, a Yices2 developer told
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Table 2.3: Previously unknown, unique, and confirmed critical bugs found by
STORM in the tested SMT solvers.

SMT Incremental Logics Critical
Solver Mode Bugs

MathSAT5
QF FP

2
QF BVFP

Yices2
QF UFIDL

2
QF UF

Yices2 ✓
QF UFIDL

2
QF UFLRA

Z3

QF UFLIA

8

QF BV
UF
LIA
QF BVFP
QF LIA

Z3 ✓
QF FP

3
QF S

Z3str3 QF S 6

Z3-AS

AUFNIRA

4
QF NIA
AUFLIRA
QF NRA

Z3-AS ✓ AUFNIRA 1

Z3-DBG QF NIA 1

us that STORM found real bugs and that it is especially useful to have the ability
to test the incremental mode of solvers. He also mentioned that they used to run
FuzzSMT [51] on all theories, and that now this fuzzer runs continuously on
new theories generating “infinite” instances. FuzzSMT, however, does not target
critical bugs, and for this reason, they ran VoteSMT [12] to differentially test
solvers and detect incorrect Yices2 results. Despite this, STORM detected four
new critical bugs in Yices2.

Another Yices2 developer commented on the severity of two of the bugs that
STORM found. He mentioned that one was in the pre-processing component and
“easy to fix (and an obvious mistake in retrospect) but it was in a part of Yices that
had probably not been exercised much”. “The other one was much more tricky to
trace and fix, it was related to a combination of features and optimization in the
E-graph, not localized to a single module”.

RQ2: Known critical bugs. In this research question, we evaluate the effec-
tiveness of STORM in reproducing known critical bugs. We, therefore, collected
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Figure 2.4: Median number of iterations to find bugs with different configu-
rations of STORM. Each bar corresponds to a configuration with a certain
depth and assertion bound.

all critical bugs that were reported for the solvers under test during the three-
month period between Nov 15 and Feb 15, 2020. We focused only on bugs with
a subsequent fix (i.e., closed issues on GitHub). Out of the seven solvers, we
exclude MathSAT5 because it is closed source, and bugs may only be reported via
email. We also exclude Boolector, SMTInterpol, and STP because no critical bugs
were reported for these solvers during the above time period. For the remaining
three solvers, CVC4, Yices2, and Z3, there were 6, 1, and 14 critical bugs with a
fix, respectively, after excluding all the bugs that we reported.

We ran STORM on the solver version in which each bug was found. Since
developers typically add fixed bugs to their regression tests, we removed all
seeds that revealed any of these bugs (without being mutated). We collected all
generated instances for which each solver incorrectly returned unsat. To ensure
that STORM actually found the reported bug (and not a different one), we ran all
bug-revealing instances against the first solver version with the corresponding fix.
If the solver now returned sat for at least one of the instances, we counted the
bug as reproduced.

For each of the three solvers, STORM was able to reproduce 1 (CVC4), 1
(Yices2), and 4 (Z3) critical bugs, so 6 out of a total of 21. Therefore, if STORM
had run on these solver versions, it would have prevented approximately
1/3 of the critical-bug reports in a three-month period. Given that during this
period we reported 10 additional bugs detected by STORM in these solvers, it is
possible that our fuzzer would have been able to reproduce more bugs if it had
run longer or if it was being run continuously.

We also ran STORM on the publicly reported critical bugs found by Bugariu
and Müller [55] (regardless of when they were reported). STORM was able to
reproduce them.
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Figure 2.5: Median time (in seconds) to find bugs with different configurations
of STORM. Each bar corresponds to a configuration with a certain depth and
assertion bound.

RQ3: Fuzzing bounds. To evaluate the effect of the fuzzing bounds of
STORM, we only considered closed bugs. We used all 19 closed bugs reported
by us from RQ1 except for those in Z3-AS (the original commits could not be
retrieved due to a rebase in the branch) for a remaining of 14 bugs. In addition,
we used all reproduced bugs from RQ2 for a total of 21 bugs.

For each of these bugs, we randomly selected a seed file that had allowed
STORM to detect the bug in RQ1 or RQ2. We performed eight independent runs
of STORM (with random seeds different from the ones used in RQ1 and RQ2 to
avoid bias) to evaluate the effect of the different fuzzing bounds. STORM was
unable to reproduce one Yices2 bug from RQ1 with any of the eight random seeds;
we therefore do not include it in the results shown in Fig. 2.4.

For the assertion and depth bounds Amax and Dmax, we used five different
settings: 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64. Fig. 2.4 shows the median number of iterations (i.e.,
generated instances) until the bug was found for different combinations of these
settings. We can observe that a large assertion bound reduces the number of
iterations significantly (e.g., up to 12x for Dmax = 4). In contrast, the trend for
the depth bound is less clear, which suggests that it has a less significant effect
and is mostly useful for minimizing instances. We can observe very similar trends
when comparing the median time to find the bug (see Fig. 2.5).

RQ4: Instance minimization. We now evaluate the effectiveness of our
instance minimization. To this end, we collect all instances revealing the 20 bugs
of RQ3 that are generated by STORM with its default configuration (Sect. 2.5.4).

The results of minimizing these instances using binary search (BS) and delta
debugging (ddSMT [198]) are shown in Tab. 2.4. We perform eight independent
minimization runs and report median results. Instance size is measured in terms of
the number of bytes, the number of assertions, and the maximum formula depth
in an assertion. A dash for ddSMT means either that the instance could not be
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Table 2.4: Size of original and minimized bug-revealing instances. Instance
size is shown in terms of the number of bytes / number of assertions / maxi-
mum formula depth.

Bug Unminimized Minimized Minimized
ID Instances by BS by ddSMT

1 23430/ 64/ 5 20801/ 61/ 5 321/ 4/ 0
2 3756/ 6/ 12 3756/ 6/ 12 –/ –/ –
3 9641/ 20/ 8 5276/ 19/ 9 –/ –/ –
4 66209/ 33/ 56 13086/ 8/ 2 –/ –/ –
5 64071/ 44/ 27 24326/ 24/ 6 –/ –/ –
6 37943/ 51/ 2 4247/ 5/ 0 575/ 4/ 0
7 19408/ 64/ 3 1025/ 5/ 2 –/ –/ –
8 19235/ 27/ 2 4002/ 5/ 0 –/ –/ –
9 23659/ 51/ 4 2004/ 5/ 0 –/ –/ –

10 4275/ 6/ 1 1514/ 5/ 1 –/ –/ –
11 39585/ 64/ 16 5832/ 16/ 2 –/ –/ –
12 22017/ 58/ 5 1013/ 5/ 2 –/ –/ –
13 180082/ 62/ 8 7210/ 5/ 2 –/ –/ –
14 7934/ 10/ 8 4431/ 10/ 5 –/ –/ –
15 72490/ 50/ 0 5455/ 5/ 2 –/ –/ –
16 35725/ 33/ 3 2591/ 5/ 2 –/ –/ –
17 17180/ 21/ 57 1146/ 5/ 0 421/ 1/ 0
18 10176/ 14/ 0 2586/ 14/ 0 –/ –/ –
19 16812/ 51/ 4 13137/ 33/ 6 –/ –/ –
20 16826/ 30/ 1 5163/ 5/ 1 601/ 7/ 0

minimized or that ddSMT does not support a construct in the instance. As outlined
in Sect. 2.3.2, we had to adapt ddSMT for this use case by invoking a second
solver to reject minimizations that would not preserve satisfiability; we used the
version of the solver that fixed the corresponding bug for this purpose.

Despite these adaptations, we observed that ddSMT could not minimize the
instances for bugs 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, and 18. We suspect that its search space
of possible minimizations might not contain more complex transformations that
would be required to both preserve satisfiability and the bug. We observed the
same outcome when running ddSMT on instances that were first minimized using
binary search.

For bugs 10, 11, and 19, ddSMT does not support str.to.re and str.at,
which are supported by Z3str3. For bugs 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, and 16, ddSMT does not
support check-sat-using, which is supported by Z3. Recall that STORM
accepts seed instances expressed in the extension of the SMT-LIB format that is
supported by Z3 (Sect. 2.4), whereas ddSMT only supports the standard.

Overall, this experiment shows that our minimization procedure works more
reliably and is able to significantly reduce buggy instances (median reduction
of 82.7%). However, for the cases where both procedures produced results, the
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Table 2.5: Code coverage increase as more instances are generated by STORM.

Generated Line Function
Instances Coverage Coverage

0 58219 26256
100 66945 30498
200 67063 30524
300 67119 30547
400 67208 30598
500 67759 30861

ddSMT-based minimization procedure was able to produce smaller instances. This
is not entirely surprising given that BS uses the fuzzer, which treats predicates not
containing other predicates (i.e., ground- or leaf-predicates) as atomic building
blocks. For instance, for bug 17, the instance that was minimized with BS contains
several complex ground-predicates that ddSMT is able to minimize further. We
expect that more involved combinations of the two approaches could produce
even better results.

RQ5: Code coverage. A Yices2 developer mentioned that they use fuzzer-
generated instances to enrich their regression tests such that they achieve higher
coverage. In this research question, we therefore evaluate whether STORM is able
to increase coverage.

We selected one of the solvers (Z3) and four random logics in which we
found bugs (QF UFLIA, AUFNIRA, UF, LIA). We then computed the line
and function coverage when running Z3 on all the instances from SMT-COMP
2019 [6] for these logics (10054 seeds). The result is shown in the first row of
Tab. 2.5. At the same time, we randomly selected 5 instances from each logic and
ran STORM with NM = 500 and a single new random seed to generate exactly
500 new instances for each of the 20 seed instances. Tab. 2.5 shows that, as
more instances are generated, coverage increases noticeably (9540 more lines and
4605 more functions after only 500 generated instances). This demonstrates that
running STORM on only a small number of seed instances is able to result in
a noticeable coverage increase over a large number of instances from a well
known benchmark set.

2.6. Threats to Validity
We identify the following threats to the validity of our experiments.

Selection of seeds. STORM requires seed instances as input, and our results
do not necessarily generalize to other seeds [240]. However, we selected as seeds
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instances from SMT-COMP 2019 [6] as well as regression test suites of solvers.
We believe that our selection is sufficiently broad to mitigate this threat. In addition,
we make our tool open source so it may be run with different seeds.

Selection of solvers. The bugs found by STORM depend on the solvers and
logics that we tested. However, we selected a wide range of different, mature
solvers and logics to mitigate this threat.

Randomness in fuzzing. A common threat when evaluating fuzzers is related
to the internal validity [240] of their results. To mitigate systematic errors that
may be introduced due to random choices of our fuzzer, we used random seeds to
ensure deterministic results and performed experiments for eight different seeds.

2.7. Related Work
SMT solvers are core components in many program analyzers, and as a result,
their reliability is of crucial importance. Although it is feasible to verify SAT
and SMT algorithms [97, 157, 172], it is challenging and time consuming to
verify even very basic SAT- or SMT-solver implementations. Verifying highly
complex and high-performance solver implementations, such as CVC4 [32] and
Z3 [84], is completely impractical. For these reasons, there is a growing interest in
testing such solvers, alongside related efforts that focus on testing entire program
analyzers.

Testing SAT and SMT solvers. FuzzSMT [51] focuses on finding crashes
of SMT solvers for bitvector and array instances. It uses grammar-based blackbox
fuzzing to generate crash-inducing instances and minimizes any such instances
with delta debugging [4, 270]. Brummayer et al. [52] extend this line of work to
SAT and QBF solvers. In contrast, STORM performs mutational fuzzing, and its
minimization procedure leverages the fuzzer and its bounds regarding the number
of assertions and the formula depth.

StringFuzz [46] targets testing of string solvers. In addition to randomly gen-
erating syntactically valid instances using a grammar, it is also able to mutate or
transform formulas in existing instances. However, since not all of its transfor-
mations preserve satisfiability, it is not easily possible to leverage metamorphic
testing [31] to detect critical bugs. In contrast to both FuzzSMT and StringFuzz,
the satisfiability of all STORM-generated instances is known.

Previously to STORM, Bugariu and Müller [55] proposed an automated testing
technique that synthesizes SMT instances for the string theory. The true satisfiabil-
ity of the generated instances is derived by construction and used as a test oracle.
In contrast, STORM performs mutational fuzzing and supports a wide range of
theories.
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In a subsequent work to STORM, Winterer et al. [89] introduced type aware
mutation for SMT instances, a technique that replaces operators in existing SMT
instances with operators of conforming types to generate well-typed mutant in-
stances. These mutant instances are then used as test cases for differential testing
to detect soundness bugs in SMT solvers. The approach is further generalized
in [208]. In contrast to our work, the approach does not have a test oracle, i.e., to
detect a bug, it relies on a disagreement between two SMT solvers. Another subse-
quent work by Winterer et al. [263] introduces semantic fusion, an approach that
combines two equisatisfiable SMT instances (both instances are either satisfiable
or unsatisfiable) into a new equisatisfiable one. Similar to our approach, semantic
fusion uses seed SMT instances to generate new instances. However, in contrast
to our approach, the satisfiability of the seed instances must be known in advance.

A subsequent work by Yao et al. [268] presents a metamorphic testing-based
approach that takes a seed SMT instance φ and tests an SMT solver by identifying
the inconsistency between the satisfiability result of φ and its equi-satisfiable
mutants. These mutants are generated using predefined mutation rules. The key
idea behind the approach is: an over-approximation of a satisfiable instance is
satisfiable and an under-approximation of an unsatisfiable instance is unsatisfiable.
STORM in contrast can generate a satisfiable formula independently of the satisfi-
ability status of the seed formula. In another recent work, Yao et al. [267] present
a feedback-driven grammar-based fuzzing technique that also considers the con-
figuration space of the SMT solver during the fuzzing campaign. For a generated
SMT instance, the fuzzer attempts to explore the configuration space of a solver
by mutating the solver options. STORM does not need a grammar to generate
new SMT instances and focuses on detecting critical soundness issues in default
and the most widely used solver configurations. Furthermore, STORM-generated
SMT instances can also be used with different options to detect soundness bugs in
different solver configurations.

Recently Scott et al. [234] proposed a reinforcement learning based fuzzing
system to detect performance issues in SMT solvers. The technique only focuses
on the theory of strings and floating-point arithmetic. In contrast, STORM mainly
targets critical soundness issues in SMT solvers and is not limited to a theory.
Bringolf et al. [177] presented an approach to detect incompleteness bugs in
SMT solvers by mutating an SMT instance using local satisfiability preserving
transformations. An incompleteness bug is reported if the solver unexpectedly
returns unknown. STORM targets critical soundness bugs in SMT solvers that
are the hardest to detect and may cause unsoundness in program analyzers that
rely on these solvers.

Unlike the above approaches that test solvers by generating input instances for
their textual interface in either SMT-LIB or some solver-specific format, Artho
et al. [18] and Niemetz et al. [199, 200] developed model-based API testing
frameworks for SAT and SMT solvers to test a solver’s application programming
interface. They focus on testing various API parameters and solver options. These
frameworks generate a random but valid sequence of solver API calls based on a
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customizable API model.

Testing program analyzers. Kapus and Cadar [141] combine random pro-
gram generation with differential testing [180] to find bugs in symbolic-execution
engines. Their technique is inspired by existing compiler-testing techniques (e.g.,
Csmith [266]) and used to test KLEE [58], CREST [3], and FuzzBALL [174].

Cuoq et al. [82] use randomly generated programs to test the Frama-C static-
analysis platform [74]. Bugariu et al. [56] present a fuzzing technique for detecting
soundness and precision issues in implementations of abstract domains—the core
components of abstract interpreters [76]. They use algebraic properties of abstract
domains as test oracles and find bugs in widely used domains. Recently, Taneja
et al. [248] proposed a testing technique for identifying soundness and precision
issues in static dataflow analyses by comparing results with a sound and maximally
precise SMT-based analysis; they rely on the SMT solver to provide correct results.

Zhang et al. [271] develop a practical and automated fuzzing technique to
test software model checkers. They focus on testing control-flow reachability
properties of programs. More specifically, they synthesize valid branch reachability
properties using concrete program executions and then fuse individual properties
of different branches into a single safety property.

Klinger et al. [148] propose an automated technique to test the soundness and
precision of program analyzers in general. Their approach is based on differential
testing. From seed programs, they generate program-analysis benchmarks on
which they compare the results of different analyzers.

2.8. Summary and Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented a novel fuzzing technique for detecting critical
bugs in SMT solvers—key components of many state-of-the-art program analyzers.
Conceptually, STORM is a blackbox mutational fuzzer that uses fragments of
existing SMT instances to generate new, realistic instances. Its formula-generation
phase takes inspiration from grammar-based fuzzers; it leverages a minimal, but
functionally complete, grammar for Boolean formulas to generate new formulas
from fragments found in seeds. Finally, it solves the oracle problem by generating
instances that are satisfiable by construction.
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Chapter 3

Metamorphic Testing of Datalog
Engines Using Conjunctive
Queries

Datalog is a popular query language with applications in several domains. Like
any complex piece of software, Datalog engines may contain bugs. The most
critical ones manifest as incorrect results when evaluating queries—we refer to
these as query bugs. Given the wide applicability of the language, query bugs
may have detrimental consequences, for instance, by compromising the soundness
of a program analysis that is implemented and formalized in Datalog. In this
chapter, we present the first metamorphic-testing approach for detecting query
bugs in Datalog engines. We ran our tool on three mature engines and found 13
previously unknown query bugs, some of which are deep and revealed critical
semantic issues.

3.1. Introduction
Datalog [113] is a declarative, logic-based query language that is syntactically
a subset of Prolog. Datalog is expressive, yet concise, and as a result, it is used
as a domain-specific language in several application domains, such as natural-
language processing [194], bio-informatics [145, 232], big-data analytics [118,
134], networking [164], program analysis [48, 83, 110, 195, 261], robotics [213],
generic graph databases [239], and security [49, 50, 111, 251].

Query evaluation is performed by Datalog engines, prominent examples of
which include Soufflé [136], bddbddb [260], DDlog [228], µZ [125], and Log-
icBlox [17]. However, as any complex piece of software, Datalog engines may
contain bugs, resulting in incorrect query results. An incorrect result may manifest
by including wrong entries or by missing entries that should have been included.
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We refer to such bugs as query bugs.
Depending on the application domain, query bugs may have detrimental conse-

quences. In particular, when a buggy Datalog engine is used in program analysis,
it could compromise soundness of the verification process; in other words, it could
cause an analyzer to verify incorrect software. As an example, imagine a static
analyzer that uses Datalog to implement a may-alias (or must-alias) analysis. A
query bug that results in computing fewer (or more) aliases could lead to missing
critical bugs in the analyzed software.

In this chapter, we present the first automatic test-case generation approach for
detecting query bugs in Datalog engines. A major challenge in finding such bugs
is the lack of an oracle specifying expected query results. This problem may be
overcome with a technique known as differential testing [180]. Differential testing
would involve running multiple Datalog engines on a common set of programs and
comparing their results for discrepancies. In our context, this would be extremely
difficult as there exists no unified standard for Datalog syntax; as a result, many
different dialects have emerged.

Our approach circumvents the lack of an oracle using an alternative technique,
namely metamorphic testing [66]. It works by transforming a Datalog program
such that the new result has an a-priori known relationship to the result of the
original program. Examples of such a relationship are that the new result should
be equivalent to the original, contained in the original, or containing the original.
To ensure that these oracles are known in advance, we design metamorphic
transformations based on database theory, and in particular, formal properties of
conjunctive queries.

Despite their simplicity, conjunctive queries constitute an important class of
database queries due to their theoretical properties. Specifically, while many fun-
damental problems in query optimization and minimization are computationally
hard—or even undecidable—for general forms of queries, they are feasible for
conjunctive queries. An example of such a problem is query containment, which
we discuss in Sect. 3.3. The key insight behind our approach is to leverage proper-
ties of conjunctive queries to develop metamorphic transformations for full-blown
Datalog programs.

We implement our approach in a tool called queryFuzz, which we use to
test three mature Datalog engines. Not only did we find previously unknown
query bugs in all engines, but we also detected 81% of all reported query bugs
in the period between May 2020 till February 2021. Moreover, as we describe in
Sect. 3.10, some of these bugs were hidden deep in the engine stack and revealed
critical semantic issues.

Contributions. The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. We present the first metamorphic-testing approach for detecting query bugs
in Datalog engines.
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1 // declarations
2 edge(X:number, Y:number).
3 reachable(X:number, Y:number).
4 .output reachable
5

6 // facts
7 edge(1,2).
8 edge(2,3).
9 edge(4,2).

10 edge(2,5).
11

12 // rules
13 reachable(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).
14 reachable(X,Z) :- edge(X,Y), reachable(Y,Z).

Figure 3.1: A simple Datalog program.

2. We implement our approach in an open-source tool1, queryFuzz. We are
already working closely with the developers of the mature Datalog engines
in order to integrate queryFuzz in their development cycles.

3. We evaluate the effectiveness of queryFuzz by testing three popular Datalog
engines. Our tool detected 13 previously unknown query bugs in all three
engines as well as many other bugs as a by-product.

Outline. The next section gives an overview of our approach. Sect. 3.3 provides
background on properties of conjunctive queries, Sect. 3.4 explains the technical
details of our approach for these queries, and Sect. 3.8 generalizes the approach
to full-blown Datalog programs. In Sect. 3.9, we describe the implementation of
queryFuzz. We present our experimental evaluation in Sect. 3.10, discuss related
work in Sect. 3.12, and conclude in Sect. 3.13.

3.2. Overview
Datalog is a logic programming language where programs comprise a finite set
of rules over relations. Input relations are given in the form of facts; they are
also commonly referred to as extensional database (EDB) relations. Intensional
database (IDB) relations are defined by logic rules, and one of them is specified
as output. Fig. 3.1 shows an example of a simple Datalog program. The rules on

1https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/queryFuzz
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Figure 3.2: Pictorial view and transitive closure of edge.

lines 13 and 14 define IDB relation reachable, which is specified as output on
line 4 and computes the transitive closure of input relation edge.

Pictorially, edge represents the graph in Fig. 3.2a. There is an edge from node
x to node y if edge(x,y) is a fact. Execution of this program is essentially a
sequence of derivations, where each step adds an edge tuple to the output relation
until a fixed point is reached. Fig. 3.2b shows the final tuples in reachable.

Approach. Using the above example as seed, we now give an overview of our
metamorphic-testing approach for Datalog engines. Fig. 3.3 illustrates its main
stages.

The first stage, Program Generation, generates a diverse set of programs to be
transformed. It takes as input a (possibly empty) seed program, such as that of
Fig. 3.1, and outputs a new program. In case the seed is empty, the new program
is randomly generated based on a Datalog grammar. If the seed is not empty, this
stage automatically extends it with randomly generated IDB relations using both
existing and newly generated facts and rules (again based on a grammar). This is
essentially a generalization of the above case where the seed is empty. One of the
program relations is then specified as output.

The second stage, Program Transformation, applies metamorphic transforma-
tions to the newly generated program (or directly to the seed if the first stage is
skipped). These transformations change rules of the program such that—when
computing its output using a Datalog engine—the new result has an a-priori
known relationship to the old result. In particular, the new result may contain the
old one (as computed by program exp.dl in Fig. 3.3), it may be equivalent to
the old one (as computed by equ.dl), or it may be contained in the old result (as
computed by con.dl). For example, a transformation in which the new result
should be equivalent to the old one is changing line 13 of Fig. 3.1 to the following:

reachable(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y), edge(W,Y).

As we will see in the next section, this change appears to be introducing a join,
which however has no effect on the result. Another transformation could be applied
to line 14 as follows:

reachable(X,Z) :- edge(X,X), reachable(X,Z).
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Figure 3.3: Overview of our approach.

In this case, the new result should be contained in the old one—in fact, the new
result should be empty as there are no edges from a node to itself.

Finally, the third stage, Bug Detection, uses these relationships between new
and old results (shown in blue and yellow, respectively, in Fig. 3.3) as oracles in
order to detect query bugs in the underlying Datalog engine. For instance, imagine
that, after transforming line 13 of Fig. 3.1 as described above, the Datalog engine
returns all but one of the tuples shown in Fig. 3.2b. Since this transformation
ensures that the new result is equivalent to the old one, a query bug has been
detected. Note that a query bug is also detected if the old result is incorrect as
long as the expected relationship to the new result does not hold.

Query bugs. In the rest of this section, we present two query bugs detected by
queryFuzz in existing Datalog engines. We provide a complete list of detected
bugs and more details in Sect. 3.10.

Fig. 3.4 shows a program snippet that was generated by queryFuzz in order
to test µZ [125], the Datalog engine of the Z3 SMT solver [84] supporting the
bddbddb [260] dialect. Relation r (line 4) is defined to compute all tuples in in2
whose second element is in in1. Tuple (25,10) is the only one that satisfies
this definition. Output relation out (line 5) obtains the first element of each tuple
in r, that is, it computes 25. This is also the result that is returned by µZ. Now,
consider the following transformation applied by queryFuzz to line 5:

out(F) :- r(F,C), r(F,A), r(F,B).

The result of the new program should still be 25, but µZ returns values 7–63. We
reported this bug on Z3’s GitHub issue tracker2, and it was immediately confirmed
and fixed. In fact, a Z3 developer commented: “These are good latent bugs. They
exercise some edge cases that slipped through the cracks until now.”

The code snippet in Fig. 3.5 was also generated by queryFuzz, this time when
testing the Soufflé Datalog engine [136]. Relation out is the output relation of

2https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/4870
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1 in1(49). in1(10).
2 in2(25,10). in2(16,13). in2(24,22).
3

4 r(V,M) :- in2(V,M), in1(M).
5 out(F) :- r(F,C).

Figure 3.4: Generated program snippet for testing µZ.

1 HqV(a) :- MZV(a,b), MZV(c,d).
2 gQk(jW) :- MZV(jW,jW).
3 QOq(aS,GF) :- MZV(GF,GF), gQk(M), HqV(aS), MZV(aS,M).
4 RwL(qr) :- QOq(u,qr), gQk(u), gQk(u).
5 out(jB,ym) :- gQk(h), RwL(ym), MZV(h,jB).

Figure 3.5: Generated program snippet for testing Soufflé.

the program. When line 1 is changed to

Hqv(a) :- MZV(a,b).

the program result should remain the same. However, we found that the result
of the original program contained 240 entries, whereas that of the transformed
program contained 306. We reported this query bug3, which was immediately
fixed.

These types of bugs, detected by queryFuzz, are extremely difficult for unsus-
pecting users to notice and might compromise upstream applications that rely on
a Datalog engine.

3.3. Background
In this section, we review key concepts from database theory, and in particular
query optimization, that form the basis of our metamorphic transformations.

A database schema R is a set of relations R. The arity of a relation is the number
of attributes in the relation. For example, edge and reachable in Fig. 3.1 are
relations of arity 2. An attribute in a relation can take values from a domain D. Let
R be a relation of arity m. A fact over R is an expression of the form R(a1, ...,am),
where ai ∈ Di for every i = 1, . . . ,m, e.g., edge(1,2) in Fig. 3.1. An instance
of relation R is a finite set of facts over R. A database instance I over a database
schema R is a collection of relational instances over the relations R ∈ R.

A conjunctive query (CQ) is a single non-recursive function-free Horn rule,

3https://github.com/souffle-lang/souffle/issues/1453
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e.g., every rule in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 is a CQ. This is the simplest type of query that
can be expressed over a database schema. Syntactically, a conjunctive query Q is
an expression of the form

P(U⃗)← R1(U⃗1), . . . ,Rn(U⃗n)

where U⃗ and U⃗i (1≤ i≤ n) are vectors of variables and constants. Any variable
appearing in U⃗ must also appear in some U⃗i. The expression to the left of← is the
head of the query, and the expression to the right is the body. Each Ri(U⃗i) in the
body of the query is a subgoal, and Ri ∈ R is a relation. Note that subgoals can
refer to the same relation. The set of answers for query Q w.r.t a database instance
I is denoted by Q(I).

Given two syntactically different CQs, we now define query equivalence and
containment.

Definition 1 (Query Equivalence). Two conjunctive queries Q1 and Q2 are equiva-
lent, denoted by Q1≡Q2, iff for every database instance I, we have Q1(I) =Q2(I).

Definition 2 (Query Containment). Conjunctive query Q1 is contained in con-
junctive query Q2, denoted by Q1 ⊆ Q2, iff for every database instance I, we have
Q1(I)⊆ Q2(I).

It is straightforward to see that if Q1 ⊆ Q2 and Q2 ⊆ Q1, then Q1 ≡ Q2. A
decidable procedure for checking query containment [62] involves determining
whether there exists a so-called containment mapping between two queries.

Definition 3 (Substitution). A substitution θ is a mapping from a set of variables
V to a set of variables V ′.

Definition 4 (Containment Mapping). A substitution θ is a containment mapping
from conjunctive query Q2 to conjunctive query Q1, if Q2 can be transformed by
means of θ to become Q1.

Formally, given two CQs

P(U⃗)← R1(U⃗1), . . . ,Rn(U⃗n) (Q1)

P′(⃗V )← S1(V⃗1), . . . ,Sm(V⃗m) (Q2)

θ is a containment mapping from Q2 to Q1 if:

1. θ(P′(⃗V )) = P(U⃗), and

2. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} · ∃ j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} · θ(Si(V⃗i)) = R j(U⃗ j).

In words, a containment mapping maps variables of Q2 to variables of Q1 such
that

1. the head of Q2 becomes the head of Q1, and

2. each subgoal of Q2 becomes some subgoal of Q1.

Theorem 1. Let Q1 and Q2 be conjunctive queries. Q2 is contained in Q1 (Q2 ⊆
Q1) iff there exists a containment mapping from Q1 to Q2.
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(a) Containment mapping θ from Q1 to
Q2.

Q1 p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,W), a(Z,W).

Q2 p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

Q1 p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,W), a(Z,W).

θ⊆

(b) Mapping of head and subgoals induced by θ .

Figure 3.6: Containment mapping θ from Q1 to Q2 induces a mapping of
subgoals. No mapping exists from Q2 to Q1.

As an example, consider the two CQs below (in Datalog syntax):

p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,W), a(Z,W). // Q1
p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X). // Q2

Q2 is contained in Q1 (Q2 ⊆ Q1) because there exists a containment mapping θ

from Q1 to Q2 (shown using solid arrows in Fig. 3.6a; dotted arrows should be
ignored for now). This is indeed a containment mapping because the head of Q1
is the head of Q2 and each subgoal of Q1 becomes a subgoal of Q2 (shown using
solid arrows in Fig. 3.6b). On the other hand, Q1 is not contained in Q2 (Q1 ⊈ Q2)
because there does not exist a containment mapping from Q2 to Q1, shown with
dotted arrows in the figure. If X and Y are mapped to themselves (see Fig. 3.6a),
then the head and first subgoal of Q2 become the head and first subgoal of Q1, but
the second subgoal of Q2 cannot become any subgoal of Q1 (see Fig. 3.6b; red
dotted arrows denote invalid subgoal mappings).
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3.4. Metamorphic Transformations
Using the equivalence and containment properties of CQs, we now present their
metamorphic transformations. Note that, in this section, we keep the presentation
simple by describing a single transformation to a single conjunctive query. In
practice however, our approach can perform sequences of transformations to
multiple, more general queries (see Sects. 3.7.1 and 3.8 for more details).

Since any conjunctive query may be expressed as a Datalog rule, we refer to
CQs as rules in the following. Given a Datalog rule Q, our metamorphic rule
transformations are categorized into three types:

Addition (ADD): Q is transformed into ADD(Q) = Q′ by adding a subgoal.

Modification (MOD): Q is transformed into MOD(Q) = Q′ by the modifying a
variable.

Removal (REM): Q is transformed into REM(Q) = Q′ by removing a subgoal.

Each of these transformation types may result in any of the following three
outcomes:

Expansion (EXP): Original rule Q is contained in the transformed rule Q′, i.e.,
Q⊆ Q′.

Equivalence (EQU): Original rule Q is equivalent to the transformed rule Q′,
i.e., Q≡ Q′.

Contraction (CON): Transformed rule Q′ is contained in the original rule Q, i.e.,
Q′ ⊆ Q.

We refer to these outcomes as oracles.
Based on the above, a rule transformation combines a transformation type with

an oracle. For instance, ADDCON refers to adding a subgoal to a rule Q such that
the resulting rule Q′ is contained in Q. Next, we describe these transformations in
detail.

3.5. ADD Transformations
The ADD transformations add a subgoal R(v1, . . . ,vn) to a rule Q, where v1, . . . ,vn

are variables—we ignore constants for simplicity.
ADDEXP. The ADDEXP transformation ensures that Q is contained in the

resulting rule Q′, i.e., Q ⊆ Q′. However, note that it is not possible to obtain a
Q′ such that Q ⊂ Q′ by adding a subgoal. The reason is that, when adding a
subgoal to Q, there is always a containment mapping from Q to Q′, i.e., Q′ ⊆ Q.
This is because the head of Q is the head of Q′, and each subgoal of Q is in
Q′. Consequently, even if there existed a containment mapping in the desirable
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(a) Containment mapping θ from Q to Q′ and mapping σ from Q′ to Q.

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

Q′ p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X), a(Z,X).

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

θ

σ

⊆
⊆

(b) Mapping of head and subgoals induced by θ and σ .

Figure 3.7: Example of ADDEQU transformation.

direction, i.e., Q ⊆ Q′, then the two queries would be equivalent, a case that is
already covered by ADDEQU.

ADDEQU. Given that a containment mapping from Q to Q′ always exists, the
ADDEQU transformation guarantees that Q≡ Q′ by ensuring there also exists a
containment mapping from Q′ to Q. Intuitively, ADDEQU adds a new subgoal
to Q while avoiding introducing new joins among the existing subgoals, thus
preserving the original result. To ensure the existence of a containment mapping
from Q′ to Q when adding a subgoal R(v1, . . . ,vn) to Q, relation R must already
exist in the body of Q.

Example. Fig. 3.7 shows an example of an ADDEQU transformation. The
new subgoal a(Z,X) (shown in green) maps to a(Y,X) when respecting the
containment mapping σ from Q′ to Q. Although it might appear that the new
subgoal introduces a join, this join does not restrict the original result (as computed
by the original subgoals) any further.

Algorithm. The algorithm performing this transformation is shown in procedure
ADDEQU of Alg. 3. First, we extract the head and body of rule Q (line 2). Then, a
random subgoal g and its arity n are retrieved from body (lines 3–4). On lines 5–8,
we replace each of m variables in g with a fresh variable, where m is a random
number from 1 to n. Each call to function FRESHVAR returns a new variable
that is not already present in Q. This guarantees that no new joins are introduced.
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Algorithm 3: ADD transformations
1 procedure ADDEQU(Q)
2 head,body← Q
3 g← RANDSUBGOAL(body)
4 n← ARITY(g)
5 m← RANDINTRANGE(1,n)
6 for (i← 0, i < m, i++) do
7 j← RANDINTRANGE(0,n−1)
8 g.args[j]← FRESHVAR(Q)

9 return head← body,g.
10 procedure ADDCON(Q,relations)
11 g.rel← RANDRELATION(relations)
12 n← ARITY(g)
13 vars← EXTRACTALLVARS(Q)
14 for (i← 0, i < n, i++) do
15 g.args[i]← RANDVAR(vars)
16 head,body← Q
17 if g ∈ body then
18 return none
19 return head← body,g.

Subgoal g is finally appended to body, and new rule Q′ is returned (line 9). In the
example of Fig. 3.7, we replace variable Y in subgoal a(Y,X) of Q with fresh
variable Z and append this new subgoal to Q in order to generate Q′.

ADDCON. The ADDCON transformation ensures that rule Q′ is contained
in original rule Q, i.e., Q′ ⊆ Q. Intuitively, ADDCON adds a new subgoal to Q
introducing new joins, thus potentially contracting the original result. To differen-
tiate this transformation from ADDEQU, we ensure that a containment mapping
does not exist from Q′ to Q, i.e., Q ⊈ Q′. Note, however, that the absence of
such a mapping does not mean that Q′ produces a strictly contracted result. In
other words, Q′ ⊂ Q does not always hold; for example, for an empty database
instance, the result of Q′ is still equivalent to that of Q. To ensure the absence of
a containment mapping from Q′ to Q when adding a subgoal R(v1, . . . ,vn) to Q,
relation R must either not already exist in the body of Q, or if it does, its variables
should prevent it from being mapped to any subgoal in Q.

Example. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of an ADDCON transformation. The
new subgoal a(Y,Y) (shown in green) corresponds to relation a, which already
appears in the body of Q. Despite this, the new subgoal does not map to any
subgoal in Q since variable Y may not be mapped to both X and Y.

Algorithm. The algorithm is shown in procedure ADDCON of Alg. 3. As a first
step, we create a subgoal g by randomly selecting a relation from the set of all
relations in the program (line 11). On line 12, we retrieve its arity n. Then, all
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Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

Q′ p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X), a(Y,Y).

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

θ⊆

Figure 3.8: Example of ADDCON transformation.

variables of query Q are extracted in vars (line 13), and we initialize each argument
of g with a random variable from vars (lines 14–15). Using variables in Q for this
initialization guarantees that new joins are introduced unless g already appears in
body. If so, we discard it (lines 17–18), otherwise, we append g to body and return
new rule Q′ (line 19). Note that, when none is returned, our implementation tries
again. In the example of Fig. 3.8, we select relation a, initialize its arguments with
variable Y, and append this new subgoal to Q.

X
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W
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X
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σ

(a) Containment mapping σ from Q′ to Q.

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

Q′ p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,W).

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

σ⊆

(b) Mapping of head and subgoals induced by σ .

Figure 3.9: Example of MODEXP transformation.
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Algorithm 4: MOD transformations
1 procedure MODEXP(Q)
2 head,body← Q
3 vars← EXTRACTREUSEDVARS(body)
4 v← RANDVAR(vars)
5 body′← REPLACERANDOCCURRENCE(body,v,FRESHVAR(Q))
6 return head← body′

7 procedure MODCON(Q)
8 vars← EXTRACTALLVARS(Q)
9 if |vars|< 2 then

10 return none
11 v← RANDVAR(vars)
12 w← RANDVAR(vars\{v})
13 Q′← REPLACEVAR(Q,v,w)
14 return Q′

3.6. MOD Transformations
The MOD transformations modify a rule Q by renaming a variable appearing in
its subgoals.

MODEXP. Intuitively, this transformation expands the result of Q by renaming
a variable in a way that removes existing joins. This is achieved by creating a
surjective containment mapping from Q′ to Q, i.e., Q⊆Q′. Note that the mapping
may not be bijective as this would make MODEXP equivalent to MODEQU.

Example. Fig. 3.9 shows an example of a MODEXP transformation, where
variable X of subgoal a(Y,X) is renamed to W.

Algorithm. The algorithm for this transformation is shown in procedure MOD-
EXP of Alg. 4. We first extract variables vars that appear more than once in body
of rule Q (line 3). A random variable v from vars is selected (line 4), and we
replace a random occurrence of v in body with a fresh variable to get body′ (line
5). Replacing an occurrence of a reused variable with a fresh one guarantees that
existing joins are removed. Finally, we return head← body′ as transformed rule
Q′ (line 6). In the example of Fig. 3.9, we choose variable X, which appears twice
in the body of Q, and replace its second occurrence with fresh variable W.

MODEQU. The MODEQU transformation ensures that the result of Q is equiv-
alent to that of Q′ by creating a bijective containment mapping between the two
rules. A way to guarantee the existence of such a mapping is by replacing all
occurrences of a variable in Q with those of a fresh variable. Note that this is a
very simple transformation, which we include here mainly for completeness.

MODCON. Analogously to the MODEXP transformation, MODCON renames
a variable in Q such that there exists a surjective (and not bijective) containment
mapping from Q to Q′.

Example. Fig. 3.10 shows an example of a MODCON transformation, where all
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(a) Containment mapping θ from Q to Q′.

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

Q′ p(X) :- a(X,X), a(X,X).

Q p(X) :- a(X,Y), a(Y,X).

θ⊆

(b) Mapping of head and subgoals induced by θ .

Figure 3.10: Example of MODCON transformation.

occurrences of variable Y are renamed to X.
Algorithm. The algorithm is shown in procedure MODCON of Alg. 4. As a

first step, we extract all variables vars in Q (line 8). If there are fewer than two,
we return none (lines 9–10). Otherwise, two (different) variables v and w are
randomly selected from vars (lines 11–12), and we replace all occurrences of v in
Q with w to get Q′ (line 13). This ensures that new joins are introduced.

3.7. REM Transformations
The REM transformations remove a subgoal R(v1, . . . ,vn) from a rule Q. Analo-
gously to the ADD transformations, when removing the subgoal, there is always a
containment mapping σ from Q′ to Q, i.e., Q⊆Q′. This is because the head of Q′

is the head of Q, and each subgoal of Q′ is in Q.
REMEXP. This transformation checks the existence of a containment mapping

from Q to Q′. If such a mapping does not exist, then Q′ ̸⊆ Q and Q⊆ Q′ (due to
σ ), that is, the result of Q is expanded. Note that, in general, the problem of check-
ing query containment is NP-complete. However, we can design a containment
checker with linear-time complexity because Q′ is derived from Q by removing
one subgoal. Therefore, it is only necessary to check whether this subgoal of Q
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(a) No containment mapping from Q to Q′.

Q p(Z) :- t(Z), r(X,Y), r(Y,X).

Q′ p(Z) :- t(Z), r(Y,X).

(b) Dropped subgoal may not be mapped to any subgoal in Q′.

Figure 3.11: Example of REMEXP transformation.

may be mapped to any subgoal of Q′.
Example. Consider the example in Fig. 3.11. Removing the second subgoal

of Q (shown in green) prevents the existence of a mapping from Q to Q′ since it
would require each of the variables X and Y of Q to be mapped to more than one
variable of Q′. Consequently, this is a successful REMEXP transformation.

Algorithm. The algorithm for this transformation is shown in procedure REM-
EXP of Alg. 5. First, we randomly select a subgoal g from the body of Q (line 13)
and remove it to get Q′ (line 15). We then check the existence of a containment
mapping from Q to Q′ (line 16). This is done by simply checking if the removed
subgoal g may be mapped to any subgoal in Q′. If no such mapping exists, then
we return transformed rule Q′, otherwise we return none.

The algorithm for checking the existence of a containment mapping from Q to
Q′, where Q′ is derived from Q by removing a subgoal g is shown in procedure
EXISTSCONTAINMENT of Alg. 5. As a first step, we extract all variables vars
in Q and vars′ in Q′ (lines 2–3). We then compute the set of removed variables
rmVars (line 4). Function REPLACEWITHWILDCARD (line 5) creates a pattern
expression p from g such that the first occurrence of each variable in g is replaced
with a wildcard if the variable is also in rmVars. Any subsequent occurrences
of the same variable are replaced with a back-reference to the first match; this
ensures that equality constraints between variables are captured. In the example
of Fig. 3.11, rmVars is empty, so p is g, that is, r(X,Y). If any g′ in the body of
Q′ matches this pattern, then g may be mapped to a subgoal in Q′ and a mapping
exists (lines 10–15). Otherwise, a mapping does not exist (line 10) as in Fig. 3.11.
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Algorithm 5: REM transformations
1 procedure EXISTSCONTAINMENT(Q,Q′,g)
2 vars← EXTRACTALLVARS(Q)
3 vars′← EXTRACTALLVARS(Q′)
4 rmVars← vars\ vars′

5 p← REPLACEWITHWILDCARD(g,rmVars)
6 head′,body′← Q′

7 for each g′ ∈ body′ do
8 if g′ matches p then
9 return true

10 return false
11 procedure REMEXP(Q)
12 head,body← Q
13 g← RANDSUBGOAL(body)
14 Q′.head← head
15 Q′.body← body\{g}
16 if ¬ EXISTSCONTAINMENT(Q,Q′,g) then
17 return Q′

18 return none

REMEQU. If, after removing a subgoal of Q, a containment mapping θ from
Q to Q′ does exist, then we have a REMEQU transformation because both Q′ ⊆ Q
and Q⊆ Q′ hold. The former holds due to θ and the latter due to σ .

Example. Fig. 3.12 shows an example of a REMEQU transformation.
Algorithm. This algorithm is analogous to the one for REMEXP (see Alg. 5).

For this transformation however, we return Q′ when a containment mapping from
Q to Q′ does exist, i.e., EXISTSCONTAINMENT on line 16 is not negated. In the
example of Fig. 3.12, rmVars is a singleton containing variable W, thus pattern p
on line 5 of Alg. 5 is r(*,X), where * is a wildcard. Subgoal r(Y,X) in Q′

matches this pattern, and as a result, a mapping exists.
REMCON. Analogously to ADDEXP, this transformation can only be the same

as REMEQU.

3.7.1. Transformation Sequences
Until now, we have focused on applying a single transformation to a single
rule, which is a conjunctive query. However, our approach is also able to apply
sequences of transformations to such a rule.

More specifically, a rule macro-transformation T may be composed of a se-
quence of micro-transformations [t1, . . . , tn] as the ones that we described so
far. However, every micro-transformation ti ∈ T must preserve the intended or-
acle for the rule (i.e., EXP, EQU, CON). In particular, for an expanding macro-
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(a) Containment mapping θ from Q to Q′.

Q p(Z) :- t(Z), r(W,X), r(Y,X).

Q′ p(Z) :- t(Z), r(Y,X).

θ⊆

(b) Mapping of head and subgoals induced by θ .

Figure 3.12: Example of REMEQU transformation.

transformation TEXP, in which Q ⊆ Q′, the sequence of micro-transformations
may have oracles EQU or EXP, but not CON. Analogously, for a contracting
macro-transformation TCON, in which Q′ ⊆ Q, the micro-transformations may
have oracles EQU or CON, but not EXP. For an equivalent macro-transformation
TEQU, in which Q≡ Q′, all micro-transformations must also have EQU oracles.

In the following section, we generalize our approach from a single conjunctive
query to a Datalog program, containing rules that are not necessarily CQs.

3.8. Beyond Conjunctive Queries
Let us first show how the oracle of a rule (macro-)transformation generalizes to
any positive-Datalog program, i.e., any program without negation. To do this,
we need to explain monotonicity of conjunctive queries. Intuitively, when adding
more entries to a database instance, a monotonic query never produces a smaller
result.

Definition 5 (Monotonicity). A conjunctive query Q over a database schema R
is monotonic iff, for every two instances I and J of R, it holds that Q(I)⊆ Q(J)
when I ⊆ J.

In a program P, the output relation is called a Datalog query, QP. Suppose
our approach transforms a rule Q in P to get new rule Q′, and therefore, new
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program P′ and Datalog query Q′P. Now, the same oracle that should hold between
Q and Q′ should also hold between QP and Q′P. This is because, in positive
Datalog, all rules are monotonic. Therefore, due to the fixed-point computation,
any change in the result of Q propagates monotonically to all rules that (directly
or transitively) depend on Q. Ultimately, this includes the final Datalog query, and
thus, the program result. Consequently, we may “lift” our oracles from individual
conjunctive queries to full-blown positive-Datalog programs. Naturally, this also
allows us to transform more than one rule in a positive-Datalog program as long
as all transformations have the same intended oracle.

Let us now explain how our approach handles any Datalog program (not
only positive ones). Of course, the EQU oracle trivially extends to any program.
However, queryFuzz is able to accept any Datalog program for all oracles: it
enforces that all rules depending on a transformed rule Q′ are monotonic (e.g.,
they do not contain any negated subgoals). Intuitively, should the result of a
rule Q′ “flow” into a non-monotonic rule, the effect on the program result could
be “flipped”, for instance, it could be contracted instead of expanded. This is
undesirable as it could lead to false positives. To handle negation, existing Datalog
engines impose a computation order on relations. More specifically, relations are
assigned to strata via a process known as stratification [25, 225]. Lower strata
are computed before higher ones during the fixed-point computation. Therefore,
queryFuzz works on any Datalog program by only transforming rules that are in a
higher stratum than any rules containing negation. As a consequence, no results
of transformed rules can “flow” into non-monotonic rules.

Note that many Datalog dialects support rules with more expressive language
features, such as comparison operators, aggregate functions, disjunctions, and re-
cursion. While our transformations target the restricted subset of pure conjunctive
queries (see Sect. 3.3), they may also be applied to more expressive dialects as
long as the monotonicity constraints described above are maintained. In fact, our
implementation does handle such dialects.

Based on the above, in the rest of this section, we present another transformation
in queryFuzz, which is specific to Datalog programs (unlike the transformations
in Sect. 3.4, which target CQs in general).

3.8.1. NEG Transformation
A NEG transformation changes a program P into an equivalent but further stratified
program P′ by introducing a double negation in a rule Q. In particular, introducing
a negation causes the Datalog engine to split a stratum in two. When this negation
is double, we guarantee the EQU oracle (i.e., the transformation is NEGEQU).

We introduce so-called safe negations, i.e., every variable in a negated subgoal
must also appear in a positive subgoal. (Unsafe rules are traditionally not allowed
in Datalog as they do not restrict all variables to finite domains.) As an example,
consider:
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p(X,Y) :- a(X,Y), b(Y,Z), c(Z). // Q

NEGEQU selects a subgoal g in Q, say c(Z), and replaces it with a new negated
subgoal, say !neg(Z). Relation neg is defined to have the same body as Q but
with a negated g, thus introducing a double negation:

neg(Z) :- a(X,Y), b(Y,Z), !c(Z).
p(X,Y) :- a(X,Y), b(Y,Z), !neg(Z). // Q'

One can easily see that queries Q and Q′ are equivalent when thinking about the
transformation logically: a ∧ b ∧¬ neg≡ a ∧ b ∧(¬ a ∨¬ b ∨ c)≡ a ∧ b ∧ c.
Such a transformation partitions the original stratum of relation p into two, where
the stratum of p is strictly greater than that of c. Note that Datalog traditionally
disallows NEG transformations when g (in this case c) has a cyclic dependency
on the head of Q (in this case p), which would require them to be defined in the
same stratum.

3.9. Implementation
We implemented queryFuzz in a total of 5,300 lines of Python. It supports
three Datalog dialects, namely Soufflé [136], bddbddb [260] (used by µZ), and
DDlog [228]. In the rest of this section, we discuss how we implement the bug-
detection stage of our approach.

Bug detection. During bug detection, queryFuzz compares the result of a
program (gen in Fig. 3.3) with that of its transformation (exp, equ, or con in
the figure). However, a program result could potentially contain millions of entries.
This is especially true for randomly generated programs. To efficiently check an
oracle, queryFuzz uses Datalog rules that decide result containment.

For instance, the rules that check EQU oracles are the following:

equ1(Z) :- gen(Z), !equ(Z).
equ2(Z) :- equ(Z), !gen(Z).

The first rule checks whether gen ⊆ equ and the second whether equ ⊆ gen. A
bug is detected if the result of either equ1 or equ2 is non-empty.

3.10. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: How effective is queryFuzz in detecting previously unknown query bugs
in Datalog engines?

RQ2: Is the number of detected bugs significant?

RQ3: How deep are the detected bugs?

RQ4: What are characteristics of the detected bugs?
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Table 3.1: Query bugs detected by queryFuzz.

Bug Datalog Metamorphic Bug
ID Engine Transformations Status

1 Soufflé ADD fixed
2 Soufflé REM, REM, REM, MOD fixed
3 Soufflé MOD, ADD, ADD confirmed
4 Soufflé NEG fixed
5 Soufflé MOD, ADD, ADD confirmed
6 Soufflé MOD, ADD, MOD, REM confirmed
7 Soufflé REM, MOD, ADD confirmed
8 Soufflé ADD, ADD, MOD confirmed
9 µZ ADD, MOD, ADD fixed
10 µZ ADD, ADD, ADD, MOD fixed
11 µZ ADD, MOD fixed
12 µZ MOD, ADD confirmed
13 DDlog ADD, ADD, ADD confirmed

RQ5: How efficient is queryFuzz?

3.10.1. Experimental Setup
We tested Soufflé, µZ, and DDlog, three popular and mature Datalog engines
that are publicly available on GitHub. We completed the development of the first
version of queryFuzz, with a subset of the metamorphic transformations and
limited support for different language features, in May 2020, and initially focused
on testing Soufflé. We only added support for the dialects of µZ and DDlog in
late Dec 2020 to evaluate the generality of our transformations.

To avoid burdening developers and reporting duplicate issues, we only filed
reports for bugs that were clearly different than the ones we had already reported
until these were fixed. Of course, this hinders bug reporting, but it was greatly
appreciated by the developers.

3.10.2. Experimental Results
We now discuss our experimental results for each of the above research questions.

RQ1: Query bugs. Tab. 3.1 shows the list of unique query bugs detected
by queryFuzz in the Datalog engines we tested. Note that we confirmed bug
uniqueness with the engine developers themselves. The first column of the table
assigns an identifier to each bug; all identifiers link to the corresponding bug
reports on the GitHub issue tracker of each engine. The second column of the
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table shows the engine in which the bug was found, the third the sequence of
metamorphic transformations that revealed the bug, and the last column shows
the current status of the bug (i.e., open, confirmed, or fixed).

Overall, queryFuzz detected 13 previously unknown query bugs in all three
engines. All bugs have been confirmed by the developers, and 6 have already
been fixed. Bugs 3 and 5 are labeled as questions on the issue tracker even though
developers have confirmed them. The reason is that they reveal a deep semantic
issue in logic programming that cannot be easily addressed (see RQ4). As shown
in the third column of the table, each of our metamorphic transformations (i.e.,
ADD, MOD, REM, and NEG) contributed to detecting at least one query bug.
Moreover, the fact that each tested engine implements its own Datalog dialect
speaks to the generality of these transformations. Note, however, that our public
bug reports do not show all the applied transformations as we tried to localize
issues as much as possible and aid developers in debugging; our tool repository4

contains instructions on how to reproduce all bug-revealing transformations.
In addition to query bugs, queryFuzz also detected several crash bugs as a

by-product; they are shown in Tab. 3.2. Even though such bugs are less critical,
they expose robustness issues, and developers were still interested in them. In
fact, a developer of Soufflé said: “Bug reports like this are definitely welcome,
especially because they might also point to other potential issues in our setup.
[These issues] have already been super useful.”

In general, we found many more bugs in Soufflé in comparison to the other
engines. However, this does not necessarily mean that Soufflé is more buggy. A
reason is that we tested it for a longer period of time (see Sect. 3.10.1). Another
reason is that the Z3 developers generally have very limited bandwidth to devote
to µZ as they are working on a new core SMT engine—we, therefore, decided
against filing more bugs for the time being. In addition, DDlog is quite slow as it
compiles every input program into a Rust project; this also slows down the testing
process (see RQ5).

RQ2: Significance of bug numbers. To evaluate the significance of our bug-
finding results, we compare the number of query bugs detected by queryFuzz to
the total number of such bugs reported from May 1, 2020 to Feb 15, 2021. For this
research question, we consider all three engines, and we collect the total number
of reported bugs from their GitHub issue trackers. We inspect issues since May 1,
2020 because this is when we started testing Soufflé.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.13. In the considered time period, a total of 16
query bugs were reported in the three Datalog engines we tested, and queryFuzz
detected 13 of them (81%). This ratio, though very high, is not surprising since
query bugs are very hard to detect without an oracle. In the same time period,
41 crash bugs were reported, and queryFuzz detected 14 of them (34%) as a
by-product.

RQ3: Bug depth. To understand the depth of the detected bugs, we analyzed

4https://github.com/Practical-Formal-Methods/queryFuzz
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Table 3.2: By-product bugs detected by queryFuzz.

Bug Datalog Bug Type Bug
ID Engine Status

14 Soufflé floating-point exception confirmed
15 Soufflé aborted evaluation fixed
16 Soufflé segmentation fault fixed
17 Soufflé segmentation fault fixed
18 Soufflé segmentation fault fixed
19 Soufflé segmentation fault fixed
20 Soufflé segmentation fault fixed
21 Soufflé assertion failure fixed
22 Soufflé assertion failure fixed
23 Soufflé assertion failure fixed
24 Soufflé assertion failure fixed
25 Soufflé assertion failure confirmed
26 Soufflé compiler error fixed
27 µZ performance bug fixed

all Soufflé bugs together with the engine developers. In general, they revealed
issues across the stack.

The Soufflé engine essentially consists of the following components, from front-
to back-end: (1) ASTGEN for parsing and abstract-syntax-tree (AST) generation,
(2) ASTOPT for AST analysis and optimization, (3) ASTRAM for translation from
AST to relational-algebra machine (RAM), (4) RAMOPT for RAM optimization,
and (5) INTSYN for interpretation or synthesis. The interpreter evaluates its RAM
input, whereas the synthesizer translates RAM into C++ code, which is then
compiled and executed.

Tab. 3.3 categorizes all Soufflé bugs into the engine component in which they
were found—ignore bugs A, B, C, D, and E for now. Note that no bugs were
found in ASTGEN and that we include a row INFRA, referring to infrastructure
bugs, e.g., in utilities, that could affect the entire stack. As shown in the table,
queryFuzz detected bugs in all components except ASTGEN, which is the most
shallow.

We compare the depth of these bugs with that of bugs detected using of-the-
shelf fuzzers and reported from May 1, 2020 to Feb 15, 2020. There were 6 such
bugs, 3 of which were detected with Radamsa [8] and the other 3 with AFL [11].
One of the Radamsa bugs5 was not confirmed by the developers, who labeled it
as ‘wontfix’. The other 5 bugs are shown in Tab. 3.3 as A, B, C, D, and E. They
revealed issues in the ASTGEN and ASTOPT components of Soufflé, which are

5https://github.com/souffle-lang/souffle/issues/1757
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Figure 3.13: All bugs reported in the three Datalog engines from May 1, 2020
to Feb 15, 2021.

at the top of the stack—for instance, bugs A and E crash the engine during, or
even before, parsing. The reason why queryFuzz bugs are much deeper is that it
generates valid Datalog programs and its oracle-driven transformations are more
likely to reveal semantic issues. Note that we do not further compare our approach
with other off-the-shelf fuzzers as they are not able to detect query bugs due to
lack of oracles.

RQ4: Bug characteristics. To demonstrate the nature of the detected bugs, we
now provide a few interesting bug samples.

Bug 1 was found in Soufflé’s ASTOPT component, and specifically, in the
minimization pass that simplifies the program by removing equivalent rules and
subgoals. This pass missed a corner case for singleton relations, i.e., with arity 1.
The program and transformation that revealed this bug are discussed in Sect. 3.2
(see Fig. 3.5). Bug 4 was detected in the same component, but in its magic-set
transformation [25, 28, 35, 225], which aims to derive only those facts that are
relevant for the program’s Datalog query. Our approach revealed this bug using a
NEG transformation. The rule in which the negation was introduced depended on
another rule containing a comparison operator, which in turn caused a mislabeling

Table 3.3: Categorization of Soufflé bugs into the components in which they
were found.

Soufflé Bug IDsComponent

ASTGEN A, E
ASTOPT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 17, 20, 21, 25, B, C, D
ASTRAM 8, 22, 23, 24
RAMOPT 19
INTSYN 6, 7, 14, 26
INFRA 16, 18
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1 PQRI(v) :- Z(v), Z(nbj).
2 PLEY(o) :- PQRI(x), Z(o), Z(x).
3 NFUV(q) :- Z(fym), PLEY(q).
4 OUT(t) :- NFUV(ssz), PLEY(arv), PLEY(t).

Figure 3.14: Generated program snippet for testing DDlog.

of relations as positive. Naturally, correct positive labeling is essential to the
stratification process. Bug 2 revealed another issue in the magic-set transformation.
In general, developers mentioned that implementing optimization passes on the
AST is quite complex for a feature-rich Datalog dialect. They also expressed the
need for verifying the correctness of such passes, as done by Bégay et al. [36].

According to developers, bugs 3 and 5 reveal an important semantic issue in
logic programming. There is no clear execution order of instructions, which may
result in numerical-stability issues in the presence of floating-point numbers. For
these bugs to be fixed, the developers would have to build symbolic machinery that
dictates the order of optimizations and instructions such that numerical stability is
maximized. However, this is an open research problem, which is why these bugs
were labeled as questions.

Bug 7 was detected in Soufflé’s INTSYN component, at the very bottom of the
stack. According to the developers, the problem lies in a data-structure representa-
tion for relations, namely brie [137], which does not properly implement element
insertion and count. This bug existed at least since an old release of Soufflé (of
1.5 years ago at the time). A developer commented about this bug: “I don’t know
how it could have been missed until now, but that’s the first time I’ve seen anyone
point this out.” Bug 6 revealed a different issue with the same data structure; in
this case, the computation of lower and upper bound values of its elements was
incorrect.

Bug 8 was found in the ASTRAM component of Soufflé. Our transformation
caused a silent internal failure in this component, which manifested itself with an
incorrect result. A developer commented: “Well spotted! Great work!”

Bug 13, was detected in DDlog after randomly generating the program in
Fig. 3.14 and then adding two subgoals to rule PLEY:

PLEY(o) :- PQRI(x), Z(o), Z(x), PQRI(z), PQRI(x).

The original program repeatedly computes Cartesian products of the different rela-
tions and generates a non-empty result. However, after the above transformation,
which should preserve the original result, the new program generates an empty
result. This is because DDlog stores all intermediate relations as multi-sets, where
the multiplicity of each element is the number of times it was derived. Currently,
multiplicities are stored as 32-bit integers to reduce the memory footprint of the
program, and the above transformation caused an integer overflow, manifesting
itself as an empty result. This bug was confirmed by the developers, who are
considering several solutions to the problem, such as using 64-bit integers to
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store multiplicities, internally converting multi-sets to sets using the distinct
operator in Rust, or statically analyzing the program to estimate the number of
derivations.

RQ5: Performance. Regarding the performance of queryFuzz, it expectedly
varies significantly depending on the tested Datalog engine. On average, Soufflé
requires 0.078 seconds to run a test (12.9 tests per second) in interpreter mode and
12 seconds in synthesizer mode, DDlog needs 1.2 minutes per test, and µZ 0.1
seconds (10 tests per second). On average, the first stage of queryFuzz generates
47.6 programs per second, and the second stage performs 303 transformations
per second. As shown from these numbers, the performance bottleneck are the
engines themselves.

3.11. Threats to Validity
We identified two threats to the validity of our experiments.

Selection of seeds. Our approach may use seeds as input, and its effectiveness
in bug finding could depend on their selection. However, we used non-empty seeds
only when testing Soufflé, and we selected all of its semantically valid regression
tests6. Our seed selection is, therefore, sufficiently broad to mitigate this threat.
Moreover, queryFuzz does not require non-empty seeds as, in their absence, it
generates random Datalog programs (see Sect. 3.2). In fact, 7 of the detected bugs
were found using non-empty seeds.

Selection of Datalog engines. The detected bugs also depend on our selection
of Datalog engines. However, we chose three mature engines, which even support
different dialects, to mitigate this threat and demonstrate the generality of our
approach.

3.12. Related Work
In this chapter, we present the first testing approach for detecting query bugs
in Datalog engines. It uses metamorphic testing to solve the common problem
of finding a suitable oracle [31] taking inspiration from query optimization in
database theory. Of course, query optimization has been studied in other domains
as well, such as in Datalog or Prolog (e.g., [108, 215, 230, 257]). However, opti-
mization targets a goal different than ours, that of finding an equivalent query that
performs faster. In contrast, queryFuzz tests Datalog engines by exploring a state
space of queries that are not necessarily equivalent, let alone more optimal. In the
following, we focus on testing work from related areas, such as database systems,
compilers, and program analyzers.

Metamorphic testing. Metamorphic testing [66] is an effective technique to test

6We selected all tests in the ‘evaluation’, ‘example’, and ‘semantic’ folders under
https://github.com/souffle-lang/souffle/tree/master/tests.
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software systems without user-provided oracles. It works by mutating test cases
via metamorphic relations that allow inferring the expected output of the mutated
test cases. Over the years, it has been used to test a variety of systems, from
web services [61], over compilers [153], to machine-learning applications [265].
Segura et al. [235] conducted a comprehensive survey on metamorphic testing in
different domains.

Testing database systems. Database-management systems lie at the heart
of most large-scale software applications today. Ensuring their correctness and
robustness is of critical importance and has been a focus of many researchers and
practitioners for decades.

In 1998, Slutz [244] proposed a technique, based on differential testing, to
detect bugs in database systems. Another approach—also based on differential
testing—was used by Jinho et al. to detect performance bugs [139]. Jepsen [146],
developed by Kingsbury, is a practical tool for detecting safety bugs in distributed
database systems; these can occur due to asynchronous interactions between
components, data loss due to networking issues, node failures, etc. Recently,
Rigger and Su proposed a series of testing techniques [221–223], which they
implemented in a tool called SQLancer. Their tool detected hundreds of bugs in
various relational database systems.

Fuzzing is also applied to detect crashes and other robustness issues in database
systems. For instance, SQLsmith [236] is a popular SQL-query generator that
has detected hundreds of crashes in widely used database systems. Other query-
generation approaches include ones relying on constraint solvers [53, 143, 144,
192, 212, 255], symbolic execution [42, 163], and reverse query processing [41].

Testing compilers. Compiler testing is another important and active research
area [65,159,246,266]. Le et al. proposed a metamorphic-testing technique [153],
known as equivalence modulo inputs (EMI), which mutates a seed program to
generate equivalent programs. The technique and its extensions [154, 247, 272]
have detected hundreds of bugs in GCC and Clang. A related approach was
also used to test graphics shader compilers [90, 159]. Livinskii et al. recently
developed a technique for generating expressive programs without undefined
behavior to test C and C++ compilers [162]. The programs are then compiled
using different compilers, and their outputs are compared to detect bugs. Recently,
such techniques have also been extended to compilers for specialized domains,
such as deep learning [161, 264] and quantum computers [206].

Testing program analyzers. Work on detecting bugs—in particular soundness
bugs—in implementations of program-analysis techniques [57] has received sig-
nificant attention in recent years. Various different approaches have been proposed
to test a wide range of analysis techniques, such as model checking [271], abstract
interpretation [148], symbolic execution [141], or dataflow analysis [248], as
well as their underlying components, such as abstract domains [56] or constraint
solvers [55, 169, 252, 262, 263].
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3.13. Summary and Remarks
We have presented the first approach for metamorphic testing of Datalog engines.
Our tool, queryFuzz, detected 13 previously unknown query bugs in three different
engines. Query bugs are critical since, unlike crashes, they typically remain
undetected. Given that Datalog is frequently used to formalize and implement
security analyses or verification tools, such bugs can be catastrophic. As a result,
we received overwhelmingly positive reactions from engine developers about the
bugs we reported, several of which revealed deep—sometimes even fundamental—
issues.
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Chapter 4

Dependency-Aware Metamorphic
Testing of Datalog Engines

In this chapter, we present another powerful metamorphic testing technique to find
query bugs in Datalog engines. The technique uses rich precedence information
capturing dependencies among relations in a Datalog program. This enables much
more general and effective metamorphic transformations than the ones presented
in chapter 3. We implement our approach in a tool called DLSmith, which detected
16 previously unknown query bugs in four Datalog engines.

4.1. Introduction
As discussed in chapter 3, Datalog engines are complex, especially since they
typically employ advanced query transformation, optimization, and compilation
techniques to improve their performance and scalability. As a result of this com-
plexity, Datalog engines are prone to query bugs. A query bug causes the engine
to return incorrect results that, for example, contain more, fewer, or different
entries than they should. These bugs are severe—they may compromise the sound-
ness of an upstream program analyzer, leading to catastrophic consequences in
safety-critical settings.

In chapter 3, we presented the first ever metamorphic testing approach to detect
query bugs in Datalog engines and implemented it in a tool called queryFuzz. The
technique, however, is limited in the metamorphic transformations it can perform.
In particular, it selects an existing rule in a given Datalog program and carefully
modifies it without considering the surrounding program. More specifically, its
transformations only consist in adding an atom to a rule, removing an atom from
a rule, or modifying a rule variable. queryFuzz requires that such changes do not
introduce negation and may only be performed for a specific set of rules (i.e.,
those at the highest stratum) such that the resulting program is still valid. In short,
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transformations in queryFuzz are limited to ones that can be performed locally
without considering the entire program.

The technique introduced in this chapter overcomes these limitations by in-
ferring an annotated precedence graph for a given Datalog program, capturing
rich information about any dependencies among program relations. Hence, this
graph provides a global view of the program, thereby allowing for more radical
transformations, including adding entirely new rules, removing existing rules, and
handling negation. At the same time, our approach incorporates all existing query-
Fuzz transformations. In other words, we significantly extend the range of possible
transformations, and thus, increase the effectiveness of metamorphic testing in
finding query bugs in Datalog engines. Moreover, by defining all our transforma-
tions on the annotated precedence graph, our approach can easily support many
Datalog dialects.

We implemented this approach in our tool called DLSmith, which we used to
test six Datalog engines, each supporting a different dialect. DLSmith detected 16
previously unknown query bugs in four of these engines. All bugs were confirmed
and eleven were fixed; only two could have been found by queryFuzz. An engine
developer commented: “The bugs found are hidden deep inside the query plan
generation and optimization pipeline. Due to the complexity of Datalog rules
and data for triggering the error, the bugs are very hard to find with regular unit
testing. Automatic tools are extremely helpful to identify the issue and improve the
robustness of our Datalog engine.”

Contributions. This chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We present the most comprehensive and effective metamorphic testing
approach for detecting query bugs in Datalog engines to date.

2. We implemented our approach in a publicly available tool called DLSmith.

3. We evaluated DLSmith on six Datalog engines supporting different dialects;
our tool detected 16 previously unknown query bugs in four of these engines
and received very positive feedback from their developers.

Outline. The next section provides necessary background. Sect. 4.3 gives an
overview of our approach, while Sects. 4.4 and 4.5 explain the technical details of
its key components. In Sect. 4.6, we describe the implementation of DLSmith. We
present our experimental evaluation in Sect. 4.7, discuss related work in Sect. 4.8,
and conclude in Sect. 4.9.

4.2. Background
In this section, we give an overview of Datalog programs and their associated
precedence graphs.
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4.2.1. Datalog Programs
Rules. A term is either a variable x,y,z, . . . or a constant a,b,c, . . .. An atom is an
expression of the form R(U⃗), where R is a relation symbol of arity m and U⃗ is an
m-vector of terms, e.g., M(x,y,a). A ground atom is an atom without variables,
e.g., M(a1, . . . ,am), where ai are constants. A Datalog rule is an expression of the
form

R(U⃗)← R1(U⃗1), . . . ,Rn(U⃗n).

where Ri(U⃗i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are atoms. Note that atoms can refer to the same
relation. The expression to the left of← is the head of the rule, and the expression
to the right is the body. Any variable appearing in U⃗ must also appear in some U⃗i.
A relation R can have more than one rule, each of which is identified by a unique
rule number k, where k ranges between 1 and the total number of rules for the
relation.

Programs. As discussed in chapter 3, relation symbols are divided in two
categories. First, there are input relations whose contents are given in the form of
facts (ground atoms). These are commonly referred to as extensional database
(EDB) relations. We use F to denote the set of facts. Second, there are intensional
database (IDB) relations that are defined by Datalog rules, and one of them is
specified as output. A Datalog program P is a finite set of facts and Datalog rules.
P is recursive if a relation symbol appears in both the head and the body of a rule.
For example, the following is a recursive Datalog program with three facts and
two rules:

// facts (representing edges)
E(1,2). E(2,3). E(3,4).
// rules (computing the transitive closure of E)
C(x,z) :- E(x,z).
C(x,z) :- C(x,y), C(y,z).

The input to the program is E (EDB relation) and the output, C (IDB relation),
represents the transitive closure of the edge relation E.

Stratified Datalog. A stratification of a Datalog program assigns a non-negative
integer, called a stratification number or stratum, to every IDB relation in the
program such that, for every rule, the following hold.

– For every positive (i.e., not negated) atom Ri in the rule body, the stratum
of Ri is greater than or equal to the stratum of rule head R.

– For every negative (i.e., negated) atom Ri in the rule body, the stratum of
Ri is strictly greater than the stratum of rule head R.

Stratification allows providing well defined semantics for evaluating Datalog
programs [160], and consequently, most Datalog engines only support stratifiable
programs. The evaluation of a program starts with the highest stratum, for which
a fixpoint is computed. The computed results of any IDB relation in the highest
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stratum are then used in the second highest stratum. The process is repeated until
all strata are traversed.

P is a stratified Datalog program if it does not contain recursion involving
negation. For example, the following program is not stratifiable because relation
P negatively depends on relation L, which again depends on P:
L(a) :- M(a), P().
P(a) :- R(a), not L(a).

4.2.2. Precedence Graphs
A Datalog program P has an associated directed graph, called precedence graph
and denoted by GP. GP has a node for each relation in the program and an edge
from node N to M whenever a relation N is in the body of a certain rule and
relation M is the head of the same rule. A precedence graph is, therefore, used

A

B

− +

+
C−B

(a)

1 // declarations
2 edge(X:number, Y:number).
3 reachable(X:number, Y:number).
4 .output reachable
5

6 // facts
7 edge(1,2).
8 edge(2,3).
9 edge(4,2).

10 edge(2,5).
11

12 // rules
13 reachable(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).
14 reachable(X,Z) :- edge(X,Y), reachable(Y,Z).

(b)

Figure 4.1: Precedence graph (a) for a simple Datalog program (b).
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to capture dependencies between relations in the program. If a relation appears
positively in the rule body, the corresponding edge is annotated with label +,
otherwise with −. When P is non-recursive, its precedence graph is by definition
acyclic. As an example, consider the program in Fig. 4.1 with its associated
precedence graph.

Definition 6 (Precedence Graph). Given a Datalog program P, a precedence
graph GP = (V,E,θ ,λ ) is a directed, labeled hyper-graph, where V is a set of
nodes. Each node in V represents a unique relation in P. Function θ : Q→ V
assigns a relation in Q to a node in V , where Q is the set of all relations in
P. E ⊆ (VxV ) is a set of directed edges. Function λ : E → sign, where sign is
{+,−}, assigns labels to edges.

4.3. Overview
In this section, we give an overview of our approach (shown in Fig. 4.2), which
is divided into four phases. On a high level, it uses a seed program to generate
a random annotated precedence graph, applies metamorphic transformations on
this graph, and compares the results of the programs corresponding to these two
graphs.

The first phase takes as input a seed Datalog program S and produces a random
precedence graph GP. It does so by first extracting all relation symbols in S. For
each relation symbol, it generates a graph node, called a seed node. Next, it
randomly generates a number of new nodes, called generated nodes. GP is then
produced using these seed and generated nodes. Note, however, that no incoming
edges are added to seed nodes, that is, the corresponding rules remain unchanged—
this allows handling complex seed programs containing unique language features
(e.g., SMT formulas in Formulog rules). Since program S in Fig. 4.2 consists
of only one relation, GP contains one seed node (fib); node a is randomly
generated.

The second phase takes S and GP as input and produces a corresponding
program P as well as its result OP. To achieve this, the graph annotator first
uses GP to generate an annotated precedence graph GP, which extends GP by
decorating its nodes and edges with properties. S and GP are then used by the
program generator to produce P, which is in turn executed to compute OP. Note
that the construction of GP by the graph annotator ensures that P is stratifiable
and passes all syntactic, semantic, and type checks of the target Datalog engine.

Under the hood, the program generator starts by creating a new relation for each
node in GP. Relations created from seed nodes are called seed relations, and all
others are generated relations. Rules for a seed relation are copied directly from
S (since the corresponding seed node in GP has no incoming edges). Rules for a
generated relation are created based on the incoming edges of the corresponding
node. Edge properties in GP (number, sign, and vars) are directly reflected in
program syntax. For example, when considering the edge from fib to a, its
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fib(x, a+b):- 
    fib(x-1, a),  
    fib(x-2, b),  
    x > 1.

S

number: 1 

sign: +

vars: (x, x)

fib

a stratum: 0

ancestry: +

GP

fib(x, a+b):- 
    fib(x-1, a),  
    fib(x-2, b),  
    x > 1. 
a(x, x):- fib(x, x). 

output a

P

fib(x,a+b):- 
    fib(x-1, a),  
    fib(x-2, b),  
    x > 1. 
a(x, x):- fib(x, x). 
a(x, y):- a(x, y), 
          fib(y, y). 

output a 
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Figure 4.2: Overview of our approach.

properties denote that atom fib(x,x) (vars) appears positively (sign) in the
first rule (number) for relation a. Node properties (stratum and ancestry) are
semantic; they are computed using a lightweight static analysis on GP.

The third phase takes S and GP as input and produces a new program Ptr,
which constitutes a metamorphic transformation of P, as well as its result OPtr .
In particular, we transform P to obtain Ptr such that OPtr has a known relation
with OP. Examples of such relations are equivalent, contracting, and expanding
transformations, i.e., OP ≡ OPEQU , OP ⊇ OPCON , and OP ⊆ OPEXP . This is achieved
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with the graph transformer, which applies graph rewrite rules on GP to obtain GPtr ,
while again ensuring that no incoming edges are added to seed nodes. Next, the
program generator, which is the same as in the previous phase, converts GPtr into
transformed program Ptr. In the end, Ptr is executed to compute OPtr . In Fig. 4.2, the
graph transformer adds two edges from fib to a to generate a metamorphically
equivalent annotated precedence graph GPEQU .

The fourth phase compares results OP and OPtr according to oracle tr. A bug
report is generated when the oracle does not hold.

The following two sections explain the key components of our approach in
more detail, namely, the graph annotator and the graph transformer.

4.4. Graph Annotator
Recall that, in the second phase of our approach, the graph annotator takes as
input a randomly generated precedence graph, GP, and produces an annotated
precedence graph, GP, by decorating the nodes and edges in GP with property-
value pairs. Such graphs are also known as property graphs.

Fig. 4.3 shows an annotated precedence graph for generating the program of
Fig. 4.1. As in a standard precedence graph, we represent each relation symbol in
the program by a node, called relational node. Each relational node maintains two
properties: stratum and ancestry. The output relation in the program, which is a
relational node in the graph, is additionally called an output node—the output node
is shown with a double line in the figure. We call edges between relational nodes
relational edges. Each relational edge maintains three properties: number, sign,
and vars. We represent a ground atom (i.e., fact) by a distinct type of node, called
fact node—fact nodes are shown with dotted lines in the figure. We associate each
fact node with a relational node using a fact edge. We denote fact values as labels
in fact nodes, e.g., label “1,2” for fact A(1,2). Fact nodes and fact edges are
property-less.

Definition 7 (Annotated Precedence Graph). Given a Datalog program P, an
annotated precedence graph, denoted by GP = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), is
a directed, attributed hyper-graph. V is the set of relational nodes, VF the set
of fact nodes, and O ∈ V the output node. E ⊆ (VxV ) is the set of relational
edges and EF ⊆ (VFxV ) the set of fact edges. There is a fact edge from every
node u ∈ VF to some node v ∈ V . Function θ : Q→ V assigns a relation in Q
to a relational node in V , where Q is the set of all relations in P. Similarly,
θF : F→VF assigns a fact in F to a fact node in VF , where F is the set of all facts
in P. Relational nodes are assigned properties using function λ : VxKv→ valsv,
where Kv = {stratum,ancestry} is the set of node property keys and valsv the set of
node property values such that stratum ∈ N and ancestry ∈ {+,−,?,none}. For
output node O, λ is defined to assign stratum = 0 and ancestry =+. Relational
edges are assigned properties using function µ : ExKe → valse, where Ke =
{number,sign,vars} is the set of edge property keys and valse the set of edge
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number: 2 
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vars: (x, y)
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sign: 

vars: (y, x)

−

number: 1 
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vars: (x, y)
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stratum: 1

ancestry: −

number: 2 

sign: 

vars: (x, y, y)

−
stratum: 0

ancestry: +

stratum: 1

ancestry: ?

1,2
2,3

3,4

B

Figure 4.3: Annotated precedence graph for generating the program of
Fig. 4.1.

property values such that number ∈ N, sign ∈ {+,−}, and vars is a tuple of
variables and/or constants.

On a high level, extending a standard precedence graph to an annotated one
involves three steps: (1) randomly adding fact nodes and edges, (2) randomly
generating properties for relational edges, and (3) inferring properties for relational
nodes.

Fact nodes and edges. A fact node represents a ground atom of a relation. A
fact edge e f from a fact node F to a relational node N denotes that F represents
a ground atom of relation N. In Fig. 4.3, we have three fact nodes connected to
relational node A; these represent the three facts in the program of Fig. 4.1.

Relational-edge properties. As in standard precedence graphs, there is a
relational edge e from a relational node N to a relational node M if N appears in
the body of a rule r and M is the head of the same rule. Property number for e is k,
where k is the rule number for r. sign is + if N appears positively in r, otherwise it
is −. vars is U⃗i if N is the ith atom in the body of r. Note that these properties are
syntactic; they are later used by the program generator to produce a valid Datalog
program.

In Fig. 4.3, we have an edge from B to B with property values number = 1,
sign = +, and vars = (x,y). In the program of Fig. 4.1, we therefore have a
recursive relation B, where B appears positively in the first rule with variables (x,y).
In Fig. 4.3, we also have an edge from C to B with property values number = 2,
sign =−, and vars = (x,y,y). As a result, in Fig. 4.1, relation C appears negatively
in the second rule for B with variables (x,y,y).

We call an edge e positive if property sign =+, otherwise we call it negative.
We call a path between two relational nodes in G a dataflow path (denoted by π).
π from N to M is positive if the number of negative edges in π is even, otherwise
π is negative. It is important to note that data flows monotonically along any
dataflow path between N and M. In the case of a positive path, an increase or
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decrease in data in N increases or decreases (although not necessarily strictly) the
data in M, respectively. In the case of a negative path, an increase or decrease in
data in N decreases or increases (although not necessarily strictly) the data in M,
respectively.

Relational-node properties. Property ancestry for a node N is + if all (possibly
infinite) dataflow paths from N to output node O are positive; ancestry for N is −
if all (possibly infinite) paths from N to O are negative; ancestry is ? if there is
at least one positive and one negative path from N to O; and ancestry is none if
there is no dataflow path from N to O. We say that a node is in positive ancestry
of O if ancestry is + for that node, the node is in negative ancestry if ancestry
is −, the node is in unknown ancestry if ancestry is ?, and the node is not in the
ancestry if ancestry is none. We compute the value of ancestry for a node N by
performing a backward depth-first traversal of G from O to N.

Property stratum for N is the stratification number of N. Essentially, it is the
largest number of negative edges along any path from N to O in G. Note that,
in a stratified Datalog program, all relations have a finite stratum, that is, the
precedence graph of a stratified program has no cycle that contains a negative
edge. For example, in Fig. 4.3, C has stratum = 1 and ancestry =− since there
is a negative path from C to B with one negative edge. A has ancestry =? since
there is at least one positive and one negative path from A to B.

Relational-node properties are semantic; they are computed by the graph an-
notator with a lightweight static analysis of G and are later used by the graph
transformer to apply valid metamorphic transformations.

4.5. Graph Transformer
In this section, we define several primitive rewrite rules for annotated precedence
graphs, introduce a methodology for specifying metamorphic transformations
using these rules, and provide concrete example transformations.

4.5.1. Graph Rewrite Rules
Graph rewriting transforms a host graph, in our context the annotated precedence
graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), by adding, removing, or altering the prop-
erties of graph elements (nodes or edges) using declaratively defined rules. A
graph rewrite rule R(∗∗g,∗∗atr) is a variadic function, i.e., a function of indefinite
arity, that takes as input a number of host graph elements (represented as ∗∗g) and
rewrite attributes (represented as ∗∗atr); it returns a result graph Gtr.

ADD rewrite rules

ADD rewrite rules transform G by adding a relational node, a fact node, or a
relational edge between two existing relational nodes.
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ADDRELNODE. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this rule
adds a relational node n with property values nvals to G; we denote it as
RADDRELNODE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {n} and ∗∗atr = {nvals}. The result graph
is Gtr = (V ′,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ

′,θF ,λ
′,µ), where V ′ =V ∪{n} and θ ′,λ ′ only differ

from θ ,λ by including n.
ADDFACT. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this rule adds a

fact node f and a fact edge e f from f to relational node v ∈ V ; we denote it
as RADDFACT(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = { f ,v} and ∗∗atr = /0. The result graph is
Gtr = (V,V ′F ,O,E,E ′F ,θ ,θ

′
F ,λ ,µ), where V ′F =VF ∪ f , E ′F = EF ∪e f , and θ ′F only

differs from θF by including f .
ADDRELEDGE. Given a graph G=(V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this rule adds

a relational edge er with property value evals from u to v, where u,v ∈ V ; we
denote it as RADDRELEDGE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {u,v} and ∗∗atr = {evals}.
The result graph is Gtr = (V,VF ,O,E ′,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ

′), where E ′ = E ∪er and µ ′

only differs from µ by including er.

DEL rewrite rules

DEL rewrite rules transform G by deleting a relational node, a fact node, or a
relational edge between two existing relational nodes.

DELRELNODE. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this
rule deletes a node v ∈ V along with its edges; we denote it as
RDELRELNODE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {v} and ∗∗atr = /0. The result graph is
Gtr = (V ′,VF ,O,E ′,EF ,θ

′,θF ,λ
′,µ ′), where V ′ =V \ v, E ′ = E \Ev if Ev is the

set of incoming and outgoing edges of v, and θ ′,λ ′ only differ from θ ,λ by
excluding v.

DELFACT. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this rule deletes a
fact node f associated with relational node v ∈V and the fact edge e f from f to v;
we denote it as RDELFACT(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g= { f ,v} and ∗∗atr = /0. The result
graph is Gtr = (V,V ′F ,O,E,E ′F ,θ ,θ

′
F ,λ ,µ), where V ′F =VF \ f , E ′F = EF \e f , and

θ ′F only differs from θF by excluding f .
DELRELEDGE. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ),

this rule deletes a relational edge e ∈ E; we denote the rule as
RDELRELEDGE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {e} and ∗∗atr = /0. The result graph is
Gtr = (V,VF ,O,E ′,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ

′), where E ′ = E \ e and µ ′ only differs from µ

by excluding e.

MOD rewrite rules

MOD rewrite rules transform G by modifying property values of an existing
relational node or edge.

MODRELNODE. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this
rule modifies the property values of a node v ∈ V ; we denote it as
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RMODRELNODE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {v} and ∗∗atr = {nvals}. The result graph
is Gtr = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ

′,µ), where λ ′ only differs from λ by assigning
property values nvals to v.

MODRELEDGE. Given a graph G = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ), this
rule modifies the property values of an edge e ∈ E; we denote it as
RMODRELEDGE(∗∗g,∗∗atr), where ∗∗g = {e} and ∗∗atr = {evals}. The result graph
is Gtr = (V,VF ,O,E,EF ,θ ,θF ,λ ,µ

′), where µ ′ only differs from µ by assigning
property values evals to e.

4.5.2. Specifying Metamorphic Transformations
Recall that the graph transformer (see Fig. 4.2) applies graph rewrite rules on the
annotated precedence graph GP of program P to obtain GPtr , which will then be
converted into transformed program Ptr. Here, tr is the metamorphic relation that
holds between the output of P (OP) and that of Ptr (OPtr ). Specifically, we have

– OP ≡ OPEQU for equivalent transformations,

– OP ⊇ OPCON for contracting transformations, and

– OP ⊆ OPEXP for expanding transformations.

We enforce relation tr by applying a graph rewrite rule R on a set of graph
elements that satisfy a precondition φ . In general, we define a metamorphic
transformation as a triple

assume(φ(∗∗g))

∗∗atr = GP.generate attributes(∗∗arg)
GPtr = GP.R(∗∗g,∗∗atr)

assert(out(GP) ≈tr out(GPtr))

stating that if precondition φ holds for graph elements ∗∗g, then applying rewrite
rule R on ∗∗g establishes a relation tr between the output of P (out(GP)) and
that of Ptr (out(GPtr)). In this context, designing a metamorphic transformation
essentially consists in defining precondition φ , one or more rewrite rules, and an
attribute generation scheme implemented in method generate attributes.

As an example, consider rewrite rule RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals), which adds an
edge e from relational node u to relational node v. In the transformed program
Ptr, this means that a new atom is added in a rule for R, where R = θ−1(v) is
the relation corresponding to v. When u ∈V , where V is the set of all relational
nodes in GP, and v ∈Vnone, where Vnone is the set of all nodes that are not in the
ancestry of the output node O, we have an equivalent (EQU) transformation. This
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Table 4.1: Remaining metamorphic transformations implemented in DLSmith
(grouped by oracles EQU, CON, and EXP).

Transformation Description
EQU-ADDFACT Adds a fact node to a relational node that is

not in the ancestry of the output
EQU-DELFACT Deletes a fact node from a relational node that

is not in the ancestry of the output
EQU-DELRELNODE Deletes a relational node that is not in the

ancestry of the output
EQU-DELRELEDGE Deletes an incoming relational edge from a

node that is not in the ancestry of the output
CON-ADDFACT Adds a fact node to a relational node that is in

negative ancestry of the output
CON-DELFACT Deletes a fact node from a relational node that

is in positive ancestry of the output
CON-DELRELEDGES Deletes all incoming relational edges from a

node that is in positive ancestry of the output
EXP-ADDFACT Adds a fact node to a relational node that is in

positive ancestry of the output
EXP-DELFACT Deletes a fact node from a relational node that

is in negative ancestry of the output
EXP-DELRELEDGE Deletes an incoming relational edge from a

node that is in positive ancestry of the output

is because there is no dataflow path from v to O, and thus, when adding e from u
to v, there is still no data flowing to O through e. We represent this transformation
as follows.

assume(u ∈ GP.get all nodes()
∧

v ∈ GP.get nodes with ancestry(none))

evals = GP.generate attributes(u,v)
GPEQU = GP.RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals)

assert(out(GP) ≡ out(GPEQU))

Method get all nodes retrieves all nodes in the annotated precedence graph,
whereas method get nodes with ancestry retrieves all nodes with a par-
ticular ancestry, in this case none. Method generate attributes returns
values for properties number, sign, and vars of new edge e.
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Figure 4.4: An example EQU-AddRelNode transformation.

4.5.3. Example Metamorphic Transformations
We now present a sample of the transformations implemented in DLSmith—these
are the transformations that detected query bugs in the Datalog engines we tested.
For the remaining transformations in DLSmith, see Tab. 4.1.

EQU-ADDRELNODE. This is an equivalent transformation adding a new
relational node (see Fig. 4.4 for an example).

assume(true)

nvals = {stratum : 0, ancestry : none}
GPEQU = GP.RADDRELNODE(n,nvals)

assert(out(GP) ≡ out(GPEQU))

Here, {stratum : 0, ancestry : none} is the implementation of
generate attributes. Recall that property stratum of a node is the
largest number of negative edges along any path from the node to the output in
the annotated precedence graph. Here, since ancestry is none, there is no path
from the new node to the output, and thus, stratum must be 0.

EQU-ADDRELEDGES. This is an equivalent transformation adding a positive
and a negative relational edge between two existing nodes (see Fig. 4.5 for an
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Figure 4.5: An example EQU-AddRelEdges transformation.

example). In particular, it adds two edges e and e′ from relational node u to
relational node v in GP, where sign = + for e and sign = − for e′. Node v may
be any relational node in GP, but to ensure that the resulting program PEQU is
stratifiable, node u may not be a descendant of v.

assume(v ∈ GP.get all nodes()
∧

u ∈ GP.get all nodes()\GP.get descendants(v))

k = GP.get max rule number(v)+1
args = GP.generate vars(v,k)
evals = {number : k, sign : +, vars : args}
evals′ = {number : k, sign :−, vars : args}
s = GP.get stratum(v)+1
a = if GP.get ancestry(v)== none then none else ?
nvals = {stratum : s, ancestry : a}
GPEQU = GP.RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals)
GPEQU = GPEQU .RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals′)
GPEQU = GPEQU .RMODRELNODE(u,nvals)

assert(out(GP) ≡ out(GPEQU))

Note that adding two such edges to any node makes the corresponding rule
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Figure 4.6: An example EQU-AddSelfEdge transformation.

compute an empty result. Therefore, for the transformation to be equivalent, we
apply it on a new rule of an existing relation R, where R = θ−1(v). Method
get max rule number retrieves the total number of existing rules for R, and
thus, k must be get max rule number(v)+ 1. Method generate vars
generates random variables, which however satisfy the type constraints of R.
Finally, we update the properties of node u to reflect the added edges—stratum
is incremented by 1 due to the negative edge, and if there is a path from v to the
output, then ancestry becomes ? due to the edges having different sign values.

EQU-ADDSELFEDGE. This transformation adds a positive self edge e to an
existing relational node v, that is, the edge connects v to itself (see Fig. 4.6 for
an example). Similarly to EQU-ADDRELEDGES, for the transformation to be
equivalent, we apply it on a new rule of an existing relation.

assume(v ∈ GP.get all nodes())

k = GP.get max rule number(v)+1
args = GP.generate vars(v,k)
evals = {number : k, sign : +, vars : args}
GPEQU = GP.RADDRELEDGE(v,v,evals)

assert(out(GP) ≡ out(GPEQU))

EQU-FACTINLINE. This transformation removes all incoming edges to a
relational node v. Removing these edges effectively removes all rules for relation
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Figure 4.7: An example CON-AddRelEdge transformation.

R = θ−1(v). For the output of PEQU to remain equivalent to the output of P, the
removed rules are replaced with the corresponding facts that these rules would
compute—we retrieve these facts by executing the rules for R. In particular, the
transformation creates a fact node for each retrieved fact and associates it with v
using the ADDFACT rewrite rule.

assume(v ∈ GP.get all nodes())

E = GP.get incoming edges(v)
GPEQU = GP

foreach e ∈ E : GPEQU = GPEQU .RDELRELEDGE(e)
F = GP.get facts(v)
foreach f ∈ F : GPEQU = GPEQU .RADDFACT( f ,v)
GPEQU = GPEQU .annotate()

assert(out(GP) ≡ out(GPEQU))

At the end of this radical transformation, we re-annotate the resulting graph since
all ancestors of v might now have different stratum and ancestry values.

CON-ADDRELEDGE. This is a contracting transformation that adds a positive
relational edge e from u to v, where v is in positive ancestry of output node O
and u either has the same stratification number as v or is not an ancestor of v at
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all (see Fig. 4.7 for an example). This is to ensure that e does not introduce a
cycle with negation between u and v, thus rendering the transformed program
unstratifiable. Adding an incoming edge to v corresponds to adding an atom in
any rule for relation R = θ−1(v), which contracts the result of R—adding an atom
is essentially a conjunction in Datalog. Since data flows monotonically from R to
the output relation, this transformation will also contract the result of the program.

assume(v ∈ GP.get nodes with ancestry(+)
∧

u ∈ GP.get nodes with stratum(v)
⋃

(GP.get all nodes()\ GP.get ancestors(v)))

k = generate number(1,GP.get max rule number(v))
args = GP.generate vars(v,k)
evals = {number : k, sign : +, vars : args}
s = GP.get stratum(v)
a = GP.get ancestry(u)
nvals = {stratum : s, ancestry : a}
GPCON = GP.RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals)
GPCON = GPCON .RMODRELNODE(u,nvals)

assert(out(GP) ⊇ out(GPCON))

EXP-ADDRELEDGE. This is an expanding transformation that adds a positive
relational edge e from u to v (see Fig. 4.8 for an example). Similar to the previous
transformation, v is in positive ancestry of output node O, and u either has the
same stratification number as v or is not an ancestor of v at all. Contrary to
the previous transformation, adding e creates a new rule for relation R = θ−1(v),
which expands the result of R—adding a rule is essentially a disjunction in Datalog.
Consequently, the program result is also expanded.

assume(v ∈ GP.get nodes with ancestry(+)
∧

u ∈ GP.get nodes with stratum(v)
⋃

(GP.get all nodes()\ GP.get ancestors(v)))

k = GP.get max rule number(v)+1
args = GP.generate vars(v,k)
evals = {number : k, sign : +, vars : args}
s = GP.get stratum(v)
a = GP.get ancestry(u)
nvals = {stratum : s, ancestry : a}
GPEXP = GP.RADDRELEDGE(u,v,evals)
GPEXP = GPEXP .RMODRELNODE(u,nvals)

assert(out(GP) ⊆ out(GPEXT))
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Figure 4.8: An example EXP-AddRelEdge transformation.

4.6. Implementation
We implemented DLSmith in a total of 6,300 lines of Python code. It currently
supports six Datalog dialects, namely, Ascent [231], DDlog [228], Flix [167],
Formulog [37], Scallop [128], and Soufflé [136]. In the rest of this section, we
discuss how to implement new metamorphic transformations as well as the existing
queryFuzz transformations [168] in DLSmith.

Implementing new transformations. The transformations described in the
previous section require (on average) 40 lines of Python code to implement. Im-
plementing a transformation for an already supported Datalog engine involves
the following steps: (1) expressing a precondition, (2) retrieving the graph ele-
ments satisfying the precondition, (3) generating attributes for the graph rewrite
rules(s), (4) calling the graph rewrite rule(s), and (5) expressing a postcondition.
Implementing a transformation for a new engine additionally requires extracting
relations from seed programs and generating programs from annotated precedence
graphs.

Implementing queryFuzz transformations. queryFuzz implements metamor-
phic transformations based on formal properties of conjunctive queries, namely,
query containment and equivalence. As described earlier however, these trans-
formations are limited since the approach does not have a global view of the
program being transformed. On the other hand, DLSmith subsumes queryFuzz—
not only can all queryFuzz transformations be expressed using the specifications
in Sect. 4.5, but its transformations can now also be applied in any stratum of
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the Datalog program. In particular, this is how queryFuzz transformations can be
expressed in DLSmith:

– ADD transformations add an atom R(v1, . . . ,vn) to a rule of relation Q.
These can be expressed in DLSmith by adding a relational edge e from
a relational node u to a relational node v, where u = θ(R) and v = θ(Q),
using rewrite rule RADDRELEDGE.

– MOD transformations modify a rule of relation Q by renaming a variable
appearing in its atoms. These can be expressed in DLSmith by modifying
property vars of the incoming edges to a node v, where v = θ(R), using
rewrite rule RMODRELEDGE.

– REM transformations remove an atom R(v1, . . . ,vn) from a rule of relation
Q. These can be expressed in DLSmith by removing a relational edge e from
a relational node u to a relational node v, where u = θ(R) and v = θ(Q),
using rewrite rule RDELRELEDGE.

– NEG transformations replace an atom R(v1, . . . ,vn) in a rule of relation Q
with the negated atom of a new relation, say neg. For instance, the following
rule

p(X, Y) :- a(X, Y), b(Y, Z), c(Z).

is transformed into

neg(Z) :- a(X, Y), b(Y, Z), not c(Z).
p(X, Y) :- a(X, Y), b(Y, Z), not neg(Z).

Relation neg is defined to have the same body as the rule for Q but with a
negated R, thereby introducing double negation. These transformations are
always equivalent and may be expressed in DLSmith by generating a new
relational node for neg, adding edges for the atoms of neg, and adjusting
the edges for the atoms of Q.

4.7. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: How effective is DLSmith in detecting previously unknown query bugs in
diverse Datalog engines?

RQ2: What are characteristics of the detected bugs?

RQ3: How effective is DLSmith in terms of code coverage?

RQ4: How efficient is DLSmith?
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4.7.1. Setup
We tested six mature Datalog engines, namely, Ascent, DDlog, Flix, Formulog,
Scallop, and Soufflé. All engines are publicly available on GitHub. We completed
the implementation of the first version of DLSmith in January 2022 and started
our testing campaign with Soufflé. Until September 2022, we added support for
the remaining five engines as well as for more transformations. On average, we
spent about 1.5 months testing each engine. As seeds, we used semantically valid
test cases from the engine repositories.

We performed all experiments on a 32-core Intel ® Xeon ® E5-2667 v2
CPU @ 3.30GHz machine with 256GB of memory, running Debian GNU/Linux
10 (buster).

4.7.2. Results
We now discuss our findings for each research question.

RQ1: Query bugs in diverse engines. We tested six active Datalog imple-
mentations, each supporting a different dialect. We give a brief overview of these
engines next.

Ascent can integrate with arbitrary application logic written in the Rust program-
ming language. In particular, it allows Datalog rules to call into Rust code
and vice versa.

DDlog is used for incremental computation. Specifically, developers declaratively
specify a desired input-output mapping, and DDlog uses it to synthesize an
efficient incremental implementation.

Flix is a functional, imperative, and logic programming language, which looks
like Scala and provides support for algebraic data types, pattern matching,
higher order functions, etc. In Flix, Datalog programs are first class values,
and Datalog constraints have more expressive power.

Formulog is a domain-specific dialect with support for constructing and reason-
ing about SMT formulas.

Scallop is a Datalog-based neuro-symbolic programming language, supporting
discrete, probabilistic, and differential reasoning modes. Rules may be
integrated with machine-learning models, facts may have associated proba-
bilities, results may be computed with a success probability, etc.

Soufflé is a fast and scalable dialect, whose syntax was inspired by bddbddb [260]
and µZ in Z3 [125]. Its primary goal is speed, thereby tailoring program
execution to multi-core servers with large memory.
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Table 4.2: Query bugs detected by DLSmith.

Bug Datalog Metamorphic Bug
ID Engine Transformation Status
1 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELEDGES Fixed
2 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELEDGES Fixed
3 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELEDGES Fixed
4 Soufflé ADDEQU Fixed
5 Soufflé ADDEQU Fixed
6 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELEDGES Confirmed
7 Formulog EQU-ADDSELFEDGE Fixed
8 Ascent ADDEQU Fixed
9 Scallop CON-ADDRELEDGE Fixed

10 Scallop CON-ADDRELEDGE Fixed
11 Scallop EXP-ADDRELEDGE Fixed
12 Scallop CON-ADDRELEDGE Fixed
13 Scallop EQU-ADDRELEDGES Confirmed
14 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELEDGES Confirmed
15 Soufflé EQU-FACTINLINE Confirmed
16 Soufflé EQU-ADDRELNODE, Confirmed

EQU-ADDRELEDGES

Tab. 4.2 shows the list of unique and previously unknown query bugs detected
by DLSmith. The first column of the table provides an identifier for each bug and
links to the (anonymized) bug report on GitHub. The second column shows the
engine where the bug was found, the third the metamorphic transformation that
was applied, and the last column the status of the bug. In total, DLSmith detected
16 query bugs in four engines, all of which are confirmed by the developers and
eleven are fixed.

Note that ADDEQU (bugs 4, 5, 8) is a queryFuzz transformation implemented
in DLSmith. Out of all detected bugs, only bugs 4 and 8 could have been detected
by queryFuzz. Bug 5 is detected with a queryFuzz transformation, which however
is not applied at the highest stratum—this is only possible in DLSmith. Also note
that our tool applies sequences of transformations, and bug 16 required a sequence
of two transformations to be detected.

RQ2: Characteristics of detected bugs. To better understand the character-
istics of the detected bugs, we now discuss them in detail.

Soufflé. Bugs 1, 2, 5, and 15 were found in the implementation of the eqrel
(equivalence relation) data structure. According to the developers, they recently
applied performance-related changes to this code, which is perhaps when these
bugs were introduced. Bug 3 was due to the incorrect implementation of utility
function range in the presence of unsigned bounds. Bug 4 was caused by a
mistake in the implementation of subsumption for the btree delete data
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structure. The developers called it a “nasty bug to find and fix”. Bug 6 was detected
in the code generation mechanism for the interpreter. Currently, the interpreter
checks floating point number equivalence via bitwise comparison rather than
floating point comparison. The developers confirmed the issue but need time to
resolve it. Bug 14 was again caused by floating point equivalence checking in
the brie data structure. This bug, however, only manifested in compiler mode.
Bug 16 was also found in brie; it manifested when using “auto-scheduling” for
automatic performance tuning.

Formulog. Bug 7 was a non-deterministic query bug in the procedure for
computing strata, which incorrectly depended on non-deterministic hash values.
As a result, relations ended up being computed in the wrong order.

Ascent. Bug 8 occurred because of an atom having a repeated variable in a rule
body. This case was not taken into account when reordering atoms at runtime to
increase performance.

Scallop. Bugs 9 and 11 were due to incorrect optimization conditions in the
query plan optimizer. Bug 10 was related to incorrect variable deduplication in
the query plan generator. Bug 12 revealed an issue with incorrect optimization of
negative atoms, and bug 13 was caused by incorrectly detecting a negative cycle
between two relations.

RQ3: Code coverage. In this research question, we evaluate the code coverage
achieved by DLSmith. We first compare it with the coverage achieved by hand-
crafted tests in the engine repositories, which we use as seeds for DLSmith. We
also compare with queryFuzz when using the same seeds and with DLSmith when
using empty seeds. The results are shown in Tab. 4.3 for Soufflé (written in C++)
and Scallop (written in Rust), where we detected the most bugs. Note that, for
this experiment, the total number of seeds for Soufflé is 240 and for Scallop 39.
When running DLSmith and queryFuzz, for each seed program (empty or not),
we generate 500 transformed programs.

As shown in the table, DLSmith is the most effective, while DLSmith-Empty
(with empty seeds) is the least effective. When comparing DLSmith to running the
seeds alone for Scallop, we observe a 4.8% and 7.5% increase in line and function
coverage, respectively. For Soufflé, we observe a 4.1% and 2.8% increase in line
and function coverage, respectively. When comparing DLSmith to queryFuzz
for Scallop, we observe a 3.9% and 6.7% increase in line and function coverage,
respectively. For Soufflé, we observe a 2.7% and 2.3% increase in line and function
coverage, respectively.

RQ4: Performance. The performance of DLSmith depends on the Datalog
engine under test. At the end of the second phase in Fig. 4.2, DLSmith on average
generates a program per 0.006 seconds (or 163 programs per second). However,
as expected, it is slowed down by the engine running each of these programs,
and Tab. 4.4 shows by how much. The second column computes the average
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Table 4.3: Code coverage achieved by seeds alone, queryFuzz, DLSmith
with empty seeds, and DLSmith. L represents line coverage, and F function
coverage.

Datalog Seeds queryFuzz
Engine L F L F
Scallop 18,056 2,709 18,201 2,729
Soufflé 63,452 40,350 64,298 40,544

DLSmith-Empty DLSmith
L F L F

Scallop 11,388 1,826 18,915 2,912
Soufflé 50,180 30,205 66,027 41,484

Table 4.4: Average running time (in seconds) of DLSmith when executing its
first two phases.

Datalog Running
Engine Time

Ascent 17.221
DDlog 612.121
Flix 240.031
Formulog 1.512
Scallop 0.146
Soufflé 0.734

time of generating and running a single program (i.e., executing the first two
phases of Fig. 4.2). The graph transformer in the third phase of Fig. 4.2 on average
generates a transformed annotated precedence graph per 0.00035 seconds (or
2857 transformed annotated precedence graphs per second), where the maximum
transformation sequence length is 100. Note that these averages are computed
over three runs of DLSmith, each seeded with 500 programs.

4.7.3. Threats to Validity
Our experimental results, and especially the detected query bugs, depend on the
Datalog engines we tested as well as the seed programs that DLSmith takes as input.
Regarding the former, we selected six diverse and active Datalog implementations.
Regarding the latter, we used all (syntactically and semantically) valid test cases
from the engine repositories as seeds for DLSmith. We also perform an experiment
using only empty seeds to show their effect on our code coverage results.
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4.8. Related Work
In this chapter, we presented the most comprehensive approach to detecting query
bugs in Datalog engines. Our approach uses metamorphic testing to address the
oracle problem [31] by first generating a Datalog program from its corresponding
annotated precedence graph and transforming the program by transforming its
annotated precedence graph using graph rewrite rules.

Graphs are a powerful and general notation that is used to express and model
complex systems in a variety of areas in computer science, including software
engineering [126], software security [54], program slicing [64], computer net-
works [181], and bioinformatics [209], to name a few. Graph rewriting [211] is
used to formalize how a complex structure represented by a graph evolves over
time. Together with graph transformation [26, 27, 210], it has been extensively
studied in the graph theory community.

In chapter 3, we presented the first metamorphic testing approach to detect
bugs in Datalog engines [168]. We have already discussed the most closely related
areas of work in section 3.12.

4.9. Summary and Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented DLSmith, another powerful approach for de-
tecting query bugs in Datalog engines using dependency-aware metamorphic test
oracles. The test oracles presented in this chapter use rich precedence information
capturing dependencies among relations in the program. DLSmith detected 16 pre-
viously unknown query bugs in four Datalog engines, and our evaluation showed
that only two of these bugs could have been detected using queryFuzz.
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Part II

Balancing Soundness, Precision,
and Performance
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Chapter 5

Automatically Tailoring Abstract
Interpretation to Custom Usage
Scenarios

In recent years, there has been significant progress in the development and in-
dustrial adoption of static analyzers, specifically of abstract interpreters. Such
analyzers typically provide a large, if not huge, number of configurable options
controlling the analysis precision and performance. A major hurdle in integrating
them in the software development life cycle is tuning their options to custom
usage scenarios, such as a particular code base or certain resource constraints.

In this chapter, we propose a technique that automatically tailors an abstract
interpreter to the code under analysis and any given resource constraints. We
implement this technique in a framework, TAILOR, which we use to perform an
extensive evaluation on real-world benchmarks. Our experiments show that the
configurations generated by TAILOR are vastly better than the default analysis
options, vary significantly depending on the code under analysis, and most remain
tailored to several subsequent code versions.

5.1. Introduction
Static analysis inspects code, without running it, in order to prove properties or
detect bugs. Typically, static analysis approximates code behavior, for instance,
because checking the correctness of most properties is undecidable. Performance
is another important reason for this approximation. Typically, the closer the
approximation is to the actual code behavior, the less efficient and the more
precise the analysis is, that is, the fewer false positives it reports. For less tight
approximations, the analysis tends to become more efficient but less precise.

Recent years have seen tremendous progress in the development and industrial
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adoption of static analyzers. Notable successes include Facebook’s Infer [59, 60]
and AbsInt’s Astrée [45]. Many popular analyzers, such as these, are based on
abstract interpretation [76], a technique that abstracts the concrete program
semantics and reasons about its abstraction. In particular, program states are
abstracted as elements of abstract domains. Most abstract interpreters offer a
wide range of abstract domains that impact the precision and performance of the
analysis. For instance, the Intervals domain [75] is typically faster but less precise
than Polyhedra [81], which captures linear inequalities among variables.

In addition to the domains, abstract interpreters usually provide a large number
of other options, for instance, whether backward analysis should be enabled or
how quickly a fixpoint should be reached. In fact, the sheer number of option
combinations (over 6 million in our experiments) is bound to overwhelm users,
especially non-expert ones. To make matters worse, the best option combinations
may vary significantly depending on the code under analysis and the resources,
such as time or memory, that users are willing to spend.

In light of this, we suspect that most users resort to using the default options
that the analysis designer pre-selected for them. However, these are definitely not
suitable for all code. Moreover, they do not adjust to different stages of software
development, e.g., running the analysis in the editor should be much faster than
running it in a continuous integration (CI) pipeline, which in turn should be much
faster than running it prior to a major release. The alternative of enabling the (in
theory) most precise analysis can be even worse, since in practice it often runs out
of time or memory as we show in our experiments. As a result, the widespread
adoption of abstract interpreters is severely hindered, which is unfortunate since
they constitute an important class of practical analyzers.

Our approach. To address this issue, we present the first technique that auto-
matically tailors a generic abstract interpreter to a custom usage scenario. With
the term custom usage scenario, we refer to a particular piece of code and specific
resource constraints. The key idea behind our technique is to phrase the problem
of customizing the abstract-interpretation configuration to a given usage scenario
as an optimization problem. Specifically, different configurations are compared
using a cost function that penalizes those that prove fewer properties or require
more resources. The cost function can guide the configuration search of a wide
range of existing optimization algorithms. This problem of tuning abstract in-
terpreters can be seen as an instance of the more general problem of algorithm
configuration [129]. In the past, algorithm configuration has been used to tune
algorithms for solving various hard problems, such as SAT solving [130,131], and
more recently, training of machine-learning models [38, 95, 249].

We implement our technique in an open-source framework called TAILOR1,
which configures a given abstract interpreter for a given usage scenario using a

1The framework’s implementation can be found on Github at https://github.
com/Practical-Formal-Methods/tailor and an installation at https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4719604.
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given optimization algorithm. As a result, TAILOR enables the abstract interpreter
to prove as many properties as possible within the resource limit without requiring
any domain expertise on behalf of the user.

Using TAILOR, we find that tailored configurations vastly outperform the default
options pre-selected by the analysis designers. In fact, we show that this is possible
even with very simple optimization algorithms. Our experiments also demonstrate
that tailored configurations vary significantly depending on the usage scenario—in
other words, there cannot be a single configuration that fits all scenarios. Finally,
most of the generated configurations remain tailored to several subsequent code
versions, suggesting that re-tuning is only necessary after major code changes.

Contributions. In this chapter, we make the following contributions:

1. We present the first technique for automatically tailoring abstract inter-
preters to custom usage scenarios.

2. We implement our technique in an open-source framework called TAILOR.

3. Using a state-of-the-art abstract interpreter, CRAB [116], with millions
of configurations, we show the effectiveness of TAILOR on real-world
benchmarks.

5.2. Overview
We now illustrate the workflow and tool architecture of TAILOR and provide
examples of its effectiveness.

Terminology. In the following, we refer to an abstract domain with all its
options (e.g., enabling backward analysis or more precise treatment of arrays etc.)
as an ingredient.

As discussed earlier, abstract interpreters typically provide a large number of
such ingredients. To make matters worse, it is also possible to combine different
ingredients into a sequence (which we call a recipe) such that more properties are
verified than with individual ingredients. For example, a user could configure the
abstract interpreter to first use Intervals to verify as many properties as possible
and then use Polyhedra to attempt verification of any remaining properties. Of
course, the number of possible configurations grows exponentially in the length
of the recipe (over 6 million in our experiments for recipes up to length 3).

Workflow. The high-level architecture of TAILOR is shown in Fig. 5.1. It takes
as input the code to be analyzed (i.e., any program, file, function, or fragment), a
user-provided resource limit, and optionally an optimization algorithm. We focus
on time as the constrained resource in this chapter, but our technique could be
easily extended to other resources, such as memory.

The optimization engine relies on a recipe generator to generate a fresh recipe.
To assess its quality in terms of precision and performance, the recipe evaluator
computes a cost for the recipe. The cost is computed by evaluating how precise
and efficient the abstract interpreter is for the given recipe. This cost is used by the
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our framework.

optimization engine to keep track of the best recipe so far, i.e., the one that proves
the most properties in the least amount of time. TAILOR repeats this process for a
given number of iterations to sample multiple recipes and returns the recipe with
the lowest cost.

Zooming in on the evaluator, a recipe is processed by invoking the abstract
interpreter for each ingredient. After each analysis (i.e., one ingredient), the
evaluator collects the new verification results, that is, the verified assertions. All
verification results that have been achieved so far are subsequently shared with the
analyzer when it is invoked for the next ingredient. Verification results are shared
by converting all verified assertions into assumptions. After processing the entire
recipe, the evaluator computes a cost for the recipe, which depends on the number
of unverified assertions and the total analysis time.

In general, there might be more than one recipe tailored to a particular us-
age scenario. Naı̈vely, finding one requires searching the space of all recipes.
Sect. 5.4.3 discusses several optimization algorithms for performing this search,
which TAILOR already incorporates in its optimization engine.

Examples. As an example, let us consider the usage scenario where a user runs
the CRAB abstract interpreter [116] in their editor for instant feedback during
code development. This means that the allowed time limit for the analysis is very
short, say, 1 sec. Now assume that the code under analysis is a program file2 of the
multimedia processing tool FFMPEG, which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of
TAILOR in our experiments. In this file, CRAB checks 45 assertions for common
bugs, i.e., division by zero, integer overflow, buffer overflow, and use after free.

Analysis of this file with the default CRAB configuration takes 0.35 sec to
complete. In this time, CRAB proves 17 assertions and emits 28 warnings about
the properties that remain unverified. For this usage scenario, TAILOR is able to
tune the abstract-interpreter configuration such that the analysis time is 0.57 sec
and the number of verified properties increases by 29% (i.e., 22 assertions are

2https://github.com/FFmpeg/FFmpeg/blob/master/libavformat/idcin.c
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proved). Note that the tailored configuration uses a completely different abstract
domain than the one in the default configuration. As a result, the verification
results are significantly better, but the analysis takes slightly longer to complete
(although remaining within the specified time limit). In contrast, enabling the most
precise analysis in CRAB verifies 26 assertions but takes over 6 min to complete,
which by far exceeds the time limit imposed by the usage scenario.

While it takes TAILOR 4.5 sec to find the above configuration, this is time well
invested; the configuration can be re-used for several subsequent code versions.
In fact, in our experiments, we show that generated configurations can remain
tailored for at least up to 50 subsequent commits to a file under version control.
Given that changes in the editor are typically much more incremental, we expect
that no re-tuning would be necessary at all during an editor session. Re-tuning
may be beneficial after major changes to the code under analysis and can happen
offline, e.g., between editor sessions, or in the worst case overnight.

As another example, consider the usage scenario where CRAB is integrated in a
CI pipeline. In this scenario, users should be able to spare more time for analysis,
say, 5 min. Here, let us assume that the analyzed code is a program file3 of the
CURL tool for transferring data by URL, which is also used in our evaluation. The
default CRAB configuration takes 0.23 sec to run and only verifies 2 out of 33
checked assertions. TAILOR is able to find a configuration that takes 7.6 sec and
proves 8 assertions. In contrast, the most precise configuration does not terminate
even after 15 min.

Both scenarios demonstrate that, even when users have more time to spare,
the default configuration cannot take advantage of it to improve the verification
results. At the same time, the most precise configuration is completely impractical
since it does not respect the resource constraints imposed by these scenarios.

5.3. A Generic Abstract Interpreter
Many successful abstract interpreters (e.g., Astrée [45], C Global Surveyor [256],
Clousot [94], CRAB [116], IKOS [47], Sparrow [203], and Infer [60]) follow the
generic architecture in Fig. 5.2. In this section, we describe its main components
to show that our approach should generalize to such analyzers.

Memory domain. Analysis of low-level languages such as C and LLVM-
bitcode requires reasoning about pointers. It is, therefore, common to design
a memory domain [189] that can simultaneously reason about pointer aliasing,
memory contents, and numerical relations between them.

Pointer domains resolve aliasing between pointers, and array domains reason
about memory contents. More specifically, array domains can reason about individ-
ual memory locations (cells), infer universal properties over multiple cells, or both.
Typically, reasoning about individual cells trades performance for precision unless
there are very few array elements (e.g., [106, 189]). In contrast, reasoning about

3https://github.com/curl/curl/blob/master/lib/cookie.c
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Figure 5.2: Generic architecture of an abstract interpreter.

multiple memory locations (summarized cells) trades precision for performance.
In our evaluation, we use Array smashing domains [45] that abstract different
array elements into a single summarized cell. Logico-numerical domains infer
relationships between program and synthetic variables, introduced by the pointer
and array domains, e.g., summarized cells.

Next, we introduce domains typically used for proving the absence of runtime
errors in low-level languages. Boolean domains (e.g., flat Boolean, BDDApron [1])
reason about Boolean variables and expressions. Non-relational domains (e.g., In-
tervals [75], Congruence [109]) do not track relations among different variables, in
contrast to relational domains (e.g., Equality [142], Zones [188], Octagons [190],
Polyhedra [81]). Due to their increased precision, relational domains are typically
less efficient than non-relational ones. Symbolic domains (e.g., Congruence clo-
sure [63], Symbolic constant [191], Term [103]) abstract complex expressions
(e.g., non-linear) and external library calls by uninterpreted functions. Non-convex
domains express disjunctive invariants. For instance, the DisInt domain [94] ex-
tends Intervals to a finite disjunction; it retains the scalability of the Intervals
domain by keeping only non-overlapping intervals. On the other hand, the Boxes
domain [115] captures arbitrary Boolean combinations of intervals, which can
often be expensive.

Fixpoint computation. To ensure termination of the fixpoint computation,
Cousot and Cousot introduce widening [76, 78], which usually incurs a loss of
precision. There are three common strategies to reduce this precision loss, which
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however sacrifice efficiency. First, delayed widening [45] performs a number of
initial fixpoint-computation iterations in the hope of reaching a fixpoint before
resorting to widening. Second, widening with thresholds [152, 186] limits the
number of program expressions (thresholds) that are used when widening. The
third strategy consists in applying narrowing [76, 78] a certain number of times.

Forward and backward analysis. Classically, abstract interpreters analyze
code by propagating abstract states in a forward manner. However, abstract in-
terpreters can also perform backward analysis to compute the execution states
that lead to an assertion violation. Cousot and Cousot [77, 79] define a forward-
backward refinement algorithm in which a forward analysis is followed by a
backward analysis until no more refinement is possible. The backward analysis
uses invariants computed by the forward analysis, while the forward analysis does
not explore states that cannot reach an assertion violation based on the backward
analysis. This refinement is more precise than forward analysis alone, but it may
also become very expensive.

Intra- and inter-procedural analysis. An intra-procedural analysis analyzes
a function ignoring the information (i.e., call stack) that flows into it, while an
inter-procedural analysis considers all flows among functions. The former is much
more efficient and easy to parallelize, but the latter is usually more precise.

5.4. Our Technique
This section describes the components of TAILOR in detail; Sects. 5.4.1, 5.4.2,
5.4.3 explain the optimization engine, recipe evaluator, and recipe generator
(Fig. 5.1).

5.4.1. Recipe Optimization
Alg. 6 implements the optimization engine. In addition to the code P and the
resource limit rmax, it also takes as input the maximum length of the generated
recipes lmax (i.e., the maximum number of ingredients), a function to generate
new recipes GENERATERECIPE (i.e., the recipe generator from Fig. 5.1), and four
other parameters, which we explain later.

A tailored recipe is found in two phases. The first phase aims to find the best
abstract domain for each ingredient, while the second tunes the remaining analysis
settings for each ingredient (e.g., whether backward analysis should be enabled).
Parameters idom and iset control the number of iterations of each phase. Note that
we start with a search for the best domains since they have the largest impact on
the precision and performance of the analysis.

During the first phase, the algorithm initializes the best recipe recbest with an
initial recipe recinit (line 3). The cost of this recipe is evaluated with function
EVALUATE, which implements the recipe evaluator from Fig. 5.1. The subsequent
nested loop (line 5) samples a number of recipes, starting with the shortest recipes
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Algorithm 6: Optimization engine.
1 procedure OPTIMIZE(P,rmax, idom, iset,recinit,GENERATERECIPE,ACCEPT)
2 // Phase 1 (optimize domains)
3 recbest := reccurr := recinit

4 costbest := costcurr := EVALUATE(P, rmax, recbest)
5 for (l← 0, l <= lmax, l++) do
6 for (i← 1, i <= idom · l, i++) do
7 recnext := GENERATERECIPE(reccurr, l)
8 costnext := EVALUATE(P, rmax, recnext)
9 if costnext < costbest then

10 recbest,costbest := recnext, costnext

11 if ACCEPT(costcurr, costnext) then
12 recbest,costbest := recnext, costnext

13

14 // Phase 2 (optimize settings)
15 for (i← 0, i <= lmax, i++) do
16 recmut := MUTATESETTINGS(recbest)
17 costmut := EVALUATE(P, rmax, recmut)
18 if costmut < costbest then
19 recbest,costbest := recmut , costmut

20 return recbest

(l := 1) and ending with the longest recipes (l := lmax). The inner loop generates
idom ingredients for each ingredient in the recipe (i.e., idom · l total iterations) by
invoking function GENERATERECIPE, and in case a recipe with lower cost is
found, it updates the best recipe (lines 9–10). Several optimization algorithms,
such as hill climbing and simulated annealing, search for an optimal result by
mutating some of the intermediate results. Variable reccurr stores intermediate
recipes to be mutated, and function ACCEPT decides when to update it (lines 11–
12).

As explained earlier, the purpose of the first phase is to identify the best
sequence of abstract domains. The second phase (lines 14–19) focuses on tuning
the other settings of the best recipe so far. This is done by randomly mutating
the best recipe via MUTATESETTINGS (line 16), and updating the best recipe if
better settings are found (lines 18–19). After exploring iset random settings, the
best recipe is returned to the user (line 20).

5.4.2. Recipe Evaluation
The recipe evaluator from Fig. 5.1 uses a cost function to determine the quality
of a fresh recipe with respect to the precision and performance of the abstract
interpreter. This design is motivated by the fact that analysis imprecision and
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inefficiency are among the top pain points for users [68].
Therefore, the cost function depends on the number of generated warnings w

(that is, the number of unverified assertions), the total number of assertions in the
code wtotal, the resource consumption r of the analyzer, and the resource limit rmax

imposed on the analyzer:

cost(w,wtotal,r,rmax) =


w+

r
rmax

wtotal
, if r ≤ rmax

∞, otherwise

Note that w and r are measured by invoking the abstract interpreter with the
recipe under evaluation. The cost function evaluates to a lower cost for recipes
that improve the precision of the abstract interpreter (due to the term w/wtotal).
In case of ties, the term r/rmax causes the function to evaluate to a lower cost for
recipes that result in a more efficient analysis. In other words, for two recipes
resulting in equal precision, the one with the smaller resource consumption is
assigned a lower cost. When a recipe causes the analyzer to exceed the resource
limit, it is assigned infinite cost.

5.4.3. Recipe Generation
In the literature, there is a broad range of optimization algorithms for different
application domains. To demonstrate the generality and effectiveness of TAILOR,
we instantiate it with four adaptations of three well-known optimization algorithms,
namely random sampling [175], hill climbing (with regular restarts) [227], and
simulated annealing [147, 184]. Here, we describe these algorithms in detail, and
in Sect. 5.5, we evaluate their effectiveness.

Before diving into the details, let us discuss the suitability of different kinds
of optimization algorithms for our domain. There are algorithms that leverage
mathematical properties of the function to be optimized, e.g., by computing deriva-
tives as in Newton’s iterative method. Our cost function, however, is evaluated
by running an abstract interpreter, and thus, it is not differentiable or continuous.
This constraint makes such analytical algorithms unsuitable. Moreover, evaluating
our cost function is expensive, especially for precise abstract domains such as
Polyhedra. This makes algorithms that require a large number of samples, such as
genetic algorithms, less practical.

Now recall that Alg. 6 is parametric in how new recipes are generated (with
GENERATERECIPE) and accepted for further mutations (with ACCEPT). Instanti-
ations of these functions essentially constitute our search strategy for a tailored
recipe. In the following, we discuss four such instantiations. Note that, in theory,
the order of recipe ingredients matters. This is because any properties verified by
one ingredient are converted into assumptions for the next, and different assump-
tions may lead to different verification results. Therefore, all our instantiations are
able to explore different ingredient orderings.
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Algorithm 7: A recipe-generator instantiation.
1 procedure GENERATERECIPE(rec, lmax)
2 act := RANDOMACTION({ADD: 0.2, MOD: 0.8}))
3 if act = ADD∧LEN(rec)< lmax then
4 ingrnew := RANDOMPOSETLEASTINCOMPARABLE(rec)
5 recmut := ADDINGREDIENT(rec, ingrnew)
6 else
7 ingr := RANDOMINGREDIENT(rec)
8 actm := RANDOMACTION({GT: 0.5, LT: 0.3, INC: 0.2})
9 if actm = GT then

10 ingrnew := POSETGREATERTHAN(ingr)
11 else if actm = LT then
12 ingrnew := POSETLESSTHAN(ingr)
13 else
14 recrem := REMOVEINGREDIENT(rec, ingr)
15 ingrnew := RANDOMPOSETLEASTINCOMPARABLE(recrem)
16 recmut := REPLACEINGREDIENT(rec, ingr, ingrnew)
17

18 if ¬POSETCOMPATIBLE(recmut) then
19 recmut := GENERATERECIPE(rec, lmax)
20 return recmut

Random sampling. Random sampling (RS) just generates random recipes of a
certain length. Function ACCEPT always returns false as each recipe is generated
from scratch, and not as a result of any mutations.

Domain-aware random sampling. RS might generate recipes containing ab-
stract domains of comparable precision. For instance, the Octagons domain is
typically strictly more precise than Intervals. Thus, a recipe consisting of these
domains is essentially equivalent to one containing only Octagons.

Now, assume that we have a partially ordered set (poset) of domains that defines
their ordering in terms of precision. An example of such a poset for a particular
abstract interpreter is shown in Fig. 5.3. An optimization algorithm can then
leverage this information to reduce the search space of possible recipes.

Given such a poset, we therefore define domain-aware random sampling
(DARS), which randomly samples recipes that do not contain abstract domains of
comparable precision. Again, ACCEPT always returns false.

Simulated annealing. Simulated annealing (SA) searches for the best recipe
by mutating the current recipe reccurr in Alg. 6. The resulting recipe (recnext),
if accepted on line 12, becomes the new recipe to be mutated. Alg. 7 shows an
instantiation of GENERATERECIPE, which mutates a given recipe such that the
poset precision constraints are satisfied (i.e., there are no domains of comparable
precision). A recipe is mutated either by adding new ingredients with 20% proba-
bility or by modifying existing ones with 80% probability (line 2). The probability
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Figure 5.3: Comparing logico-numerical domains in CRAB. A domain d1 is
less precise than d2 if there is a path from d1 to d2 going upward, otherwise
d1 and d2 are incomparable.

of adding ingredients is lower to keep recipes short.
When adding a new ingredient (lines 4–5), Alg. 7 calls RANDOMPOSETLEAST-

INCOMPARABLE, which considers all domains that are incomparable with the
domains in the recipe. Given this set, it randomly selects from the domains with
the least precision to avoid adding overly expensive domains. When modifying a
random ingredient in the recipe (lines 7–16), the algorithm can replace its domain
with one of three possibilities: a domain that is immediately more precise (i.e.,
not transitively) in the poset (via POSETGREATERTHAN), a domain that is im-
mediately less precise (via POSETLESSTHAN), or an incomparable domain with
the least precision (via RANDOMPOSETLEASTINCOMPARABLE). If the resulting
recipe does not satisfy the poset precision constraints, our algorithm retries to
mutate the original recipe (lines 18–19).

For simulated annealing, ACCEPT returns true if the new cost (for the mutated
recipe) is less than the current cost. It also accepts recipes whose cost is higher
with a certain probability, which is inversely proportional to the cost increase and
the number of explored recipes. That is, recipes with a small cost increase are
likely to be accepted, especially at the beginning of the exploration.

Hill climbing. Our instantiation of hill climbing (HC) performs regular restarts.
In particular, it starts with a randomly generated recipe that satisfies the poset
precision constraints, generates 10 new valid recipes, and restarts with a random
recipe. ACCEPT returns true only if the new cost is lower than the best cost, which
is equivalent to the current cost.

5.5. Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our technique, we aim to answer the following research questions:
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Table 5.1: CRAB settings and their possible values as used in our experiments.
Default settings are shown in bold.

Setting Possible Values
NUM DELAY WIDEN {1,2,4,8,16}
NUM NARROW ITERATIONS {1,2,3,4}
NUM WIDEN THRESHOLDS {0,10,20,30,40}
BACKWARD ANALYSIS {OFF,ON}
ARRAY SMASHING {OFF,ON}
ABSTRACT DOMAINS all domains in Fig. 5.3

RQ1: Is our technique effective in tailoring recipes to different usage scenarios?

RQ2: Are the tailored recipes optimal?

RQ3: How diverse are the tailored recipes?

RQ4: How resilient are the tailored recipes to code changes?

5.5.1. Implementation
We implemented TAILOR by extending CRAB [116], a parametric framework for
modular construction of abstract interpreters4. We extended CRAB with the ability
to pass verification results between recipe ingredients as well as with the four
optimization algorithms discussed in Sect. 5.4.3.

Tab. 5.1 shows all settings and values used in our evaluation. The first three
settings refer to the strategies discussed in Sect. 5.3 for mitigating the precision
loss incurred by widening. For the initial recipe, TAILOR uses Intervals and the
CRAB default values for all other settings (in bold in the table). To make the search
more efficient, we selected a representative subset of all possible setting values.

CRAB uses a DSA-based [117] pointer analysis and can, optionally, reason
about array contents using array smashing. It offers a wide range of logico-
numerical domains, shown in Fig. 5.3. The bool domain is the flat Boolean
domain, ric is a reduced product of Intervals and Congruence, and term(int)
and term(disInt) are instantiations of the Term domain with intervals
and disInt, respectively. Although CRAB provides a bottom-up inter-procedural
analysis, we use the default intra-procedural analysis; in fact, most analyses
deployed in real usage scenarios are intra-procedural due to time constraints [68].

5.5.2. Benchmark Selection
For our evaluation, we systematically selected popular and (at some point) active C
projects on GitHub. In particular, we chose the six most starred C repositories with

4CRAB is available at https://github.com/seahorn/crab.
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Table 5.2: Overview of projects.

Project Description
CURL Tool for transferring data by URL
DARKNET Convolutional neural-network framework
FFMPEG Multimedia processing tool
GIT Distributed version-control tool
PHP-SRC PHP interpreter
REDIS Persistent in-memory database

over 300 commits that we could successfully build with the Clang-5.0 compiler.
We give a short description of each project in Tab. 5.2.

For analyzing these projects, we needed to introduce properties to be verified.
We, thus, automatically instrumented these projects with four types of assertions
that check for common bugs; namely, division by zero, integer overflow, buffer
overflow, and use after free. Introducing assertions to check for runtime errors
such as these is common practice in program analysis and verification.

As projects consist of different numbers of files, to avoid skewing the results
in favor of a particular project, we randomly and uniformly sampled 20 LLVM-
bitcode files from each project, for a total of 120. To ensure that each file was
neither too trivial nor too difficult for the abstract interpreter, we used the number
of assertions as a complexity indicator and only sampled files with at least 20
assertions and at most 100. Additionally, to guarantee all four assertion types
were included and avoid skewing the results in favor of a particular assertion type,
we required that the sum of assertions for each type was at least 70 across all
files—this exact number was largely determined by the benchmarks.

Overall, our benchmark suite of 120 files totals 1346 functions, 5557 assertions
(on average 4 assertions per function), and 667,927 LLVM instructions (Tab. 5.3).

5.5.3. Results
We now present our experimental results for each research question. We performed
all experiments on a 32-core Intel ® Xeon ® E5-2667 v2 CPU @ 3.30GHz
machine with 264GB of memory, running Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS.

RQ1: Is our technique effective in tailoring recipes to different usage sce-
narios? We instantiated TAILOR with the four optimization algorithms described
in Sect. 5.4.3: RS, DARS, SA, and HC. We constrained the analysis time to simu-
late two usage scenarios: 1 sec for instant feedback in the editor, and 5 min for
feedback in a CI pipeline. We compare TAILOR with the default recipe (DEF), i.e.,
the default settings in CRAB as defined by its designer after careful tuning on a
large set of benchmarks over the years. DEF uses a combination of two domains,
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Table 5.3: Benchmark characteristics (20 files per project). The last three
columns show the number of functions, assertions, and LLVM instructions
in the analyzed files.

Project Functions Assertions LLVM Instructions
CURL 306 787 50541
DARKNET 130 958 55847
FFMPEG 103 888 27653
GIT 218 768 102304
PHP-SRC 268 1031 305943
REDIS 321 1125 125639
Total 1346 5557 667927

namely, the reduced product of Boolean and Zones. The other default settings are
in Tab. 5.1.

For this experiment, we ran TAILOR with each optimization algorithm on
the 120 benchmark files, enabling optimization at the granularity of files. Each
algorithm was seeded with the same random seed. In Alg. 6, we restrict recipes
to contain at most 3 domains (lmax = 3) and set the number of iterations for each
phase to be 5 and 10 (idom = 5 and iset = 10).

The results are presented in Fig. 5.4, which shows the number of assertions that
are verified with the best recipe found by each algorithm as well as by the default
recipe. All algorithms outperform the default recipe for both usage scenarios,
verifying almost twice as many assertions on average. The random-sampling
algorithms are shown to find better recipes than the others, with DARS being
the most effective. Hill climbing is less effective since it gets stuck in local cost
minima despite restarts. Simulated annealing is the least effective because it slowly
climbs up the poset toward more precise domains (see Alg. 7). However, as we
explain later, we expect the algorithms to converge on the number of verified
assertions for more iterations.

Fig. 5.5 gives a more detailed comparison with the default recipe for the
time limit of 5 min. In particular, each horizontal bar shows the total number of
assertions verified by each algorithm. The orange portion represents the assertions
verified by both the default recipe and the optimization algorithm, while the green
and red portions represent the assertions only verified by the algorithm and default
recipe, respectively. These results show that, in addition to verifying hundreds of
new assertions, TAILOR is able to verify the vast majority of assertions proved by
the default recipe, regardless of optimization algorithm.

In Fig. 5.6, we show the total time each algorithm takes for all iterations. DARS

takes the longest. This is due to generating more precise recipes thanks to its
domain knowledge. Such recipes typically take longer to run but verify more
assertions (as in Fig. 5.4). On average, for all algorithms, TAILOR requires only
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the number of assertions verified with the best
recipe generated by each optimization algorithm and with the default recipe,
for varying timeouts.

30 sec to complete all iterations for the 1-sec timeout and 16 min for the 5-min
timeout. As discussed in Sect. 5.2, this tuning time can be spent offline.

Fig. 5.7 compares the total number of assertions verified by each algorithm
when TAILOR runs for 40 (idom = 5 and iset = 10) and 80 (idom = 10 and iset = 20)
iterations. The results show that only a relatively small number of additional
assertions are verified with 80 iterations. In fact, we expect the algorithms to
eventually converge on the number of verified assertions, given the time limit and
precision of the available domains.

As DARS performs best in this comparison, we only evaluate DARS in the
remaining research questions. We use a 5-min timeout.

RQ1 takeaway: TAILOR verifies between 1.6− 2.1× the assertions
of the default recipe, regardless of optimization algorithm, timeout, or
number of iterations. In fact, even very simple algorithms (such as RS)
significantly outperform the default recipe.

RQ2: Are the tailored recipes optimal? To check the optimality of the tailored
recipes, we compared them with the most precise (and least efficient) CRAB config-
uration. It uses the most precise domains from Fig. 5.3 (i.e., bool, polyhedra,
term(int), ric, boxes, and term(disInt)) in a recipe of 6 ingredients
and assigns the most precise values to all other settings from Tab. 5.1. We gener-
ously gave a 30-min timeout to this recipe.

For 21 out of 120 files, the most precise recipe ran out of memory (264GB). For
86 files, it terminated within 5 min, and for 13, it took longer (within 30 min)—in
many cases, this was even longer than TAILOR’s tuning time in Fig. 5.6. We
compared the number of assertions verified by our tailored recipes (which do not
exceed 5 min) and by the most precise recipe. For the 86 files that terminated
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the number of assertions verified by a tailored vs.
the default recipe.

within 5 min, our recipes prove 618 assertions, whereas the most precise recipe
proves 534. For the other 13 files, our recipes prove 119 assertions, whereas the
most precise recipe proves 98.

Consequently, our (in theory) less precise and more efficient recipes prove more
assertions in files where the most precise recipe terminates. Possible explanations
for this non-intuitive result are: (1) Polyhedra coefficients may overflow, in which
case the constraints are typically ignored by abstract interpreters, and (2) more
precise domains with different widening operations may result in less precise
results [16, 193].

We also evaluated the optimality of tailored recipes by mutating individual
parts of the recipe and comparing to the original. In particular, for each setting
in Tab. 5.1, we tried all possible values and replaced each domain with all other
comparable domains in the poset of Fig. 5.3. For example, for a recipe including
zones, we tried octagons, polyhedra, and intervals. In addition, we
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the total time (in sec) that each algorithm requires
for all iterations, for varying timeouts.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the number of assertions verified with the best
recipe generated by the different optimization algorithms, for different num-
bers of iterations.

tried all possible orderings of the recipe ingredients, which in theory could produce
different results. We observed whether these changes resulted in a difference in
the precision and performance of the analyzer.

Fig. 5.8 shows the results of this experiment, broken down by setting. Equal (in
orange) indicates that the mutated recipe proves the same number of assertions
within ±5 seconds of the original. Positive (in green) indicates that it either
proves more assertions or the same number of assertions at least 5 seconds faster.
Negative (in red) indicates that the mutated recipe either proves fewer assertions
or the same number of assertions at least 5 seconds slower.

The results show that, for our benchmarks, mutating the recipe found by
TAILOR rarely led to an improvement. In particular, at least 93% of all mutated
recipes were either equal to or worse than the original recipe. In the majority
of these cases, mutated recipes are equally good. This indicates that there
are many optimal or close-to-optimal solutions and that TAILOR is able to find one.

RQ2 takeaway: As compared to the most precise recipe, TAILOR
verified more assertions across benchmarks where the most precise
recipe terminated. Furthermore, mutating recipes found by TAILOR
resulted in improvement only for less than 7% of recipes.

RQ3: How diverse are the tailored recipes? To motivate the need for opti-
mization, we must show that tailored recipes are sufficiently diverse such that they
could not be replaced by a well-crafted default recipe. To better understand the
characteristics of tailored recipes, we manually inspected all of them.

TAILOR generated recipes of length greater than 1 for 61 files. Out of these, 37
are of length 2 and 24 of length 3. For 77% of generated recipes, NUM DELAY -
WIDEN is not set to the default value of 1. Additionally, 55% of the ingredients
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Figure 5.8: Effect of different settings on the precision and performance
of the abstract interpreter. (DW: NUM DELAY WIDEN, NI: NUM NARROW -
ITERATIONS, WT: NUM WIDEN THRESHOLDS, AS: array smashing, B: back-
ward analysis, D: abstract domain, O: ingredient ordering).

enable array smashing, and 32% enable backward analysis.
Fig. 5.9 shows how often (in percentage) each abstract domain occurs in a best

recipe found by TAILOR. We observe that all domains occur almost equally often,
with 6 of the 10 domains occurring in between 9% and 13% of recipes. The most
common domain was bool at 18%, and the least common was intervals at
5%. We observed a similar distribution of domains even when instrumenting the
benchmarks with only one assertion type, e.g., checking for integer overflow.

We also inspected which domain combinations are frequently used in the
tailored recipes. One common pattern is combinations between bool and
numerical domains (18 occurrences). Similarly, we observed 2 occurrences of
term(disInt) together with zones. Interestingly, the less powerful variants
of combining disInt with zones (3 occurrences) and term(int) with
zones (6 occurrences) seem to be sufficient in many cases. Finally, we observed
8 occurrences of polyhedra or octagons with boxes, which are the most
precise convex and non-convex domains. Our approach is, thus, not only useful
for users, but also for designers of abstract interpreters by potentially inspiring
new domain combinations.

RQ3 takeaway: The diversity of tailored recipes prevents replacing
them with a single default recipe. Over half of the tailored recipes
contain more than one ingredient, and ingredients use a variety of
domains and their settings.

RQ4: How resilient are the tailored recipes to code changes? We expect
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Figure 5.9: Occurrence of domains (in %) in the best recipes for all assertion
types.

tailored recipes to be resilient to code changes, i.e., to retain their optimality across
several changes without requiring re-tuning. We now evaluate if a recipe tailored
for one code version is also tailored for another, even when the two versions are
50 commits apart.

For this experiment, we took a random sample of 60 files from our benchmarks
and retrieved the 50 most recent commits per file. We only sampled 60 out of 120
files as building these files for each commit is quite time consuming—it can take
up to a couple of days. We instrumented each file version with the four assertion
types described in Sect. 5.5.2. It should be noted that, for some files, we retrieved
fewer than 50 versions either because there were fewer than 50 total commits or
our build procedure for the project failed on older commits. This is also why we
did not run this experiment for over 50 commits.

We analyzed each file version with the best recipe, Ro, found by TAILOR for
the oldest file version. We compared this recipe with new best recipes, Rn, that
were generated by TAILOR when run on each subsequent file version. For this
experiment, we used a 5-min timeout and 40 iterations.

Note that, when running TAILOR with the same optimization algorithm and
random seed, it explores the same recipes. It is, therefore, very likely that recipe
Ro for the oldest commit is also the best for other file versions since we only
explore 40 different recipes. To avoid any such bias, we performed this experiment
by seeding TAILOR with a different random seed for each commit. The results are
shown in Fig. 5.10.

In Fig. 5.10, we give a bar chart comparing the number of files per commit that
have a positive, equal, and negative difference in the number of verified assertions,
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Figure 5.10: Difference in the safe assertions across commits.

where commit 0 is the oldest commit and 49 the newest. An equal difference (in
orange) means that recipe Ro for the oldest commit proves the same number of
assertions in the current file version, fn, as recipe Rn found by running TAILOR
on fn. To be more precise, we consider the two recipes to be equal if they differ
by at most 1 verified assertion or 1% of verified assertions since such a small
change in the number of safe assertions seems acceptable in practice (especially
given that the total number of assertions may change across commits). A positive
difference (in green) means that Ro achieves better verification results than Rn,
that is, Ro proves more assertions safe (over 1 assertion or 1% of the assertions
that Rn proves). Analogously, a negative difference (in red) means that Ro proves
fewer assertions. We do not consider time here because none of the recipes timed
out when applied on any file version.

Note that the number of files decreases for newer commits. This is because not
all files go forward by 50 commits, and even if they do, not all file versions build.
However, in a few instances, the number of files increases going forward in time.
This happens for files that change names, and later, change back, which we do not
account for.

For the vast majority of files, using recipe Ro (found for the oldest commit) is
as effective as using Rn (found for the current commit). The difference in safe
assertions is negative for less than a quarter of the files tested, with the average
negative difference among these files being around 22% (i.e., Ro proved 22%
fewer assertions than Rn in these files). On the remaining three quarters of the files
tested however, Ro proves at least as many assertions as Rn, and thus, Ro tends to
be tailored across code versions.

Commits can result in both small and large changes to the code. We therefore
also measured the average difference in the number of verified assertions
per changed line of code with respect to the oldest commit. For most files,
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regardless of the number of changed lines, we found that Ro and Rn are equally
effective, with changes to 1000 LOC or more resulting in little to no loss in
precision. In particular, the median difference in safe assertions across all changes
between Ro and Rn was 0 (i.e., Ro proved the same number of assertions safe
as Rn), with a standard deviation of 15 assertions. We manually inspected a
handful of outliers where Ro proved significantly fewer assertions than Rn

(difference of over 50 assertions). These were due to one file from GIT where Ro is
not as effective because the widening and narrowing settings have very low values.

RQ4 takeaway: For over 75% of files, TAILOR’s recipe for a previous
commit (from up to 50 commits previous) remains tailored for future
versions of the file, indicating the resilience of tailored recipes across
code changes.

5.5.4. Threats to Validity
We have identified the following threats to the validity of our experiments.

Benchmark selection. Our results may not generalize to other benchmarks.
However, we selected popular GitHub projects from different application domains
(see Tab. 5.2). Hence, we believe that our benchmark selection mitigates this threat
and increases generalizability of our findings.

Abstract interpreter and recipe settings. For our experiments, we only used
a single abstract interpreter, CRAB, which however is a mature and actively
supported tool. The selection of recipe settings was, of course, influenced by
the available settings in CRAB. Nevertheless, CRAB implements the generic
architecture of Fig. 5.2, used by most abstract interpreters, such as those mentioned
at the beginning of Sect. 5.3. We, therefore, expect our approach to generalize to
such analyzers.

Optimization algorithms. We considered four optimization algorithms, but
in Sect. 5.4.3, we explain why these are suitable for our application domain.
Moreover, TAILOR is configurable with respect to the optimization algorithm.

Assertion types. Our results are based on four types of assertions. However,
these cover a wide range of runtime errors that are commonly checked by static
analyzers.

5.6. Related Work
The impact of different abstract-interpretation configurations has been previously
evaluated [259] for Java programs and partially inspired this work. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to propose tailoring abstract interpreters to custom
usage scenarios using optimization.

However, optimization is a widely used technique in many engineering disci-
plines. In fact, it is also used to solve the general problem of algorithm configu-
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ration [129], of which there exist numerous instantiations, for instance, to tune
hyper-parameters of learning algorithms [38, 95, 249] and options of constraint
solvers [130, 131]. Existing frameworks for algorithm configuration differ from
ours in that they are not geared toward problems that are solved by sequences
of algorithms, such as analyses with different abstract domains. Even if they
were, our experience with TAILOR shows that there seem to be many optimal or
close-to-optimal configurations, and even very simple optimization algorithms
such as RS are surprisingly effective (see RQ2); similar observations were made
about the effectiveness of random search in hyper-parameter tuning [39].

In the rest of this section, we focus on the use of optimization in program
analysis. It has been successfully applied to a number of program-analysis prob-
lems, such as automated testing [99, 100], invariant inference [238], and compiler
optimizations [233].

Recently, researchers have started to explore the direction of enriching program
analyses with machine-learning techniques, for example, to automatically learn
analysis heuristics [121, 132, 216, 242]. A particularly relevant body of work
is on adaptive program analysis [122–124], where existing code is analyzed to
learn heuristics that trade soundness for precision or that coarsen the analysis ab-
stractions to improve memory consumption. More specifically, adaptive program
analysis poses different static-analysis problems as machine-learning problems
and relies on Bayesian optimization to solve them, e.g., the problem of selectively
applying unsoundness to different program components (e.g., different loops in
the program) [124]. The main insight is that program components (e.g., loops) that
produce false positives are alike, predictable, and share common properties. After
learning to identify such components for existing code, this technique suggests
components in unseen code that should be analyzed unsoundly.

In contrast, TAILOR currently does not adjust soundness of the analysis. How-
ever, this would also be possible if the analyzer provided the corresponding
configurations. More importantly, adaptive analysis focuses on learning analysis
heuristics based on existing code in order to generalize to arbitrary, unseen code.
TAILOR, on the other hand, aims to tune the analyzer configuration to a custom
usage scenario, including a particular program under analysis. In addition, the
custom usage scenario imposes user-specific resource constraints, for instance by
limiting the time according to a phase of the software-engineering life cycle. As
we show in our experiments, the tuned configuration remains tailored to several
versions of the analyzed program. In fact, it outperforms configurations that are
meant to generalize to arbitrary programs, such as the default recipe.

5.7. Summary and Remarks
In this chapter, we have proposed a technique and framework that tailors a generic
abstract interpreter to custom usage scenarios. We instantiated our framework
with a mature abstract interpreter to perform an extensive evaluation on real-world
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benchmarks. Our experiments show that the configurations generated by TAILOR
are vastly better than the default options, vary significantly depending on the code
under analysis, and typically remain tailored to several subsequent code versions.
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Chapter 6

Input Splitting for Cloud-Based
Static Application Security
Testing Platforms

As software development teams adopt DevSecOps practices, application security
is increasingly the responsibility of development teams, who are required to set
up their own Static Application Security Testing (SAST) infrastructure. Since
development teams often do not have the necessary infrastructure and expertise to
set up a custom SAST solution, there is an increased need for cloud-based SAST
platforms that operate as a service and run a variety of static analyzers. Adding a
new static analyzer to a cloud-based SAST platform can be challenging because
static analyzers greatly vary in complexity, from linters that scale efficiently to
interprocedural dataflow engines that use cubic or even more complex algorithms.
Careful manual evaluation is needed to decide whether a new analyzer would slow
down the overall response time of the platform or may timeout too often.

We explore the question of whether this can be simplified by splitting the
input to the analyzer into partitions and analyzing the partitions independently.
Depending on the complexity of the static analyzer, the partition size can be
adjusted to curtail the overall response time. We report on an experiment where we
run different analysis tools with and without splitting the inputs. The experimental
results show that simple splitting strategies can effectively reduce the running
time and memory usage per partition without significantly affecting the findings
produced by the tool.

6.1. Introduction
With the increasing popularity of DevSecOps development practices, Static Ap-
plication Security Testing (SAST) shifts further to the left in the software de-
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velopment life-cycle and becomes the responsibility of developers rather than
security experts. This creates a growing demand for easy-to-use solutions. Many
development teams do not have the capacity or expertise to configure and maintain
their own static analysis infrastructure and prefer SAST platforms that offer a
variety of static analyses on demand. Open-source platforms, such as the Software
Assurance Marketplace (SWAMP) [151] or ShipShape [229], and their commer-
cial alternatives offer a convenient abstraction. They provide a simple interface
through which developers submit code and build artifacts (in their languages of
choice) and receive recommendations on how to improve the code. Internally,
such cloud-based SAST platforms may employ a variety of static analysis tools,
such as [5, 10, 13, 71, 214, 220].

SAST platforms typically are run as a cloud-based service, and the individual
analysis tools are containerized and instantiated on-demand on cloud-based ma-
chines. Developers expect such a SAST platform to handle inputs (codebases) of
arbitrary complexity, and still deliver results within a certain time window. This is
especially true for customers that integrate SAST platforms in their continuous
integration and deployment (CI/CD) pipelines.

To maintain a predictable response time, SAST platforms face the challenge
that they need to be able to scale to different sizes of inputs, and that, every time
they add a new analysis tool, they have to ensure that the new tool does not slow
down the response time for existing customers.

Vertical scaling by adding more memory or faster machines is not a cost-
effective solution to the risk of running out of time or space when analyzing
complex inputs. Provisioning machines large enough to handle the most complex
analysis inputs would make the service unnecessarily expensive for customers
that analyze smaller and simpler codebases. In the cloud, a large number of small
machines is significantly less expensive than a small number of high-performance
machines [237]. Moreover, since many SAST tools have superlinear time com-
plexity [5, 217], even the most powerful machine will eventually not suffice.
Much research has been conducted on adding various optimizations to improve
the scalability of specific analysis engines, such as summarization of method
calls [20,217,226], caching and reuse of partial results from prior analyses [5,19],
and incremental analysis [72, 253]. However, when operating a SAST platform,
modifying the individual tools may not be an option because the tools might be
proprietary or maintaining forks with custom modifications may be too costly.

Thus, a horizontal scaling strategy to distribute and balance the analysis load is
still needed. Horizontal scaling needs to split up inputs into pieces such that each
analysis tool employed by the platform can handle its input within the expected
response time. The different pieces can then be analyzed on parallel instances of a
given analysis tool. Such a horizontal scaling can be configured per analysis tool,
but without modifying the tool itself. More complex tools can be configured to
handle smaller pieces of code than light-weight tools to ensure that the overall
latency of the platform does not change when a new complex tool gets added.

In this chapter, we present an approach to horizontally scale analysis tools in a
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static analysis platform. Our approach takes as input a program and a bound for
the size of code that should be analyzed by each single machine. It then employs
a configurable splitting strategy to split the input program into partitions such that
the amount of code in each partition is below the provided bound. We evaluate
how this splitting process affects the accuracy of different static analysis tools and
how the computational cost of analyzing partitions in parallel relates to the cost of
analyzing the entire input program.

Splitting code into partitions comes with several challenges. The first challenge
is that information may be lost because dependent code fragments are placed in
separate partitions. This may impact the precision and recall of static analysis tools.
For example, a real defect arising from the interaction between two classes may
become a false negative if those classes end up in different partitions. Similarly, the
evidence that a vulnerability has been correctly mitigated may become invisible
when defect and mitigation split across partitions, yielding a false positive. This
leads to our first research question; RQ1: What is the impact of splitting a program
and analyzing the partitions in isolation on a tool’s accuracy?

The second challenge when splitting code into partitions is that the complexity
of static analysis may not be tied just to the size of the code. For example, data-
flow analysis is cubic in the size of data-flow facts that are tracked [218]. That is,
if data-flow facts are not evenly distributed across the program, splitting may not
reduce the overall time or memory consumption of data-flow analysis if all facts
end up in the same partition. Other analysis techniques, such as bi-abduction used
by INFER [60], may require a different type of partitioning since their complexity
is not tied to data-flow facts. Hence, we cannot guarantee that analyzing a partition
uses less time or memory than analyzing the original program. So our second
research question is RQ2: How do static analyzers perform on the partitions
compared to the original program in terms of time and memory usage?

A third challenge is to find a splitting strategy that works for different kinds
of static analysis tools. Splitting strategies may have different complexities for
static analysis tools targeting different languages. E.g., identifying the direct
dependencies of a Java class file is roughly constant since it is sufficient to look
at the constant pool [43]. In Python, however, one has to iterate over the entire
syntax tree of a file to determine its dependencies. A splitting strategy that takes
dependencies into consideration is computationally more expensive for Python
than for Java. Thus, our third research question is RQ3: What kinds of static
analysis tools would benefit from splitting strategies discussed in the chapter?

To answer these three research questions, we implement a splitting approach
that works with two different strategies to create partitions. The first strategy,
SIZELIMITING, naı̈vely splits the input program into partitions based on an
upper bound S on the number of files (or classes) per partition. Sorted files in
lexicographical order are added to a partition until this bound S is reached and then,
a new partition is started. The second strategy, SPLITMERGE, uses dependency
information between the files of the input program to create partitions that include
the necessary dependencies of a file. In SIZELIMITING, all partitions are disjoint,
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while in SPLITMERGE, partitions can overlap.
We apply these two splitting strategies to a set of benchmark programs and

analyze the resulting partitions with the static analysis tools RAPID [92] and IN-
FER [60]. We evaluate the impact of both splitting strategies over non-splitting on
these analysis tools in terms of reported findings and computational performance.

Contributions. The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. We motivate why input splitting is a relevant problem for SAST platforms
and why additional research in this area is required.

2. We present experimental results that input splitting can work in practice
with different SAST tools.

3. We show that with a proper selection of splitting strategy, all evaluated
SAST tools can benefit from splitting. Yet finding the right splitting strategy
depends on the complexity of the used SAST tool. While tools like RAPID

and INFER which perform complex analyses benefit most from dependency-
guided-splitting strategy like SPLITMERGE in terms of reduction in latency,
memory consumption and minimizing the loss of findings, for inexpensive
linter-like or intra-procedural analyses such as Bandit, a naive strategy like
SIZELIMITING may be more beneficial.

We do not claim that any of the proposed strategies are optimal, nor that
splitting is the only way to increase the maximum tractable problem size. Instead,
this evaluation demonstrates how a lightweight splitting strategy can already
significantly improve latency, scalability, and cost-effectiveness of cloud-based
SAST platforms. For the future, we envision that such strategies can be used
to reduce the cost of integrating new static analysis tools into a SAST platform.
Moreover, instead of developing and benchmarking explicit splitting strategies for
every new tool, a splitting algorithm could be generalized to adjust the splitting
strategy based on the number of observed timeouts.

6.2. Motivating Example
We motivate the need for splitting with an example from the OWASP Benchmark1.
This standard benchmark for Java SAST tools consists of 2,740 test cases for
different types of security vulnerabilities. Each test case is a single Java file. The
benchmark also has an additional 162 Java files that contain common helper
classes which are used by multiple test cases.

The benchmark’s public repository also includes score cards that show the
performance of different SAST tools, an excerpt of which is displayed in Table 6.1.
For example, the open-source tool FindSecBugs [205] (v1.4.6) analyzes the

1https://github.com/OWASP-Benchmark/BenchmarkJava/tree/
53878cc8751e348b63de951b91a6d47cf29121d8/
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Table 6.1: Score (based on precision and recall) and analysis time for several
SAST tools on the OWASP Benchmark v1.1. Data taken from the OWASP
Benchmark public repository.

Tool Name OWASP Score Total Time
FBwFindSecBugs v1.4.6 39.10% 0:02:02
SonarQube Java Plugin v3.14 33.34% 0:05:30
Commercial SAST-01 16.74% 2:55:20
Commercial SAST-02 30.60% 135:23:38
Commercial SAST-03 24.89% 1:52:00
Commercial SAST-04 32.64% 13:54:20

benchmark in just over two minutes and obtains a score of 39.1% – the OWASP
score is based on the precision and recall of a tool’s findings, with 100% for
finding all and only the (known) vulnerabilities and 0% for only false positives
and false negatives. FindSecBugs performs a lightweight analysis based on type
propagation and thus scales linearly with the size of the program. For other tools
in the benchmark’s score cards, we can see that scalability may be an issue. The
tools denoted as SAST-01 to SAST-04 in Table 6.1 have running times ranging
from hours to days. Delays of such magnitude might be unacceptable for CI/CD
customers.

If we provide a static analysis platform that runs multiple tools as a portfolio,
customers would have to wait for the slowest tool to terminate before getting the
final results (there are usually postprocessing steps, like de-duplication, before the
unified results are returned). This makes it harder to add new tools, like SAST-02,
to the portfolio. Hence, we would like a mechanism to split the program under
analysis into smaller partitions, assuming that the analysis tool that we want to
integrate terminates faster on (most) partitions so we can analyze these partitions in
parallel and return results without increasing the latency of our analysis platform.

That is, for OWASP, we would like to split the 2,740 test cases into a set
of partitions, each of them bounded by some size S that ensures our analysis
terminates within an acceptable amount of time. We would also like each partition
to contain the subset of the shared 162 classes that are used by any of the tests
in that partition. Finally, we would like to minimize the number of partitions,
since a very large number of very small partitions would amplify the impact of
per-partition overhead, thus decreasing efficiency.

We illustrate the idea of splitting and the different splitting strategies using the
listing in Figure 6.1, a simplified version of the test BenchmarkTest01025.
The test contains a CWE22 (Path Traversal) vulnerability: the value received
from request.getHeader is used in a relative pathname without input val-
idation. An attacker could provide an input like ../../etc/passwd to try
to access sensitive data. This test calls helper method doSomething in class
Test1, which is one of the 162 classes that are used by multiple tests. This
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1 public class Thing1 implements ThingInterface {
2 public String doSomething(String i) {
3 String r = i;
4 return r;
5 }
6 }
7

8 // Simplified version of the OWASP BenchmarkTest 01025
9 public class BenchmarkTest01025 extends HttpServlet {

10 public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req,
11 HttpServletResponse response)
12 throws Exception {
13 String p = req.getHeader("foo");
14 String bar = new Thing1().doSomething(p);
15 File fileTarget = new File("./tmp", bar);
16 response.getWriter().println("...");
17 }
18 }

Figure 6.1: Simplified version of an OWASP test that uses a shared class. The
method doSomething is referenced 347 times in different OWASP tests.

method is called by a total of 347 tests in the OWASP benchmark, such as
BenchmarkTest01026 and BenchmarkTest01029.

Suppose the available compute instances (virtual machines) allow a certain
tool to analyze up to 100 files before it risks exceeding the SLA (Service Level
Agreement) time limit. This means we must split the OWASP benchmark into a
set of partitions, each of them of size at most S≤ 100.
Naı̈ve splitting (SIZELIMITING). First, we discuss a naı̈ve strategy called SIZE-
LIMITING which splits the codebase into non-overlapping subsets of up to S files
each. To ensure determinism, the files are sorted in lexicographical order with
respect to their names. Splitting is then performed on the sorted files. For the
OWASP benchmark, which has 2,740 test classes and 162 shared classes (for a
total of 2,902 files), this may produce, for example, 29 partitions of size 100 and
one partition of size 2.

Since method doSomething in class Test1 is called by 347 tests, we know
these tests will be distributed over at least 4 partitions. That is, all but one of these
partitions will not have access to the implementation of doSomething when
running the static analysis. Depending on the analysis tool and its assumption
on missing methods, this may result in a loss of findings, if the analysis under-
approximates; or it may lead to false positives, if the analysis over-approximates;
or it may crash the tool.

For this example, we need a splitting strategy that is able to create overlapping
partitions to reduce the number of unavailable code dependencies in each partition.
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In the following sections we outline such a strategy, called SPLITMERGE, and
then evaluate its effect on the number of findings compared to the naı̈ve strategy
and to not splitting at all. We also evaluate the overhead of computing partitions
and possibly reanalyzing code that is shared between partitions.

6.3. The SPLITMERGE Strategy
We aim to distribute the analysis of a program P, consisting of n files2 F =
{ f1, ..., fn}, by splitting the program into partitions R = {r1, . . . ,rm} (with m≤ n)
such that each partition ri contains no more than S files and can be analyzed
independently with the target analysis tools. We ensure that the union of all
partitions contains all files (∪iri = F). In general, partitions are not required to be
disjoint, i.e., the same file may be replicated across multiple ones.
Algorithm overview. SPLITMERGE consists of three steps. Initially, a partition
is created for each file in the codebase, which includes the file itself and its
transitive dependencies up to a distance k. The distance k is a parameter of
SPLITMERGE that allows to trade-off the size vs the degree of self-containment
of the initial partitions. For the example in Figure 6.1, for k = 2, the initial
partitions are {BenchmarkTest01025,Thing1,ThingInterface} and
{Thing1,ThingInterface}.

The second step – Split – ensures none of the initial partitions exceeds the
maximum size S by splitting any partition exceeding the size limit, while doing its
best effort to preserve the dependency relations it contains. This step replicates the
nodes with high degree of connectivity in all the split subsets, with the intuition
that units with high connectivity are likely to carry semantic information shared
by multiple subproblems.

Finally, the third step – merge – takes as input a set of partitions of size less or
equal than S and performs two tasks: 1) eliminate redundant partitions subsumed
by others and 2) merge small partitions into larger ones to balance the load and fur-
ther increase self-containment. A partition is redundant if it is entirely contained
into another. In our example, the partition {Thing1,ThingInterface} can
be dropped since the remaining partitions entirely cover its files and local depen-
dencies. Merging small partitions to maximize the size of their union, constrained
by this size being smaller than S, can be framed as a restricted instance of a
bin-packing problem [135, 173]. The optimal solution to this problem converges
to the smallest number of partitions with approximately uniform size S that cover
the input codebase and is expected to balance the analysis load by assigning one
partition to each executor.

In the remainder of this section we will detail each step of SPLITMERGE, with
the help of a simplified example.

2In this chapter we focus on files as the elementary units to partition for analysis,
which is a suitable setting for Java and Python. Our splitting strategy can in principle be
applied to other language-specific units.
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(a) Initial dependency graph of program P.
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(b) Dependency graph of P augmented with transitive relations up to radius k = 2
(red dashed edges).

Figure 6.2: Dependency graphs of P.

Running example. Consider an example program P containing six files:
A,B,C,D,E,F . The dependencies among these files are described in Figure 6.2a,
where a directed edge (x,y) from x to y denotes that x depends on y (symmetri-
cally, that y is a dependency of x). Such dependencies can typically be computed
statically in linear time with the size of P, using tools such as JDeps [204] for Java
or Snakefood [44] for Python. In the following, we will refer to files and vertices,
and dependencies and edges interchangeably via the dependency graph.
Step 1: Initial partitions. This step produces an initial set of partitions of the
program P aiming at preserving local dependencies. Given a program P composed
of a finite set of files F = { f0, f1, . . .} and a neighborhood radius k > 0, Alg. 8
constructs for each file a partition including the file itself and its neighbors up to
distance k. A large value for k makes the algorithm more conservative in preserving
dependency information. However, it also increases redundancy and the likelihood
to produce partitions larger than the size limit S. In Alg. 8, after computing the
dependency graph, the first loop augments the dependency relation to include
edges linking a vertex to its neighbors up to distance k, while the second loop
builds one partition per vertex including it transitive dependencies up to distance
k. For a sparse enough dependency graph with n vertices and k << n, which is
a common situation in practical systems where coupling should be minimized,
the algorithm runs in nearly Θ(n); the worst case complexity would be O(n3) for
k ≈ n and a fully connected graph (by reduction to computing the graph transitive
closure), although it is unlikely for any realistic program to resemble this situation.
The function computeDependencyGraph returns the vertices and edges of
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Algorithm 8: Generate initial partitions
1 procedure GENERATEINITIALPARTITIONS(F , k)
2 (V,E)← COMPUTEDEPENDENCYGRAPH(F)
3 // augment dependency relation
4 for each v ∈ V do
5 neighbors← VERTICESWITHINDISTANCE(v,k)
6 for each n ∈ neighbors do
7 E← E∪ (v,n)
8 // build intial partitions
9 E← /0

10 for each v ∈ V do
11 r← {v}
12 for each v ∈ V do
13 E← r∪{u}
14 R← R∪ r
15 return R

the dependency graph. Each vertex of the graph corresponds to one file of the
program under analysis.
Example. The dependency graph of our example program P is shown in Figure 6.2a.
After the execution of the first loop in Alg. 8 with k = 2, the dependency relation
is augmented with the transitive dependencies shown in red in Figure 6.2b – (A,
C) and (E, B). The resulting initial partitions are thus:

{A, B, C}, {B, C}, {C}, {D, B, C}, {E, A, B, C, D, F}, {F}

Step 2: Split. Some initial partitions may have size larger than the maximum
S. This is especially likely for larger values of the neighborhood radius k. This
step aims at splitting an oversized partition ri into smaller sets that fit within the
size limit. However, uniformly splitting ri into the minimum number or necessary
disjoint subsets is likely to delete relevant dependency information. Instead, we
deliberately produce a non-minimal number of subsets allowing redundancy to
preserve dependency information. In particular, for a partition ri that exceeds
the maximum size (|ri| > S), we sort the vertices in descending degree of con-
nectivity (number of incoming and outgoing edges) and identify two sets of
vertices: high-connectivity, which includes the p (a percentage) of vertices with
the largest degrees of connectivity, and low-connectivity ones, which includes
the rest of the vertices. The underlying intuition is that files involved with many
dependency chains are likely to be relevant for the analysis of most subsets of
ri. Therefore, Alg. 9 first identifies these two sets and then partitions the low-
connectivity vertices uniformly into small enough subsets to allow adding to each
such subset the high-connectivity vertices. This operation is formalized in the
split function, which is applied on each partition whose size exceeds S (line 12
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Algorithm 9: Split
1 procedure SPLITPARTITIONS(G, R, p, S)
2 for each r ∈ R do
3 if |r|> S then
4 R← (R\{r})∪SPLIT(r,p,G,S)
5 return R

6 procedure SPLIT(r, p, G, S)
7 (VT ,ET)← EXTRACTSUBGRAPH(G,r)
8 VTS ← SORTBYDEGREEDESC(VT)
9 // the p highest degree nodes are replicated in each subset

10 pr ←
⌊
p · |r|

⌋
11 if |r|> S then
12 pr ←

⌊
p ·S

⌋
13 // high-connectivity
14 hdn← [vTs0, . . . ,vTspr ]
15 // low-connectivity
16 ldn← [vTspr+1, . . . ]

17 nSubsets←
⌊ |r| − pr

S − pr

⌋
+1

18 // Divide ldn uniformly into nSubsets parts
19 ldn← {ldn0, ldb1, . . . , ldnnSubsets−1}
20 return {hdn∪ ldn0,hdn∪ ldb1, . . . ,hdn∪ ldnnSubsets−1}

handles the corner case of the chosen p not small enough to ensure splitting all
oversized partitions.)
Example. Consider S = 4. The partition {E,A,B,C,D,F} exceeds this size. In
Figure 6.2b, vertex E has a degree of connectivity 5, B and C have degree 4, A
and D have degree 3, F has degree 1. Let p = 1/3, E and B are selected as the
high-connectivity vertices, leading to new partitions {E,B,A,C},{E,B,D,F} as
replacement of {E,A,B,C,D,F} (where vertices with the same degree have been
sorted alphabetically).
Step 3: Merge. The last step of SPLITMERGE reduces the redundancy introduced
by the previous steps and computes the final partition (Alg. 10). Some parti-
tions computed by the first two steps may be subsumed by others. For example,
{B,C} ⊆ {A,B,C} in the partitions for our program P. In these situations, the
information contained in the larger set subsumes the information in any of its
subsets. The subsets can therefore be discarded, without loss of information (first
loop in Alg. 10).

The second part of this step aims at grouping together partitions for the sake
of balancing the analysis load distribution across multiple executors. This can be
framed as an instance of the bin packing problem [173], where a set of items –
the partitions – have to fit within the minimum number of bins of size S. While
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Algorithm 10: Merge partitions
1 procedure MERGE(G, R, p, S)
2 for each ri ∈ R do
3 if ∃rj ∈ R s.t. ri ⊆ rj and i ̸= j then
4 R← R\{ri}
5 return NEXTFIT(R,S)

6 procedure NEXTFIT(R, S)
7 Ts ← SORTBYSIZEASC(R)
8 R′← /0
9 r← /0

10 for each t ∈ Ts do
11 if |r|+ |t| ≤ S then
12 r← r∪ t
13 else
14 R′← R′∪ r
15 r← {t}
16 R′← R′∪ r
17 return R′

finding the optimal solution is NP-hard, many heuristics have been proposed to
efficiently compute near-optimal solutions [135]. Among these, we adopted next
fit [23], which has a time complexity of O(n logn) in the number of partitions
n (due to sorting). Although, it may result in up to twice the optimal number
of partitions, its fast execution time is preferred for the sake of minimizing the
maximum analysis latency. Different algorithms can replace nextFit to trade
off latency for a smaller number of parallel executors.
Example. In our small-size example, the merge phase would result in the final
partitioning already after the redundancy reduction phase, since any further merg-
ing by nextFit would result in an oversized partition. The final partitions are:
{D,B,C},{E,B,A,C},{E,B,D,F}.

After the three steps of SPLITMERGE, the resulting partitions satisfy the desired
properties: (1) each partition is smaller than the prescribed size S, i.e., |ri| ≤ S; (2)
the union of the partitions contains all files of the input program, i.e., ∪iri = F . In
the next section, we introduce our empirical evaluation on the impact of splitting
strategies in comparison to non-splitting strategies.

6.4. Experimental Evaluation
In this section we report on our experiments using SPLITMERGE with three
analysis tools on a portfolio of Java and Python benchmarks. Our evaluation will
revolve around the following three research questions:
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RQ1: What is the impact of splitting a program and analyzing the partitions in
isolation on a tool’s accuracy?

RQ2: How do static analyzers perform on the partitions compared to the
original program in terms of time and memory usage?

RQ3: What kinds of static analysis tools would benefit from splitting strategies
discussed in the chapter?

6.4.1. Experimental Settings
Static analysis tools. We used two industrial static analysis tools with interproce-
dural analysis capabilities –RAPID [92] and INFER [5]. RAPID is a tool developed
at AWS that performs IFDS/IDE-based [217] type-state analysis to detect incorrect
usage of cloud-service APIs. INFER is a static analysis tool developed at Facebook
that uses separation logic to detect memory-related issues such as null pointer
exceptions, resource leaks, and concurrency race conditions. A third set of experi-
ments will instead use Bandit [13], a static analysis tool to find common security
issues in Python. Unlike the other tools in our experiments, Bandit processes each
source code file individually.
Benchmark programs. We use three different benchmark suites in our experi-
ment:

– The OWASP Benchmark (v1.2) [14] (OWASP), a well-known Java-based
web application designed to evaluate the accuracy, coverage, and speed of
automated software vulnerability detection tools. It contains 2,740 labeled
test cases that demonstrate common web app vulnerabilities, including,
e.g., command injection, weak cryptography, path traversal.

– The Juliet Test Suite For Java [202] (Juliet), created by the NSA’s Center
for Assured Software (CAS) specifically for testing static analysis tools. It
comprises 28,881 test cases that contain vulnerabilities for 112 different
CWEs.

– Open-source packages from Maven Central [178] (Maven): Starting from
a set of 26,142 open-source Java. packages randomly sampled from Maven,
we ran RAPID on all packages and, for each package, recorded the number
of “seeds” (elements in the codebase that may lead to potential findings).
This can be done in linear time. We filtered out packages with no seeds,
since their analysis with RAPID is very inexpensive. We also removed
any packages that crashed the tool. To make the splitting problem more
challenging, out of the 4,611 remaining packages we selected those with at
least 1,500 classes. That left us with 138 Maven packages.

Baseline and experiments. We evaluate the SPLITMERGE splitting strategy in
comparison with the naı̈ve SIZELIMITING splitting strategy described in Sect. 6.2,
and also against two baseline configurations that do not perform any splitting:
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– No Splitting, Unlimited Time (NoSplit-UT): no splitting, 16Gb memory,
24h timeout. This strategy approximates the absence of latency constraints.
We use the findings reported with NoSplit-UT as reference to assess
accuracy drops due to splitting.

– No Splitting, Unlimited Memory (NoSplit-UM): no splitting, 144Gb
memory, 10 minutes timeout. This strategy imposes the same timeout we
will use for splitting, but allows the analyzers to use virtually unlimited
memory (no tool saturated the available memory in our experiments).

SPLITMERGE and SIZELIMITING are allowed 16Gb of memory and 10 minutes
timeout. We run all the experiments on Amazon EC2 C5.18xlarge instances (72
vCPUs, 144Gb RAM). We do not limit the number of cores a tool can use. We
use Amazon Linux as operating system and ulimit to enforce memory limits.
Performance metrics. To evaluate our research questions, we collect the follow-
ing metrics throughout the experimental campaign:

– Total findings: The number of unique findings reported by each tool, used
as a proxy to detect accuracy losses. When different splitting strategies
are applied, we compare the number of findings against the baselines to
estimate the impact of splitting. Notably, a tool may also report false posi-
tive findings in either the baseline or after splitting. In general, we do not
have a reliable means to discriminate between true and false positives and
for the sake of this work we pragmatically assume that, ideally, a splitting
strategy should result in exactly the same set of findings as NoSplit-UT;
differences would suggest an impact on the accuracy of the tool.

– Best possible latency: The longest analysis time for any of the partitions of
the input program. This is the minimum waiting time for the user, excluding
other network and service invocation latency.

– Total time: Cumulative analysis time for all partitions. An index of the cu-
mulative cost in computation time. Its value is related to the computational
overhead induced by the redundancy allowed when splitting.

– Peak heap usage: The maximum Java heap memory used by an analysis
tool written in Java. In our experiment, this metric is only measured for
RAPID, which is written in Java.

– Peak memory/max resident set size (RSS): The maximum amount of
memory held by the process running an analysis tool at any time.

– Number of partitions: The number of partitions produced by a strategy
for a given benchmark.

– Sum of partition sizes: The sum of storage size for all partitions produced
in an experiment.
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Configuration. SPLITMERGE is executed with: maximum partition size S = 500,
neighborhood radius k = 2, and the percentage of high-connectivity vertices
p = 0.1. These configuration values control the trade-off between latency, total
CPU time, maximum memory, and impact on precision. For the experiments
reported in this chapter, we prescribed a maximum allowed latency of 10 minutes
and a maximum of 16Gb of memory per tool process and systematically swept
the configuration space to make sure the selected configuration comfortably
allows analyzing a partition within our prescribed latency and memory limits. We
acknowledge that different latency and resource constraints, benchmarks, and
analysis tools may require different tuning of the parameters.

6.4.2. Experimental Results
We now present our experimental results for each research question.

RQ1: What is the impact of splitting a program and analyzing
the partitions in isolation on a tool’s accuracy?
We answer this question by looking at the total findings detected by the analyzers
shown in Tab. 6.2 reporting on the OWASP, Juliet, and Maven benchmarks.
In the table, X means the analyzer did not terminate within the given timeout or
crashed, thus no results were reported. On all three benchmarks, SPLITMERGE

allows both RAPID and INFER to detect more findings in comparison to SIZELIM-
ITING.

Regarding accuracy, we take the results of NoSplit-UT as the baseline for
comparison (except for RAPID on Juliet, where this strategy did not produce
a result). On OWASP, SPLITMERGE allowed RAPID to detect exactly the same
number of findings (3,326) as with NoSplit-UT, without losing accuracy. We
also compared the output of the tool with both strategies: the set of findings is
exactly the same. In contrast, we lost 509 (3,326− 2,817) findings with the naı̈ve
splitting strategy SIZELIMITING, corresponding to 15% (509/3,326) of the total
findings that can be detected by RAPID without splitting. For INFER, splitting
the original code using SIZELIMITING impacts its recall negatively, as INFER

detected much fewer findings compared with non-splitting strategies (230 vs. 401).
In contrast, SPLITMERGE allowed INFER to detect exactly the same findings as
with non-splitting strategies.

On Juliet, RAPID did not finish the analysis using non-splitting strategies,
which gave us no baseline to assess the impact of splitting on its accuracy, besides
observing that SPLITMERGE returned more findings than SIZELIMITING. Simi-
larly to OWASP, splitting also resulted in loss of findings on Juliet for INFER. It
also turns out that INFER crashed (exited with non-zero return code) when analyz-
ing the partitions. As shown in Table 6.3, the crash rate is 2% with SIZELIMITING

and 6% with SPLITMERGE. We conjecture INFER is less tolerant to absences of
dependent classes in comparison to RAPID, but further investigation is needed.
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Table 6.3: Timeout, crash and success rates of analysis runs.

Strategy RAPID INFER RAPID INFER RAPID INFER

Timeout Crash Success
OWASP

NoSplit-UT 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100%
NoSplit-UM 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
SIZELIMITING 0% 0% 0% 20% 100% 80%
SPLITMERGE 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100%

Juliet
NoSplit-UT 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
NoSplit-UM 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
SIZELIMITING 0% 0% 0% 2% 100% 98%
SPLITMERGE 0% 0% 0% 6% 100% 94%

Maven
NoSplit-UT 0% 4% 0% 24% 100% 72%
NoSplit-UM 0% 4% 0% 22% 100% 74%
SIZELIMITING 0% 0.4% 0% 9.6% 100% 90%
SPLITMERGE 0% 1% 0% 16% 100% 83%

For the Maven benchmark, we conducted an experiment for each of the 138
Maven packages separately and aggregated the results (which show 138 partitions
for the no-split strategies corresponding to the 138 packages analyzed). From
the results on Maven, we can see that SPLITMERGE has less negative impact
on both INFER and RAPID’s findings compared to SIZELIMITING, i.e., RAPID

only lost 6.7% ((1,193-1,113)/1,193) of the findings using SPLITMERGE, while
it is 17% ((1,193-991)/1,193) using SIZELIMITING. On the other hand, INFER

detected more findings with SPLITMERGE than NoSplit-UT, as it crashed less
frequently (Table 6.3).

We remark once again that the number of findings is a coarse proxy to evaluate
the differential accuracy, while assessing precision and recall of the different tools
would require scoring each tool’s output against a ground truth to establish which
findings are true and false, which is beyond the scope of this study.

RQ1 takeaway: Splitting the original program can sometimes negatively im-
pact a tool’s accuracy. However our experiments show that smarter splitting
strategies like SPLITMERGE can controllably reduce accuracy loss. For very
large codebases (e.g., Juliet) and strict resource constraints, splitting may be
the only option if we want to retrieve any findings, since the tools do not scale
and thus end up returning no findings at all.
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Figure 6.3: LOC of the 17 open source Python projects with dependency
analysis and analysis time used by Bandit.

RQ2: How do static analyzers perform on the partitions com-
pared to the original program in terms of time and memory
usage?
After evaluating the accuracy loss of splitting, with this research question, we
evaluate analysis time and resource demand. A benefit of splitting a program and
analyzing each partition in isolation is the possibility of running an instance of the
analysis tool on each partition in parallel, thus reducing the user’s waiting time.
The best possible latency of analyzing partitions is the maximum analysis time
required to analyze any such partitions. On all three benchmark suites, both RAPID

and INFER achieved much better latency with splitting strategies on both SAST
benchmarks (OWASP and Juliet) and real-world applications (Maven). Using
SPLITMERGE, the analyzers achieved more than 2x speedup (RAPID: 32.3/8.5,
INFER: 2.5/1.0) on the Maven packages in comparison to NoSplit-UT. Since
RAPID is written in Java, we also measured the peak heap usage from the JVM
and observed that with SPLITMERGE, RAPID used less than 13.7% of the peak
heap consumption of NoSplit-UT on OWASP and 82% on Maven. We also
measured the maximum resident set memory size, which indicates a significant
reduction of peak memory consumption also for INFER.

RQ2 takeaway: Splitting the codebase allows us to analyze the partitions in
parallel. On all three benchmark suites, our experiments show that splitting sig-
nificantly reduced the latency for both analysis tools. Splitting also significantly
reduced the memory required to analyze the benchmark suites compared to
non-splitting.

RQ3: What kinds of static analysis tools would benefit from
splitting strategies discussed in the chapter?
Comparing the results of RAPID and INFER, the first observation is that splitting
allowed RAPID to analyze Juliet, which was intractably large for the non-
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splitting strategies. We also observed that RAPID is more tolerant than INFER with
partitions that miss dependencies. On OWASP and Juliet, splitting increased the
number of crashes (Table 6.3), resulting in a reduction of the number of findings.
On Maven we observed the opposite effect, where analyzing the 138 packages
individually led to more crashes than grouping all their sources and splitting them
with SIZELIMITING or SPLITMERGE. However, for most benchmark applications,
the difference in number of findings with and without splitting was limited for
both RAPID and INFER, while RAPID was much faster in analyzing all subjects,
significantly reducing both the best possible latency (by 73-97% with SPLIT-
MERGE) and the total computation time (29-84% with SPLITMERGE). Also for
INFER the best possible latency dropped by 60-99%, while the total computation
time remained around the same order of magnitude, taking into account that the
different number of crashes between NoSplit-UT and SPLITMERGE make it
difficult to discern how much computation time ultimately led to results rather
than crashing. INFER also showed a significant reduction in memory demand, up
to 95% on Juliet.
A worst-case scenario for SPLITMERGE. To better define the target application
scope of a dependency-aware splitting strategy like SPLITMERGE, we report on an
additional experiment using Bandit [13], a static analysis tool for Python. Bandit
processes each source file independently by building an abstract syntax tree and
inspecting it for error patterns. While the previous experiments analyzed Java
applications, SPLITMERGE is not restricted to a specific language, provided that
the user can specify the elementary code units to partition (e.g., files, modules, or
classes) and can identify their dependencies. In the case of Python, dependencies
between its classes can be extracted using Snakefood [44] and Importlab [93].

We ran the three tools of the analysis pipeline (Snakefood, Importlab, and
Bandit) on 17 popular Python open-source projects 3 and recorded the analysis
time. Figure 6.3 shows the lines of code (LOC, bars) vs analysis time for each
program (line). The analysis pipeline including dependency analysis and Bandit
shows, as expected, very high scalability, taking only about 3 minutes to analyze
tensorflow, the largest program in the set. The breakdown of the time required
for each step of this analysis pipeline is shown in Figure 6.4, from which it is
evident that dependency analysis takes a significant proportion of the pipeline
time, up to 73% for youtube, while Bandit only takes a smaller fraction of the
pipeline time.

This experiment represents a worst-case scenario for SPLITMERGE—the anal-
ysis does not benefit from preserving dependency information, thus dropping the
benefits of SPLITMERGE’s heuristics. To parallelize Bandit’s analysis it would
be more effective to use SIZELIMITING, avoiding the overhead of dependency
analysis, which, contrary to the case of costlier interprocedural analyses with
RAPID and INFER, does not pay off with Bandit’s per-file analysis.

3
https://dev.to/biplov/17-popular-python-opensource-projects-on-github-21ae
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Figure 6.4: Time used by dependency analysis compared to time used by
Bandit.

RQ3 takeaway: Our experiments show that splitting is useful to limit the
per-machine resource consumption of static analysis tools and different tools
require different splitting strategies. Inter-procedural analyses benefit most from
splitting even with a naive strategy like SIZELIMITING. For example, splitting
the input codebase allowed RAPID to analyze code much faster than without
splitting. Whereas for INFER, the most prominent benefit of splitting was the
reduction in memory usage. Our experiments also show that for inexpensive
linter-like or intra-procedural analyses such as Bandit, SIZELIMITING may be
more beneficial than dependency-guided-splitting strategy like SPLITMERGE.

6.5. Related Work
SAST platforms. Several SAST platforms in the literature provide static analysis
as a service and present a simple interface to developers that allows them to
run a variety of static analysis tools. One of the earliest platforms is Review
Bot [24], which integrates FindBugs [96], PMD, and CheckStyle into the code
review process. Review Bot runs in the code review process on changes small
enough to be reviewed by humans, and the tools are fast linting tools, so it did not
have an immediate need for splitting.

The Khasiana1 web portal [196] integrates three static analyzers (FindBugs [96],
Safe [105], and Xylem [197]) under a unified service interface. It focuses on
discussing the usefulness of the reported findings. The tools are evaluated on
hand-picked projects in which scalability is not an issue.

Two more recent platforms are Software Assurance Marketplace
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(SWAMP) [151] and Google’s Tricorder [229] (and its open-source ver-
sion, ShipShape). These platforms focus on making it easy to plug in additional
analyzers. They provide orchestration as well as aggregation and management
of recommendations. They do not focus on how to deal with large inputs. Our
splitting approach is agnostic to the specific SAST platform and could be applied
to Khasiana1, SWAMP, or Tricorder/ShipShape as well.

An approach that shares a similar motivation to ours is implemented by Chee-
tah [88] which integrates several static analysis tools into an IDE. Cheetah achieves
fast response times by gradually increasing the scope of the analysis: it starts by
analyzing only the method currently being edited in the IDE, then increases the
scope to class, package, and project level. This allows them to deliver some results
early on while gradually increasing the precision if the user is willing to wait
for it. In this chapter, rather than gradually increasing the scope until reaching a
time limit, we reduce the scope by splitting—simplifying the input, to get results
within certain resource constraints.

A wide range of static program analysis problems can be viewed as in-
stances of the Context-Free Language (CFL) Reachability problem [218],
e.g., inter-procedural dataflow analysis [217], control flow analysis [254], set-
constraints [149], specification-inference [34], shape analysis [218], object-flow
analysis [269], pointer and alias analysis [166, 273], and program slicing [127]
to name a few. Unfortunately, the worst case time complexity for solving CFL-
reachability problems is O(n3), which is known as the ”cubic bottleneck” [119].
As a result, highly precise analysis of large-scale software is challenging. In the
literature, most work only focuses on very specific optimizations to a particular
analysis that are not applicable in general.
Splitting input representation. Singh et al. proposed a technique to speed anal-
ysis with Polyhedra domain in abstract interpretation by partitioning variables
into subsets such that the constraints only exist between variables in the same sub-
set [241]. To mitigate the path explosion problem in symbolic execution, Trabish
et al. [250] introduced chopped symbolic execution, an approach in which users
can identify unimportant parts in the code, and the symbolic analysis tries to avoid
those parts. Barnat et al. [29] propose a distributed algorithm for model checking
LTL-formulas. The algorithm works by first partitioning and then exploring the
state space in parallel. In model checking based on symbolic state representation,
the technique in [114] partitions BDDs into smaller BDDs (each representing
a subset of states) which are subsequently given to different processes. Kumar
et al. [150] present a technique for distributed explicit state model checking to
improve run time performance.
Parallel/distributed static analysis. The problem of scaling static analysis to
potentially very large inputs is also discussed in [104] where the authors present
a distributed call-graph construction algorithm designed to run in the cloud. We
share the motivation that static analysis needs to be elastic to scale to very large
inputs but our approach is designed to be agnostic to specific static analysis tools
and techniques. Mendez-Lojo et al. [183] proposed a technique to parallelize
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inclusion-based points-to analysis by formulating it in terms of constraint graph
rewrite rules. Su et al. [245] introduced a parallel solution to CFL-reachability
based pointer analysis by avoiding redundant graph traversals using data sharing
and query scheduling. Rodriguez et al. [224] presented an actor-model-based
parallel algorithm for solving IFDS data-flow problems. Albarghouthi et al. [15]
proposed a framework to parallelize top down inter-procedural analysis using the
MapReduce paradigm. Facebook uses INFER [60] based on bi-abduction which is
modular—generates summaries for methods in the program and compositional—
composes summaries at call sites. Nevertheless, as we show in our experiments,
even a modular analysis like INFER does not scale to large or complex inputs under
practical resource constraints. BigSpa [274] provides a data-parallel algorithm
for CFL-reachability based static analysis. Graspan [258] and Grapple [275] are
single-machine, disk-based tools that model specific static analysis problems, taint
analysis and type-state analysis respectively, as transitive closure computation on
graphs.

The above approaches parallelize or distribute the analysis workload in a way
that is specific to the tool or technique at hand. Most of them modify the existing
tool. In our case, we do not introduce any changes to the SAST tools; an important
design goal is to be able to add new off-the-shelf tools and update existing tools (as
new versions are released) without having to maintain our own modified versions
of them.
Automated refactoring. The goal of splitting is to break a large program into
smaller units that are sufficiently self-contained to be analyzed in isolation. This
is similar to the refactoring problem of breaking up a monolithic system into
smaller components. An overview of such refactoring techniques is given in [98].
Recently, we see approaches based on machine learning (e.g., [86]), dynamic
analysis (e.g., [140]), and static analysis (e.g., [179]). The splitting problem
discussed in this chapter is simpler than the problem of automatically refactoring
in the sense that our partitions do not need to be functioning programs; they just
need to to be sufficiently self-contained for analysis purposes.
Graph partitioning and communities. There is a rich body of work [133] on
graph clustering for community detection in networks studied as graphs, e.g.,
social networks, academic citation networks, and collaboration networks—which
might provide a theoretical grounding for future research. However, to the best
of our knowledge this line of work currently focuses on preserving maximal
connectivity, as opposed to our goal of attaining an effective trade-off between
preserving connectivity and load-balancing partitions.

6.6. Summary and Remarks
We discussed how splitting of static analysis inputs can be used to effectively
limit the maximum resource consumption of an analysis tool. We motivated that
this is an important problem when operating a SAST platform, as adding new
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analysis tools to the platform must not increase the maximum latency for existing
customers.

Our evaluation shows that the splitting strategy has a significant impact on the
outcome of the static analysis tool and that not all strategies are suitable for all
tools. We showed that, for more complex (super-linear) static analysis tools, more
advanced splitting strategies are needed to minimize the effect on the reported
number of findings. For inexpensive linter-style tools like Bandit, we see that the
overhead of a complex splitting strategy outweighs the benefits and that a simple
splitting strategy is sufficient.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of the work presented in this dissertation is to improve software correct-
ness and reliability making it easier and more practical for developers of all skill
levels to incorporate state of the art static program analyzers in their software
development workflow. While the potential benefits of program analyzers are clear,
their usability and effectiveness in mainstream software development workflows
often comes into question and can prevent software developers from using these
tools to their full potential. Practical program analyzers, therefore, have to make
tradeoffs (e.g., in soundness, precision, or performance) to maintain a delicate bal-
ance between returning the minimum number of false negatives/positives, scaling
to very large industrial codebases, being highly automatic, and having minimum
overhead for the developers.

Designing, implementing, and deploying program analyzers, is an extremely
challenging task. This makes them extremely complicated pieces of software with
a high likelihood of having correctness bugs themselves (challenge 1) or tradeoffs
not suitable for every piece of code under every usage scenario (challenge 2). In
this dissertation, we focus our attention on improving the state of the art in these
two challenge areas that can prevent typical software development teams from
using these tools to their full potential.

Detecting unintentional unsoundness. In the first part of this dissertation, we
present algorithms to detect correctness bugs in fundamental program analysis
components such as SMT solvers and Datalog engines. Correctness bugs in these
components can compromise the results computed by an upstream program ana-
lyzer. This can have disastrous consequences e.g., when analyzing software used
for electronic voting, financial systems, transportation, or secure communication.

In chapter 2, we presented a general blackbox fuzzing technique for detecting
critical bugs in any SMT solver. In contrast to existing work at the time, our
technique does not require a grammar to synthesize SMT instances from scratch.
Instead, it takes inspiration from state-of-the-art mutational fuzzers and generates
new instances by mutating existing ones. We implemented the technique in an
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open-source tool called STORM, which has the additional ability to effectively
minimize the size of bug-revealing instances to facilitate debugging. In only
three months of testing, with STORM, we were able to detect 29 previously
unknown critical bugs in three mature SMT solvers and 15 different logics. In
this chapter, we focused our attention on detecting refutational soundness bugs
(the solver returns unsat for a satisfiable instance) because such bugs are the
most difficult to detect. However, in the future, STORM can be extended to detect
solution soundness bugs (the solver returns sat for an unsatisfiable instance). We
also plan to extend STORM by integrating complementary techniques proposed
subsequently to our work. For example, the fuzzing technique presented in STORM
can be combined with OpFuzz that fuzzes operators in an SMT instance.

In chapter 3, we presented the first ever metamorphic testing based approach
to detect query bugs in Datalog engines. The approach is based on the formal
properties of conjunctive queries. Despite their simplicity, conjunctive queries
constitute an important class of database queries due to their theoretical properties.
We implemented our approach in an open source tool called queryFuzz, which
we used to test three mature Datalog engines. queryFuzz detected 13 previously
unknown query bugs in all three Datalog engines. In future work, we also plan to
use the transformations presented in this chapter to test other data query systems
since many first-order queries can be written as conjunctive queries.

In chapter 4, we presented a metamorphic testing approach that allows us to
define much more general and effective transformations than the ones presented
in chapter 3. This is because queryFuzz can only apply transformations locally
without considering the entire program. The approach presented in chapter 4
uses an annotated precedence graph, that captures rich semantic and syntactic
information about a given Datalog program. This graph allows us to define more
radical program-wide transformations that also incorporates all existing queryFuzz
transformations. In the future, we plan to explore ways of extending the annotated
precedence graph with dialect-specific features e.g., aggregates.

Balancing soundness, precision, and performance. In the second part of
this dissertation, we introduce techniques to reduce friction in the integration of
program analyzers in everyday software development workflows. Smoothly inte-
grating and tuning an advanced program analyzer for a particular codebase under
certain resource constraints and different usage scenarios can be a challenging
task for software developers, most of whom lack an advanced understanding of
these analyzers.

In chapter 5, we presented a technique that can automatically tailor a generic
abstract interpreter to the code under analysis and any given resource constraints.
The key idea behind our approach is to phrase the problem of customizing the
abstract-interpretation configuration to a given usage scenario as an optimization
problem. Our experiments show that configurations generated by our technique
vastly outperform the default options pre-selected by the analysis designers. We
implemented our approach in an open-source framework called TAILOR and
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demonstrate its effectiveness using a state-of-the-art abstract interpreter CRAB,
with millions of configurations, on real-world benchmarks. In the future, we plan
to explore the challenges that an inter-procedural analysis would pose, for instance,
by using a different recipe for computing a summary of each function or each
calling context.

In chapter 6, we presented an approach to horizontally scale static analysis tools
in cloud-based static analysis platforms. Our approach takes as input a program
to be analyzed and a bound for the size of code that should be analyzed by each
single cloud instance. It then employs a configurable splitting strategy to split the
input program into partitions such that the amount of code in each partition is
below a provided bound. Our experiments show that splitting the input code base
into partitions and analyzing each partition in a separate cloud instance can be an
effective strategy to scale static analysis tools in static analysis platforms. We show
that with a proper selection of a splitting strategy, all evaluated static analyzers can
benefit from such an approach. The approach was developed in collaboration with
Amazon Web Services and is currently being used in production in their CodeGuru
service. We believe that, in the future, the process of picking a splitting strategy
and tuning the parameters when adding a tool to a cloud-based static analysis
platform can be fully automated. A tool can be run with different configurations
on regression data to identify the best combination of strategy and configuration.
Also, the configuration parameters for each tool can be re-adjusted on the fly as
the available hardware improves or the static analysis tools get updated.
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